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FROM THE EDITOR

This issue of LTBA is devoted entirely to the fascinating and understudied Hmong-Mien (Miao-Yao) language family. Many of the articles date from a panel on Hmong Language and Linguistics chaired by David Strecker during the Southeast Asian Studies Summer Institute (SEASSI) Conference at the University of Michigan in the summer of 1985. Later several papers on Mien (by Caron, Court, Purnell, and Solnit) were added, along with last-minute contributions by Lyman and Jaisser. The end result is a well-rounded set of papers that cover a range of synchronic and diachronic topics in Hmong-Mien phonology, grammar, and orthography.

We would like to thank David Strecker and Brenda Johns for conceiving this idea of a special issue on Hmong-Mien. Tanya Smith was ably assisted in the preparation of the manuscripts by Steve Baron, Amy Dolcourt, John Lowe, and Jean McAneny, to all of whom many thanks.

A cumulative index to the first ten volumes of LTBA appears on pp. 177-180. Also, back issues of LTBA (originals when available, photocopies otherwise) may be purchased according to the price schedule on p.182.

We are about to launch a serious Subscription Drive to further stabilize our financial base. We welcome suggestions from our present readership as to whom we might solicit to become new subscribers!

JAM

* * *

All correspondence and manuscripts should be sent to:

Tanya Smith, Editorial Secretary, LTBA
Stim-Hm-W买家 Dictionary and Thesaurus Project
2041 Bancroft Way, Suite 204
Berkeley, CA 94704

We welcome manuscripts submitted on Macintosh disks. Otherwise, manuscripts should be typed single-spaced on standard size paper with at least 3/4 inch (2 centimeters) margins and page numbers pencilled on the reverse of each page. The format for notes and bibliography is left to the author's discretion. Authors will receive 10 free copies of their published article.
The Hmong-Mien Languages

David Strecker

The Hmong-Mien family, which is also called the Miao-Yao family, is one of the major language stocks of Southeast Asia. Most of the languages of the family are spoken in southwestern China, but several languages are spoken in the northern portions of Vietnam, Laos, Thailand, and Burma.

A detailed understanding of the family first became available to linguists as a result of the dialect surveys and descriptive linguistic work undertaken in China after the Liberation. More recently, the Indochinese war forced thousands of speakers of Hmong-Mien languages from Laos to resettle in Australia, Europe, and the Americas, so that a number of linguists outside of China and Southeast Asia have now become active Hmong-Mienists. The present collection includes the work of several of these scholars.

Even today some linguists who are not specialists in these languages tend to think of Hmong-Mien as a small and obscure group, comprising just two languages, "Miao" and "Yao". In fact, Hmong-Mien comprises some two dozen major subgroups which are sufficiently different from one another to be mutually unintelligible. Within several of these subgroups there exist further subdivisions showing marked differences in vocabulary and phonology and considered by their speakers to be separate languages, despite some degree of mutual intelligibility. It is probably closer to the mark to say that there are between 30 and 40 Hmong-Mien languages.

The various subgroups of Hmong-Mien can be grouped in three major branches:

- Hmongic
- Ho Nte
- Mienic

Mienic, also called Yao, is a fairly close-knit group comprising six languages as shown in figure 2. Mun and Mien are widely spoken in China, Vietnam, Laos, and Thailand. The other four languages are confined to a relatively limited region within China.

Ho Nte, also called She, is a single language spoken in four districts near Hong Kong (figure 1).
By contrast, Hmongic, also called Miao, is extremely diverse. I have tried to give a rough idea of the diversity of Hmongic languages and their approximate geographic distribution in Figure 1. In Chinese publications, Hmongic languages are subdivided into Míáoyǔ 'Miao language' and Búnyǔ 'Bunu language' according to whether the speakers are culturally Hmong (Míáozú) or Yao (Yáozú). This distinction is cultural rather than linguistic.

The Na-e language of Vietnam, also called Pateng, seems in most respects to be simply a southern outlier of the Pa ñng subgroup of Hmongic, as was first pointed out by André Haudricourt. Recently, however, Paul Benedict has argued that Na-e actually constitutes a fourth branch of Hmong-Mien. This suggestion needs further study.

A more detailed breakdown of Hmong-Mien languages is as follows:

I. Hmongic (Míáoyǔ yǔzhī)

A. West Hunan group or QoXiong language (Míáoyǔ Xiāngxi fāngyán; Northern Hmong)

B. East Guizhou group or Mhu language (Míáoyǔ Qiándōng fāngyán; Eastern Hmong)

C. Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan group (Míáoyǔ Chuānqiándiān fāngyán plus Búnyǔ Bù-Nǎo fāngyán; Western Hmong; Purnell's Western and Central)

   1. Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan subgroup (Míáoyǔ Chuānqiándiān fāngyán; Purnell's West A); Green Mong, White Hmong, etc.

   2. Northeastern Yunnan subgroup (Míáoyǔ Diāndōngběi fāngyán) (A-Hmau)

   3. Guiyang subgroup (Míáoyǔ Guīyáng fāngyán) (Hmong)

   4. Huishui subgroup (Míáoyǔ Huíshuǐ fāngyán) (Hmong)

   5. Mashan subgroup (Míáoyǔ Máshān fāngyán) (Mang)


   7. Eastern or Zhong'an River subgroup (Míáoyǔ Dōngbù fāngyán or Míáoyǔ Zhǒng'ān Jiāng fāngyán) (Hmong)

   8. Pingtang subgroup (Míáoyǔ)

   9. Qianxi-Pingba-Qingzhen-Luozhi subgroup (Míáoyǔ)

   10. Luodian Moyin subgroup (Míáoyǔ)
I. Hmongic, continued.

C. Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan group, continued.

11. Dushan subgroup (Míaoyú)
12. Luodian Pingyan subgroup (Míaoyú)
13. Ziyun-Zhenning subgroup (Míaoyú)
14. Wangmo subgroup (Míaoyú)
15. Wangmo-Luodian subgroup (Míaoyú) (Mhang)
16. Pu-Nao subgroup (Bùnyù Bù-Não fāngyán)
   a. Pu Nu (Tung Nu) (Bùnyù Dōngnǚ tóyǔ)
   b. Nu Nu (Bùnyù Nūnǚ tóyǔ)
   c. Pu No (Bùnyù Bùnuò tóyǔ)
   d. Nao Klao (Bùnyù Nàogélào tóyǔ)
   e. Nu Mhou (Bùnyù NŪmào tóyǔ)

D. Pa Íng (Bùnyù Bāhēng fāngyán)
E. Hm Nai (Bùnyù Wínái fāngyán)
F. Kiong Nai (Bùnyù Jiōngnài fāngyán)
G. Yu Nuo (Bùnyù Yōnuò fāngyán)

II. Ho Nte (Shèyǔ)
   A. Western or Lianhua dialect (Liánhuā fāngyán)
   B. Eastern or Luofu dialect (Luófú fāngyán)

III. Mienic (Yáo yǔzhī Miányǔ)
   A. Mien-Kim (Miān-Jīn fāngyán)
      1. Mien (Iu Mien) (Yōumiān tóyǔ)
      2. Mun (Kim Mun) (Jīnmén tóyǔ)
      3. Biao Mon (Biāomān tóyǔ)
   B. Biao-Chao (Biāo-Jiāo fāngyán)
      1. Biao Min (Biāomín tóyǔ)
      2. Chao Kong Meng (Jiāogōngmiān tóyǔ)
   C. Dzao Min (Zāomín fāngyán)

IV. Classification uncertain: Na-e (Pateng)

Note that the articles on Hmong in this collection all deal with White Hmong of Thailand and Laos, which belongs to the Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan subgroup of the Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan group of Hmongic.
Figure 1: Hmongic, Na-e, and Ho Nte.

1. QoXiong or West Hunan group (also speech islands in or near the Tung Nu speaking area)
2. Mhu or East Guizhou group (also speech islands in south central and SW Guizhou and in NW Guangxi)
3. A-Hmau or Northeastern Yunnan subgroup of Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan group
16. Zhong'an River Mhong (speech islands within Mhu area)
17. Nu Nu
18. Pu No
19. Nao Klaa
20. Nu Mhau
21. Pa Hng
22. Hm Nai
23. Kiong Nai
24. Yu Nuo

Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan subgroup: Green Mong, White Hmong, etc.
Tung Nu (Pu Nu)
Na-e
Ho Nte
Figure 2: Mienic
1. Mien  
2. Mun  
3. Biao Mon  
4. Chao Kong Meng  
5. Dzeo Min
White Hmong Orthography and IPA Equivalents
(Broad Transcription)

1. Final consonant letters denote tones, not consonants.
2. Doubling a vowel denotes final [ŋ].

Thus the name of the language is spelled Hmoob [mʊŋ55].

**Initials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p</th>
<th>ph</th>
<th>np</th>
<th>nph</th>
<th>v</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>hm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[p]</td>
<td>[ph]</td>
<td>[mb]</td>
<td>[mph]</td>
<td>[v]</td>
<td>[f]</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>plh</td>
<td>npl</td>
<td>nplh</td>
<td></td>
<td>ml</td>
<td>hml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pl]</td>
<td>[phl]</td>
<td>[mbl]</td>
<td>[mphl]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[ml]</td>
<td>[ŋl]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>nt</td>
<td>nth</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>hl</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>hn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>[th]</td>
<td>[nd]</td>
<td>[nthal]</td>
<td>[l]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tx</td>
<td>txh</td>
<td>ntx</td>
<td>ntxh</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ts]</td>
<td>[tsh]</td>
<td>[ndz]</td>
<td>[ntsh]</td>
<td>[s]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>dh</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>[d]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>rh</td>
<td>nr</td>
<td>nrh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>[th]</td>
<td>[ŋt]</td>
<td>[ŋth]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>tsh</td>
<td>nts</td>
<td>ntsh</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ts]</td>
<td>[tsh]</td>
<td>[ŋdz]</td>
<td>[ŋtsh]</td>
<td>[ŋl]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>nch</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>xy</td>
<td>ny</td>
<td>hny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ʃ]</td>
<td>[ʃh]</td>
<td>[ŋʃ]</td>
<td>[ŋʃh]</td>
<td>[iʃ]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>[p]</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>nk</td>
<td>nkh</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[k]</td>
<td>[kh]</td>
<td>[ŋk]</td>
<td>[ŋkh]</td>
<td></td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>qh</td>
<td>nq</td>
<td>nqh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[q]</td>
<td>[qh]</td>
<td>[ŋq]</td>
<td>[ŋqh]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ʔ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[h]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For ŋ and dh see Jarkey's paper in this collection.
Finals

- i[i] ia[ia] ai[ai] ee[əŋ]
- e[e] aa[eə]
- a[a] ee[əŋ]
- o[o] oo[əŋ]
- u[u] ua[uə] au[au]
- w[u] aw[ʌm]

Tones

- b [55] high level
- j [52] high falling
- v [24] rising
- s [22] mid-low level
- ʃ [33] mid level
- ɠ [42] falling, whispery voiced

- m [21] low falling, creaky voiced
- d [13], [213] low rising, or falling-rising (a syntactically determined variant of -m)
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EARLY MY/TB LOAN RELATIONSHIPS

Paul K. Benedict

The Miao-Yao (MY) languages appear to have split off from the mainland bloc of Austro-Tal (AT) languages at an early period, moving to the north and west and there coming into contact with the Sino-Tibetan (ST) languages. To make use of an analogy from geomorphology, they came to be positioned at the 'grinding edges' of the vast AT and ST tectonic plates, along a line of maximum anticipated activity. In this case the activity involved the transformation of MY into a monosyllabic, fully tonal language family, as earlier described by the writer (1975 - hereafter ATLC), with many of the details yet to be explored. As regards the monosyllabism, this is a feature of both Tibeto-Burman (TB) and Sinitic (Chinese, Bai) and must be set up for the parental proto-language (PST), hence no clues as to the precise source of the influences are provided. The tones are another matter, however; at an early period (2nd/1st mill. B.C.) Chinese converted the two-tone (or two-accent) *A ~ *B system of PST into a three-tone (or three-accent) system with the addition of a third, sandhi tone (or accent) *C and a system of precisely this kind must be reconstructed for the parent MY language (PST), with one-to-one tonal correspondences in the early loanwords for such cultural items as 'horse' and 'charcoal'. This is an example of 'direct' diffusion, in contrast to the 'stimulus' diffusion found in Mon-Khmer (e.g. Riang, Khamu) and even in Austronesian (Huilhui, the Chamic language spoken on Hainan); the tonal system itself was borrowed, not simply the 'idea of tones', with the loanwords serving as the bearers of tone. The process undoubtedly began in a highly selective manner, with later spread throughout the language; cf. the situation in Tin, a Mon-Khmer language now on its way to becoming fully tonal, which has borrowed Thai (Siamese) numerals along with the tones (see Benedict 1984: 67).

This sort of linguistic happening cannot occur at a distance, inasmuch as it requires a virtual cultural 'flooding', with extensive diglossia on the part of the 'submerged' population (as in the case of Tin). The early (Archaic level) Chinese/MY loans, as currently analyzed (Benedict 1986), point to exactly this kind of prolonged, intimate relationship, thus dovetailing with the tonal evidence. The picture is complicated, however, by the fact that the bulk of Chinese loans into MY reflect early dialect(s) that are distinct from the 'standard' Archaic, notably in the retention of PST final *-a, where the latter shows a regular shift to -o. These loans also commonly show evidence of Chinese 'processing', reflecting manifold prefix + initial shifts of the type described in an earlier paper (1976) by the writer. Thus, the picture is exceedingly complex, even under the best of circumstances, yet all would make good sense historically were it not for the following: a TB rather than Chinese source must be recognized for the basic cardinal numerals of MY as well as for the 'core' (basic) lexical items: 'sun/day' ~ 'moon/month', along with a number of other items rather less basic in nature. This paper presents the relevant linguistic data, attempts to delineate (if not identify) the donor source or sources (DMY or DMY's) and,
finally, offers some preliminary speculation as to how this strange linguistic state of affairs is likely to have come about.

The numerals of MY, like those of the Kadai languages and even Austronesian (Hulhu), nicely exemplify selective lexical retention (SLR - see Benedict 1983b), with a primary 'rule' that cardinals are better retained than ordinals and a secondary 'rule' that the lowest numerals are better retained than the higher (it should be noted here that the Swadesh basic 100-word list includes only 'one' and 'two'). In the case of the MY numeral system, only one loanword managed to break into the native 'one' through 'three' alignment and the intrusion was relatively late: Middle Chinese (MC) - ?i êt 'one' > Yao (Mien only) yet1. The MY numerals above 'ten' are also of Chinese origin but those from 'four' through 'ten' appear to have been borrowed as a set from a TB source (or sources). Both Shafer (1964) and Downer (1971) took special note of the resemblances shown by these numerals while the writer (1976) has analyzed them at some length, along with the early Chinese loans to Tai. Contra the view expressed there, it now seems evident (see fn. 1) that 'four' also belongs in this set of early loans from TB, with the further strong likelihood that 'five' must be included as well, i.e. these numerals were borrowed as a set. As shown in the following listing, the corresponding Chinese numerals developed in different ways (see the above-cited paper), precluding the possibility of their having served as sources for the MY numerals (see Benedict 1972 - hereafter STC - for the TB numerals):

'three': PTB *b-lay; PMY *pleiA; MC ?i st-.

five': PTB *r-ŋa - (secondary) *b-ŋa; PMY *praA; MC ŋu: PMY prefixed *r- is maintained in Old Kuki but replaced in Written Tibetan (WT) by l-, apparently through influence from PTB *lak 'arm/hand'2: general replacement by prefixed *b- through influence from the preceding numeral (see above), with occasional preemption of initial *ŋ-. The indicated DMY form is *praA, with the secondary *b- (> p-) preceding the *r- rather than replacing it, followed by preemption of the initial and unvoicing of the prefix, as in 'four'.

'six': PTB *d-ruk ~ *k-ruk; PMY *tru?: MC liuk. The PMY initial *tr- has been reconstructed on the basis of the Na-e evidence (see Benedict: forthcoming); the final *-ŋ for earlier *-k is a MY feature, hence the indicated DMY form is *truk, with unvoicing of the prefix as in 'four' and 'five'.

'seven': PTB *sni:; PMY *z[a]C; MC ts[ɻ]et. Contra STC, the PTB *s- stands for the first part of the *sn- cluster rather than for prefixed *s-, with Stau exhibiting a distinction between /zhi/ 'seven' (secondary voicing and palatalization with loss of final *s) and /s1/ 'day', from *s-ŋayA (see below). The nasal element of the MY root is maintained only in Yao: Mun (ň) but it yielded typical secondary nasalization of the final in Miao, with some Western dialects reflecting secondary unvoicing (*z[a]C > *ś[a]C). The initial of the DMY form can be reconstructed as *z[n,ň]-, with secondary voicing as in Stau; the ambiguity results from the fact that
secondary palatalization is characteristic of MY, tying in with the same feature in Chinese, probably reflecting an ancient Sprachbund. The final of the DMY form could hardly have been 

\[ *l \] with loss of 

\[ *s \] (as in Stau), since this would have yielded PMY \[ *ei \] (cf. 'four'); PMY does have medial \[ *-ia- \] for medial \[ *-i- \], however (see 'ten' and 'year', below), hence the indicated reconstruction of the DMY final is \[ *-is \], with the vocalic shift preceding the eventual loss of \[ *-s \] (lacking in PMY).

'eight': PTB \[ *-hryat \]; PMY \[ *hyat \]; MC \[ /pwät \]. The earliest ST prefixation pattern, reflected in WT \( (brgyad < \*b\-g\-ryat) \) and Jingpho \( (matsåt) \) as well as in Chinese (apparently unvoiced by an original prefixed \[ *s- \]) can be set up as \[ *b\-g- \] but within TB the Kuki-Naga forms reflect prefixed \[ *d- \] \( (\*d\-rät) \) while those of Burmese-Lolo reflect prefixed \[ *s- \] \( (\*s\-hryat) \). Written Burmese (WB) \( (\*t\-hyat) \), with /hyat/ appearing in the inscriptions, exactly matching the PMY root. The indicated DMY form is \[ *h\[ry,ylat. \] \( \) with \[ *-ry- \] a possibility in view of the fact that PMY lacked this cluster and may well have substituted \[ *-y- \], paralleling the Burmese development.

'nine': PTB \[ *d\-kwå \] \( ~ *d\-gwå \); PMY \[ *gy\[ouA \]; MC \[ /kågu: \]. The initial \[ *g- \] form, represented notably in WT \( (dgü) \), shows secondary voicing after the prefix, which was replaced by \[ *s- \] in some languages (Jingpho, Bodo-Garo). The PMY palatalized initial is generally reflected by palatals or dentals (but Na-e ëko); the reconstruction of the final is provisional, with the Yao forms apparently influenced by the similar ordinal forms \( (\!<_\!< \!_< Chinese) \). PMY regularly has final \[ *-ou \] for earlier (PAT-level) \[ *-u \], paralleling \[ *-ei \] for earlier \[ *-i \] (see 'four', above), hence the indicated DMY form here is \[ *[prefix+] \[ g\,gylu \], with ambiguity arising from the palatalization (see the discussion under 'seven', above). The initial voicing points to earlier prefixed \[ *d- \], as in WT, with later shift to \[ *t- \] (cf. 'six', above).

'ten': PTB \[ *gip \]; PMY \[ *g\[ylap \]; MC \[ /zi4p \]. The PMY initial palatalization appears to have been variable, with Yao forms perhaps influenced by competing forms of Chinese origin. As in 'seven', the PMY medial \[ *-ia- \] is to be considered secondary, with \[ *gip \] indicated for the DMY form.

Reconstructed tones \( (\!<_\!<_ \!<_ A \) or \[ *B \) have not been cited for the three relevant PTB numeral roots ('four', 'five' and 'nine') in view of the widespread variation shown by the modern forms, including tonal 'form classes', e.g. WB all \( < \) tone \[ *B \); Trung (Nungishl) all \( < \) tone \[ *A \), for these three numerals as well as for 'three' (PTB \[ *g\-sum \). PMY tone \[ *A \) for the trio indicates that DMY had a 'form class' like that of Trung. The fact that PMY has tone \[ *C \) for 'seven' supports the final \[ *-s \) reconstruction since this tone has a sandhi origin, reflecting syllable-final features.

To sum up, the DMY numerals were probably as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMY</th>
<th>DMY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>four</td>
<td>[ *pl[A ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>five</td>
<td>[ *pra[A ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>six</td>
<td>[ *truk ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seven</td>
<td>[ *znis ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMY</th>
<th>DMY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eight</td>
<td>[ *hryat ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nine</td>
<td>[ *t-[guA ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ten</td>
<td>[ *gip ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The DMY phonology is featured by the unvoicing of stop prefixes (the \[ *t- \) of 'nine' only by inference), along with the \[ *s-r- \] > \[ *hr- \) shift, contrasting
with secondary voicing of the *sn- cluster; also the parallel final *-ay > *-i and *-aw > *-u shifts. Although only one numeral root (*gip 'ten') remained without change, none of the DMY forms appears very unusual for TB, with the exception of that for 'five', and even here there are parallels in the modern languages to the initial-preemption involved.

Three other lexical items, all at least partially of calendrical type, have long attracted the attention of comparativists because of the obvious MY/TB resemblances. As reported in the above-cited article (Benedict 1976), there is a competing AT etymology in the case of one of these items ('moon/month') but this must now be discarded, especially in view of the additional evidence available here (see below). As in the case of the numerals, the Chinese cognates exhibit different lines of development, effectively precluding them as possible loan sources:

'sun/day': PTB *nayA 'sun' ~ *s-nayA 'day'; PMY *hnoiA (often prefixed) 'sun/day'; MC นญ 'id.'. The 'sun' vs. 'day' distinction can be established at the PTB level; cf. Stau sāi 'day' (above); Jingpho sāi 'id.'; WB ne (< *nayA) 'sun' ~ ne' (< *s-nayA) 'day', but has been lost in some TB languages, e.g. Lushai has /h/ for both 'sun' and 'day'. Chinese also has lost the distinction: นญ < *s-ญ (Min evidence for the prefixation), with secondary final -t after the prefix (paralleling the WB glottalization; see Benedict 1983a). In MY the 'sun' vs. 'day' distinction is often made through prefixation but basically the PMY root shows a loss here, of the Chinese rather than Lushai type, i.e. it is the *s- prefixed rather than the unprefixed form that has prevailed. On the basis of this MY loan evidence one can posit a similar loss of distinction in the donor language, although it is possible that MY innovated here. The indicated *hn- for DMY, from an earlier (PTB) *s-n-, contrasts with *zn- from a *sn- cluster in 'seven', precisely as in Stau (see above). The final presents a problem, however, inasmuch as in 'four' PTB final *-ay is represented by PMY *-ei, regularly from an earlier *-i, whereas in this root it is represented by PMY *-ei, very likely standing for *-ay itself. At least three possible solutions present themselves: (a) the final reflex was conditioned by the initial (*pl- vs. *hn-) (b) PMY lacked the specific *hnei combination (Mien, at least, appears to lack it) and substituted *hnoi (3) a somewhat different DMY, perhaps a dialect of the 'standard' DMY, which retained final *-ay, was the source in the case of this item. Of these three possible solutions (a) seems the least likely and (c) the most likely.

'moon/month': PTB *(s)-(g-)laA: PMY *hlaC; MC แซก [GSR 769a] 'new moon', from *s-glāk (see Benedict 1976:189 for the phonetic element here), with prefixed *s- yielding secondary -k after the low vowel, in contrast to the final -t after high front vowel that appears in the preceding root (see Benedict 1983a). The Garo cognate: ja (< *sglāA) is also glossed as 'spirit/apparition/phantom'; WT has the doublet zla (< *sglāA) 'moon' ~ hla (< *sla) 'the gods'; Jingpho has only สะตะ (< *sglāA). Chang-Tangska (STC: Konyak group) only *glaA and WB only la' (< *s-laA), all in the meaning 'moon' (~ 'month'), but Lushai parallels WT in showing a doublet, in this case the product of regular tonal changes (see Benedict 1983a): ทะเล (< *sglāA) 'moon' ~ ทะเล (< *sglāA) 'spirit/soul/one's double'. This all points to an
underlying cult of the moon, with WT hla 'the gods' playing a key semantic role. An identical form but with tone added (*hla¹) must be set up for the donor language (DMY), in this case with the basic meaning of 'moon/month' retained, as in WB la' (< *s-la¹). The indicated *s-1 > *hla- shift here parallels the similar shift before *r- in 'eight' (above). The tone *A reconstruction is conjectural; the PMY (sandhi) tone *C points to an earlier suffix (cf. WT zla-ba 'moon')

This is all straightforward enough, with 'moon/month' joining 'sun/day' to form an interesting pair of 'heavenly body' terms that were borrowed by MY from an early TB source, either the same DMY that donated the numerals or a language very similar to it. There is no evidence in the 'moon' loan of the cult associations of the TB root but, curiously enough, this may simply reflect the fact that the replaced native term had already undergone a parallel shift, thus making 'semantic space' available for the loan; cf. PMY (Miao only) *bìla¹/C 'spirit/soul', apparently the direct cognate (PMY lacks final *-l) of PAT *nlbjal 'moon/month', represented in Kadai as well as in Austronesian. And the case gets 'curtisiner and curtisiner': a similar root can be reconstructed for PTB and it shows the same range of meanings as *(s-)g-la¹, cited above: PTB *b-la (tone variable): Proto-Tamang (Nepal) *bìla¹ 'spirit, soul': Rawang (Nungish) pha-la (< *bala) 'soul; demon'; Southern Loloish *bìla¹C 'moon' (cited under No. 318 in Bradley 1979). The loan here must have been in the reverse (MY > TB) direction, as confirmed by the phonology; if the donor language had been Tibeto-Burman the yield in PMY would have been medial *-1-, as in 'four' (above), while a prototypical *-l could have yielded only *-l- in TB, which lacks the contrast; further, prefixed *b- is known to have been unvoiced to *p- in DMY (see 'four' and 'five' above), excluding this language as a possible loan source for PMY *bìla¹/C.

'year': PTB *(s-)ni-ŋ¹: PMY *(š-)niŋ MC nien, from *s-nien¹ < *s-ŋ¹ [GSR 364a] (Min evidence for the prefix), with regular *B > *A tonal shift after *s- and assimilative -n for PST-level final *-ŋ. The PMY medial *-la- for *-l- is anticipated (cf. 'seven' and 'ten' above) but the initial *šn- (the sibilant is retained only in Western Miao) can hardly be reconciled with the DMY *hn- for *s-n- indicated by the loan for 'sun/day' (above). It is certain, from the Min evidence, that Chinese retained prefixed *s- (variable within TB) and the palatalization of the initial is typically Chinese (although not present in /nien/). It is probable, therefore, that the source of this early MY loan is not Tibeto-Burman but Chinese, specifically an early dialect (other than 'standard' Archaic) that maintained final *-ŋ, with the (sandhi) tone *C pointing to an earlier suffix. Valuable support for this view is supplied by a parallel loan; cf. MC *šiŋ 'new' [GSR 382k], representing a PST-level *šin¹ as shown by PMY (Yao only) *šin¹. The MY loan clarifies another matter here: in STC the /šiŋ/ is compared with the well-represented PTB *(s-)sar¹ 'new', setting up PST *sar¹ with *-ar > -₁’en a regular development; the early MY loan now shows that the PST root here is *šin¹, represented in TB by WB sac (< *šlk < *šin¹), precisely paralleling the nearly homophonous root for 'tree/wood': *šin¹B; PTB *šin¹ > WB sac; MC
*sɨn 'firewood' [GSR 382 n], with *B > *A tonal shift after *s- (as in 'year' above).

The numerals, along with the 'sun' ~ 'moon' pair, stand out in any over-view of early MY loan relationships simply because they must be assigned a Tibeto-Burman, rather than a Chinese, origin, thus differing from the bulk of MY lexical items. The occasional MY/TB lexical resemblances that have been noted to date rarely involve 'core' (basic) vocabulary or even widespread roots, for that matter, hence one can scarcely rule out the chance factor. One of the 'better' comparisons in this group involving both basic vocabulary and well-represented roots, is the following:

'horn': PTB *rʊŋA ~ *rwaŋA, yielding Garo groŋ (g- is a pronominal prefix); PMY krɔŋA. If these forms indeed reflect an early loan, the DMY form would be *krɔŋA, from *k-rwaŋA, with unvoicing of an earlier *g- prefix, as in the *b- and *d- prefixes encountered in the numerals (above).

As indicated above, the cultural items such as 'horse' and 'charcoal' in MY routinely exhibit early loan connections with Chinese, with the direction of the borrowing in doubt at times. In one item of this kind MY has a curious doublet involving inter alia medial -i- ~ -ia- (see above), with TB (limited) as well as Chinese connections:

'field': PTB *lɪŋ (limited distribution, with indeterminate tone); WT ʒɪŋ < ll(y)ŋ [regular shift] 'field, ground, soil, arable land'; Lepcha ɭɣŋ < *s-ɪŋ (regular shifts) 'land, field'; MC (probably an early loan from a 'Tibetan group' source); MC j d'ien 'field', from *s-lien < *s-ɪŋ (with final -n < *ŋ shift as in 'year', 'new' and 'firewood' above); PMY *liŋA 'paddy field (lowland irrigated rice field)' ~ *ʔliŋC 'mountain field' (in Chiangrai Yao [Mien] specified as 'not yet under cultivation'). The WT/Lepcha form is isolated in TB (cf. STC : fn. 246) and appears to be intrusive (borrowed). This is hardly surprising in view of the mountainous region inhabited by the speakers of these two neighboring languages and, in fact, the 'core' agricultural AT root for '(inundated) lowlands/(wet)field/mud': *buna (>< *bəna), represented even in Japanese (hena 'earth/mud/clay'), somehow found its way into Tibetan as the alpine equivalent: WT na 'meadow' (cf. the Kadai root: *naaA 'paddy field'). The Chinese form is *s- prefixed and this also is hardly surprising, given the ubiquity of that element in Chinese.

Perhaps PMY *liŋA stands for the root itself, whatever its ultimate origin [no AT etymology has yet been uncovered], with the original meaning ('lowland field') maintained, serving as a basis for the early loans into TB as well as into Chinese (note the tonal agreement): PMY *ʔliŋC, on the other hand, might then represent a back-loan from an *ʔa- prefixed TB form: *ʔa-liŋ, with the meaning accommodated to the terrain (cf. WT na 'meadow', cited above) and the tone modified by the glottal prefix, also with *-l for *l- through influence from the 'native' doublet. This would point to an underlying AT > ST direction for the loan, which is in keeping with the overall evidence (e.g. south > north cultural movements at an early (PAT-level) period in SEA (see ATLC). All this sounds, and is, complicated but it is the kind of historical scenario that has come to be expected in this language-crowded corner of the Asian mainland.
To complete this review of lexical categories, kinship terminologies tend to include more than their fair share of loan words, especially for older-than-Ego and affinal kin. The MY languages present a bewildering variety of kinship terms, far more than one would have anticipated for this fairly compact language family, and it seems evident that extensive borrowing of various kinds has taken place. Chinese loans are much in evidence of course, and even apparent loans from Tai, complicated in this case by the fact that both MY and Tai are of AT descent. As for possible loans from TB, the consanguineal terminology reveals little that can definitely be 'tagged' as borrowed from this source. The Mien branch of Yao on occasion exhibits what appear to be isolated loans from TB, in various lexical categories, and one of these appears in the consanguineal terminology: Mien *nawB 'younger brother (female sp.)' > 'uncle (mother's y. br.);' cf. PTB *nawA 'younger sibling' > (Byangsi, Mru) 'y. br.' ~ (Chinbok) 'y. br. (male sp.).' The comparison is weakened by the fact that younger, rather than older-than-Ego kin, are involved as well as by the tonal discrepancy.

The MY affinal terminology is quite another matter, however, inasmuch as it seems very likely that both of the key younger-than-Ego terms in this terminology are of TB origin:

'daughter-in-law': PTB *(s)-namA 'daughter-in-law'; also (WB: archaic) 'comp. wife'; (Gyarung) 'sister'; also (Nungish: Rawang) *?a-namA 'cousin (female); (comp.) sister'; also (Magari) *?a-r-namA 'maiden'; PMY *?namA 'daughter-in-law'; also (Yao:Mien) 'wife of older brother'; in Mien (Chiangrai Yao) used only in address or in 'personalized reference' ('She is my /?nam/').

In contrast to the general referential term (< *bwanB). The indicated DMY form is *?-namA, with the widespread (< 3rd person) pronominal *?a-prefix, as in Nungish; the secondary palatalization is probably of MY origin, as in the numerals (see above), and the length also appears to be secondary, apparently through influence exerted by the prefixed *?a-, although for this PTB root medial length (*-naamA) cannot be ruled out; note the tonal agreement.

'son-in-law': PTB *krwaiB: Jingpho khri (< *khrwi) 'son-in-law; paternal aunt's children; sister's children'; WB khrwè:-ma 'daughter-in-law'. from *khrwè: 'son-in-law' + -ma 'fem. suffix'; PMY *?weiB 'son-in-law'; also (Yao: Mien) 'husband of older sister'; in Mien (Chiangrai Yao) used only in address or 'personalized reference' ('He is my /wei/'), in contrast to the general referential term (< *laanA). Here the indicated DMY form is *?a-wiB, with the final reflexes as in 'four' (above) and prefixed by *?a-, as in the preceding affinal term. As for the initial, it appears that the *k- of the root was metanalyzed as common *g- (> k- in DMY) pronominal element (see 'horn', above), often employed with kinship terms in Jingpho, with simplification of the medial *-rw- to -w- rather than to the -r- found in Jingpho; note the tonal agreement.

It is possible, of course, that still other key TB > MY loans (and/or the reverse) will in time be uncovered but for the moment we are left with three groups of such loans, all calling out for an explanation:

1. the numerals from 'four' through 'ten'. Loans of this kind, sparing only the very lowest numerals, are generally explained through a need to communicate in trading. Apparently this must suffice for an explanation here as well,
but one might wonder why the terms for the things exchanged, i.e. the cultural items, did not at times get borrowed along with the numerals. Why would a language borrow, say, the word for 'silver' from Chinese but its higher numerals (through '10') from TB, as the early PM-speakers clearly did? By contrast, the early Tai- (and other Kadai-) speakers borrowed both from a single source (Chinese), as one would have expected. Clearly there was 'something special' about the early MY relationships vis-à-vis TB and Chinese, but what? And can the answer here in any way be connected with the answers for the following two points?

2. the 'sun/day' - 'moon/month' pair. The writer originally emphasized the calendrical ('day' - 'month') aspects of these two roots and attempted to explain them along the lines of trading, e.g. agreements to return for a given exchange of goods in so many days or months. This was all radically altered, however, by the uncovering of the second 'moon' loan, this in the reverse (MY > TB) direction, with its powerful confirmation of an underlying cult of the moon. It is now apparent that it was this cult trait, with overlapping distribution at the TB/MY border, that shaped the two loans, with PMY supplementing with a loan from TB for 'moon' after having undergone specialization of its own (< AT) root in the cult sense of 'spirit/soul'. The other ('sun') member of this pair of 'heavenly body' roots can be explained along similar lines (cult of the sun) although in this case the linguistic evidence (and by inference the culture trait itself) lies at a rather deeper level. Matisoff (1983) has pointed out that the Mikir cognate for PTB *nayA 'sun' (see above) is arni, glossed not only as 'sun/day' but also as 'god, deity' and suggests a relationship to WB ne 'be, dwell'. Although not cited in STC, a homophonous *nayA 'be/dwell' (> 'sit') can be reconstructed at the PTB level, to include the above-cited WB ne ('sit' in Loloish) as well as the following: Lepcha nyil(-m) 'to be: exist'; West Himalayish *ni 'dwell'; Bahing ni(-so), Sunwari ni 'sit'; Lushai ni (< *s-nilA) 'to be; become'. Thus, with the help of the Mikir form, one can set up a single basic etymon, widespread in both senses, for PTB: *nayA ~ *s-nayA (~ *r-nayA) 'to be/dwell' > '(heavenly being =) ' (sun) god' > 'sun' ~ 'day'.

3. the 'daughter-in-law' ~ 'son-in-law' pair. As pointed out above, affinal terms are rather more susceptible to replacement through borrowing than are consanguineal terms but the writer, who has made extensive/intensive analyses of Tibeto-Burman as well as Chinese, Tai and Vietnamese kinship nomenclatures, knows of nothing even remotely like the apparent early MY borrowing (from TB) of just this key pair of younger-than-Ego in-law terms. Where one or (more rarely) both of these terms have been borrowed elsewhere, as commonly in northern TB languages from Indic and also in northern Tai languages from Chinese, they invariably represent only a single aspect of a larger pattern of loans, at times on a very grand scale indeed. This clearly did not occur in the case of these early MY loans from TB and, again, the fact in itself cries out for an answer. The existence of the two sets of in-law terms in Yao (see above) suggests that one of the sets may well have been intrusive (borrowed), in this case the set employed in address and for 'personalized reference', a most unusual distinction. One is tempted to speculate about the existence of an early TB/MY 'bride exchange' marital program or the like, with some transference of the terms involved as well, but in this event influences upon other sectors of the nomenclatures would be likely.
As for the precise source of the early loans from TB it is possible or even likely that a single donor language (DMY) was involved, perhaps with some dialectical variation (see the discussion of 'sun/day', above). Despite its early date (see below), DMY displays prefixal unvoicing and other secondary changes, presenting little of significance to the TB comparativist. In addition, it shows 'a little of this and a little of that', making it impossible to place within any existing TB group or division, hence one must regard it as another 'extinct' language, on the order of Pyu (the precursor of Burmese). As for location, the very fact of the loans into MY places DMY well to the east, certainly within the borders of China, but this is of no great help. Finally, it does present one significance bit of data, viz. *praA 'five', providing much needed evidence for PTB prefixed *r- in this numeral root.

What is one to make of these findings, some of a most unusual nature, re early MY/TB borrowings? The cultural flow, as evidenced by these loanwords, was almost entirely towards MY, even more clearly so than in the case of the early MY/Chinese borrowings. These loans also reflect an entirely different 'borrowing milieu', so to speak, than the MY/Chinese loans: much less 'diffuse', with the loans sparse and rigidly confined to specific categories. The early MY-speakers made good use of the higher numerals of the TB-speakers on their west and even shared in their heavenly body (sun, moon) cults, perhaps also entered into certain marital alliances with them, but they kept their distance; with their Chinese neighbors, on the other hand, they shared a community existence of sorts as a 'substratized' population, the two groups exchanging cultural items of various kinds. To put it somewhat differently, they had the DMY-speakers as neighbors; they lived with the Chinese.

Finally, how is one to date these early happenings, at least on a relative basis? The one solid bit of dating here is that for the MY community's coexistence with the ancestral Chinese, dated as early as the Archaic (Dobson's 'Early Archaic') period, from before 1,000 B.C. to ca. 750 B.C., as attested by the extensive loans in MY that 'tie in' phonologically (see Benedict 1986) with AC (and AC dialect) forms. It would seem, surely, that the TB loanwords had already become part of the parent MY language by that time in view of the continuous nature of the subsequent MY/Chinese relationship. One must suppose, therefore, that the early MY-speakers first made contact with TB-speaking populations as they moved west, probably during the 2nd millennium B.C., borrowing the higher numerals and a few other, very 'special' items from one of their languages (DMY); further, that their next move was towards the north, bringing them face to face with the ancestral Chinese, with whom they settled down into an arrangement of community living. This historical scenario is conjectural, to be sure, but it does serve to explain the linguistic findings. It also agrees well with the view held by a number of scholars (e.g. Pulleyblank 1983), that the ancient state of Chu, that arose during the 1st millennium B.C. in the middle Yangtze region, was of MY origin. Actually, by placing the ancestral MY in northwest China as early as the Archaic period, the scenario readily lends itself to the conclusion that the early population of much of China, particularly in the west, was MY-speaking, with the continuing post-Archaic Chinese expansion to the south and east overlaying this autochthonous stratum.
Footnotes

1. See Benedict 1975 (cited as ATLC) for references to MY and other AT sources, vastly strengthened now for Miao dialects by Wang 1979. ATLC (pp. 211 ff.) derives the MY numerals for 'one', 'three' and 'four' from the corresponding AT roots and suggests AT etymologies for both 'two' and 'five'. It now appears (Benedict: 1986b) that the various MY forms for 'two' reflect, rather, the corresponding AT numeral root. As for 'one' and 'three', both present problems in reconstruction of the PMY rhymes but a good case can be made out for 'one', at least, as connected to the PAT root, giving the protolanguage the 'one' ~ 'two' pair. Finally, the ATLC analysis for 'four' involved handling PMY medial *l- as an infix, with an apparent parallel in Atayal (Formosan), but Li (1983) has recently shown that in the latter case simply a feature of men's speech is involved, virtually invalidating the ATLC analysis as a whole. With 'four' thus restored to the TB loanword 'roster, so to speak, and with 'six' and higher numerals already there, the likelihood of a straight numeral run: 'four', 'five', 'six' . . . becomes very great, indeed, with a TB source for 'five' to be preferred over the ATLC etymology (< 'palm' via 'hand').

2. Shafer (1964) cites Abor pilŋa, which can be used in support of a PTB reconstruction of *b-l-ŋa rather than *b-r-ŋa type, with the doublet as an alternative. In any event, the Abor form does provide a likely parallel for the DMY double-prefixed form.

3. Contra Benedict 1976, prefixed Archaic *s-l- yielded MC d' (~*s-l₁- > d₁-), as in this form for 'field', whereas cluster sl₁- yielded sl₁-, with initial *l- maintained as a lateral.
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Some Comments on Benedict's
"Miao-Yao Enigma: the Na-e Language"

David Strecker

1. Preface

Up to now we have thought that the Hmong-Mien (Miao-Yao) family comprised three branches:

- Hmongic (Miao and Bunu Yao)
- Ho Nte (She)
- Mienic (Yao proper)

Now Benedict has presented evidence for a possible fourth branch: Na-e.

Benedict's remarks have inspired me to review the current classification schemes for Hmong-Mien. I would like to propose the following system of subgrouping:

I. Hmongic
   A. Eastern Guizhou (Purnell's "Eastern")
   B. West Hunan (Purnell's "Northern")
   C. Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan (Purnell's "Central" and "Western")
      1. Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan (Purnell's "West A")
      2. Northeast Yunnan
      3. Guiyang
      4. Huishui
      5. Mashan
      6. Luobo River
      7. Eastern
      8. Pu Nu (Tung Nu)
      9. Nu Nu
     10. Pu No
     11. Nao Klao
     12. Nu Mhou
   D. Unclassified: nine major groups.

II. Pa Hng (including Na-e)

III. Hm Nai

IV. Kiong Nai

V. Yu Nuo

VI. Ho Nte

VII. Mienic
   A. Mien-Kim
      1. Mien (Iu Mien)
      2. Mun (Kim Mun)
VII. Mienic, continued.

A. Mien-Kim, continued.

3. Biao Mon

B. Biao-Chao

1. Biao Min
2. Chao Kong Meng

C. Dzao Min

This schema is taken directly from recent Chinese and Soviet publications except that I have split up the Punuic (Bunu Yao) subdivision of Hmongic. On the one hand, I have put Pu Nu (Tung Nu), Nu Nu, Pu No, Nao Kla, and Nu Mhou into the Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan branch of Hmongic, a possibility which has already been considered by such people as Kun Chang, Wang Fushi, and Martha Ratliff. On the other hand, I have provisionally elevated Pa Hng, Hm Nai, Kiong Nai, and Yu Nuo to the status of independent branches of Hmong-Mien, carrying one step further the suggestion made by Mao, Meng, and Zheng (1982:117) that these languages "have almost reached the status of separate yu", that is separate major subdivisions of a language family.

Na-e turns out to be simply a southern outlier of the Pa Hng group; see the map. This was first pointed out by Haudricourt (1954-564/1971:197; 1971:38-43). See also Benedict (1975:xxvi). In addition to Bonifacy's article, we have the following sources for Pa Hng:


2. Institute for the Study of Minority Languages (1959), cited in Moskalev (1978:15). Locality not specified, but appears to be the same dialect as that described by Mao, Meng, and Zheng, or one very close to it.


Benedict has expressed fears that Na-e may have died out since the early recording by Bonifacy. But we have reason to hope that the language may still be spoken. Nguyen (1985:2) cites a recent publication by the Institute of Ethnology in Hanoi which lists a Hmong-Mien language called Pathen. I think this must be the same name as Bonifacy's "Fa-teh", that is, Na-e. We will need to go through Vietnamese linguistic journals such as Ngôn-ngữ and Dã-n-tưc-học to see
whether more material on Na-e has become available.

Pa Hng splits into two groups, Northern and Southern, which differ in the development of certain initials and finals:

Northern: Xishanjie, Gundong
Southern: Wenjie, Institute wordlist, Na-e

In this paper I will outline very briefly some of the evidence for Haudricourt's assignment of Na-e to the Pa Hng group and I will outline very briefly some additional evidence for Benedict's proposal that Na-e -- or, rather, the Pa Hng group -- separated from Hmongic at an early date.

2. Transcription

All forms in this paper are written in IPA, except for Na-e, for which I retain Bonifacy's transcription. Note the following equivalents:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonifacy</th>
<th>IPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t*</td>
<td>[ʂ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>[ʃ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>[j]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>[w]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bonifacy transcribes four tones in Na-e:

1: level. Occurs in all historical tone categories and appears to represent cases where Bonifacy simply failed to hear the tone.

2: descending, like Vietnamese'huién (low falling). Historically A2, B1, B2, C2, and D2, probably representing several different tones which Bonifacy failed to distinguish.

3: acute, like Vietnamese'sóc (high rising). Historically C1 and D1.


3. Evidence that Na-e belongs to the Pa Hng group

Characteristics shared by Na-e and Pa Hng include the following:

(1) *t becomes yod, e.g. Na-e yû 'stone'; Xishanjie [jø 33] 'dragon'.

(2) Velar and uvular initials merge into a single series, realized phonetically as uvular in Wenjie and the Institute wordlist and as velar in the other dialects. For
example, in Na-e, kòh 'horn' (< *k- ) is homophonous with the second syllable of pin 1 kòh 1 'star' (< *q- ); in Wenjie, [q5 1] 'warm' (< *k- ) is homophonous with the second syllable of [a 6 q5 1] 'star' (< *q- ); in Xishanjie, [ka 34] 'horn' (< *k- ) has the same initial as [kai 34] 'sweet' (< *q- ).

(3) *gl, *glw, etc., become [kw], e.g. 'white', Na-e kua 4, Xishanjie [kuo 34]; 'yellow', Na-e ku³ 1, Wenjie khwr 2].

(4) Allowing for the vagaries of Bonifacy's transcription, the development of the finals is virtually identical in Na-e and Southern Pa Hng, sometimes slightly different in Northern Pa Hng. For example, corresponding to Wang's Proto-Hmongic final -5, we get [o] or [ɔ]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na-e</th>
<th>Wenjie</th>
<th>Xishanjie</th>
<th>Gundong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>house</td>
<td>pi⁰u²</td>
<td>pjo³</td>
<td>pjo³</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ear</td>
<td>-bi⁰l</td>
<td>-mphjo²</td>
<td>mjo³³</td>
<td>-- 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fish</td>
<td>bi⁰l</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>mjo³³</td>
<td>njo 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stone</td>
<td>yō⁰l</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>mje¹¹(?)</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Corresponding to Wang's Proto-Hmongic final -6, we get [e] or [ɛ]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na-e</th>
<th>Wenjie</th>
<th>Xishanjie</th>
<th>Gundong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>-ti⁰l</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chicken</td>
<td>-ko¹</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meat</td>
<td>ge¹</td>
<td>Nqhe²</td>
<td>nne³³</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afraid</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>nje⁵⁵</td>
<td>nhe⁵</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Corresponding to Wang's Proto-Hmongic final -23 we get [ɔ] or [ɔŋ] in Na-e and Southern Pa Hng versus [a] or [aŋ] in Northern Pa Hng:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na-e</th>
<th>Wenjie</th>
<th>Xishanjie</th>
<th>Gundong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(classifier)</td>
<td>lu⁰h₁</td>
<td>15¹</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>star</td>
<td>-kòh</td>
<td>-q5¹</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>horn</td>
<td>kòh</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>ka³⁴</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>son/male</td>
<td>tòh¹</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>ta³⁴</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snow</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>man⁵</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One complication is that Na-e appears to have undergone two dissimilatory changes:

1. \([\text{wo}] > [\text{wa}]\)
2. Loss of final nasal in syllables which begin with a nasal.

Thus we have

Xishanjie \([\text{kuo} \ 34] \ 'white', \text{but Na-e } *[\text{kw o} \ 13] > \text{kuâ} 4 [\text{kwa} \ 13] \ (\text{final -18})\)
Na-e *[\text{kw o}] > \text{kuâ} 1 [\text{kwa}] \ 'black' \ (\text{final -23})
Gundong *[\text{gw a} \ 2] > [\text{gw a} \ 2] \ 'sky', \text{but Na-e } *[\text{gw o}] > *[\text{gw a}] > \text{koâ} 1 [\text{gwa}] \ (\text{final -23}).

(5) 'dog': Na-e \*yâh, Xishanjie [lja 54] (tone D1).

Compare Hm Nai [lia 6] (tone C2) (Mao and Meng 1982:78) and 18th century "Yao" of northwest Hunan liang (Lom bard-Salmon 1972:316). I suspect that the "Yao" vocabulary reproduced by Lombard-Salmon belongs to the Hm Nai group rather than to the West Hunan branch of Hmongic as Benedict suggests. Benedict's Chinese etymology for these words for 'dog' is very plausible, although there is the problem of the tonal disagreement: Chinese A2 versus Hm Nai C2 versus Pa Hng D1.

(6) 'finger': Na-e tufA 1 va 1 pu 1 (pu 1 = 'hand'), Wenjie [thv 2 va 2].

Hmongic has two variants for 'finger', something like *hta \*B and *Na-xlA B (or *Na-lwa B). The latter variant is attested in Green Mong ndlv [ndli 35] (Xiong, Xiong, and Xiong 1983:480). Compare also Hm Nai gpe 1 gkw 3 'finger'.

The forms *Na-xlA B and *Na-lwa B would normally correspond to Na-e *guA 2 (or, perhaps, *koâ 2 [gwa]), Wenjie *[gkw a 3]. Is [va 2] a variant of this arising in weak stress position in the phrase *[thv 2 gkw 3 phi 4] 'finger of the hand'?

Compare 'sky', below.

(7) 'head': Na-e pi 1 (in 'turban'), Wenjie [a 6 tAU 5 phi 4], Institute wordlist [a 6 tAU 5 phi 4].

Compare Dzao Min [p½ 24], Biao Min [pli 35], Mun [pjei 44] 'head', Mien (Chiang Rai) [pjei 452] 'leader, headman', but note the difference in tone: Mienic 31 versus Pa Hng B2.

(8) Noun prefixes:

1. Na-e â, Wenjie [a 6], Institute wordlist [a 6], e.g. 'ear', Na-e â 1 kuh 1 bi1 1, Wenjie [a 6 qhö 3 mphjo 2]?, Institute wordlist [a 6 qhö 4 mphio 2].
2. Na-e tâ 1, tê 1, Wenjie [thv 2], Institute wordlist [thv 2], e.g. 'hand, arm', Na-e tâ 1 pu 1, Institute wordlist [thv 2 phi 4], 'tooth', Na-e tô 1 mphâ 1, 'skirt', Wenjie
[thv 2 te 1].

(9) 'red': Na-e tō 2, Wenjie [thw 6] (tone C2). Compare possibly Hm Nai [tai ʔ] (tone D1), but notice the difference in tone.

(10) 'sky': Na-e -ā 1 [ŋwa] < *ŋwə], Gundong [waŋ 2].

Hmongic has two variants for 'sky', perhaps something like *ndō A and *NGlwā A. The latter is suggested by Gaopo [ŋâ 55] (irregular, for *[ŋkō 55]), Puyuan [ŋwā 31], Fengxiang [ŋuŋ 24] (irregular, for *[ŋwuŋ 24]), Pu Nu (Meizhu) [la 33 ŋkuŋ 24₁], and probably Shiban [ŋwā A]. Compare also Huangluo [ŋo 2] (Chen 1984:17, dialect #12; probably a Yu Nuo dialect). The Pa Hng form appears to correspond to *NGlwā A.

The Mienic words for 'sky' also look as if they may correspond to the *NGlw- form: Dzaoo Min [via 53], Mun [guŋ 31], Mien (Dapingjiang) [luŋ 21], Mien (Chiang Rai) [luŋ 31].

Compare 'finger', above.

(11) 'two': Na-e va 1, Wenjie [va ʔ] (tone D1), Xishanjie [va 34] (tone A1).

Compare Hm Nai [wa 1'] (Mao and Meng 1982:79).

This is a Proto-Hmong-Mien word, but it shows great irregularity from one language to another in initial, final, and tone. Benedict may now have found the solution to this puzzle.

(12) 'urine': Na-e vi 1, Xishanjie [vi 11].

Most Hmongic dialects have words for 'urine' reflecting a Proto-Hmongic form something like *ra 3 (Mang 1979, initial 67, final -3). However, in certain Hmongic dialects, in Pa Hng, and in Mienic we have a puzzling array of forms all involving some sort of labial or rounding element:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expected form corresponding to *ra 3</th>
<th>Actual form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HMONGIC:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanghao</td>
<td>*ya 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA HNG:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na-e</td>
<td>*yi 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xishanjie</td>
<td>*ji 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIENIC:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dzaoo Min</td>
<td>*ja 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biao Min</td>
<td>*la 742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mun</td>
<td>*ga 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mien(Dapingj.)</td>
<td>*la 231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Additional examples of the same phenomenon are Na-e *và l (pà 2) 'to see' in place of the expected *và 2 (Hmongic 'to watch') and Xishanjie [vi 34] 'vegetable' in place of the expected *[ji 34]. The corresponding Hmongic forms have *dr-.

4. Some further remarks on initials

Prenasalized stops develop in various ways in Na-e and Pa Hng. The pattern seems to be as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na-e</th>
<th>Wenjie</th>
<th>Xishanjie</th>
<th>Gundong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*mph-</td>
<td>ph</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*mp-</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>mp</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*mb-</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>mph, mp</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We see, then, that a characteristic feature of Northern Pa Hng is that prenasalized stops change to nasals, e.g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na-e</th>
<th>Wenjie</th>
<th>Xishanjie</th>
<th>Gundong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*mph-</td>
<td>thè1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>'ant'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*qts-</td>
<td>òë2</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>òë22</td>
<td>òhei3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*mp-</td>
<td>bê1</td>
<td>mpe5</td>
<td>me55</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*mp-</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>mag5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*nt-</td>
<td>ð62</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*mbr-</td>
<td>bêδ1</td>
<td>mphjo2</td>
<td>mjo33</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*mbr-</td>
<td>bê1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>mj311</td>
<td>njo4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*mbr-</td>
<td>-bê1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>mj344</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*NG-</td>
<td>ðë1</td>
<td>Nqhe2</td>
<td>ðae33</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Na-e is a Southern Pa Hng language, but in 'leaf' and 'sky' it shows what would seem to be the Northern development of the initial:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na-e</th>
<th>Wenjie</th>
<th>Xishanjie</th>
<th>Gundong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*mbl-</td>
<td>mδ1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>mαι33</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*NGlw-</td>
<td>ñdà1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>wαι2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If Benedict's etymology for the first syllable of Na-e nuñ l bê l 'pig' is correct, then this is another example of the same thing. These exceptions might be the result of some sort of borrowing or dialect mixture.

In Southern Pa Hng initials are regularly aspirated in syllables with lower register tones. In Wenjie and the Institute wordlist this occurs quite consistently with tones A2, B2, and C2, e.g. Wenjie [mhei 2], 'person', [vhe 4] 'pot', [rhi 6] 'soft'. It does not occur with D2: Wenjie [m-pl 5]
'fan'. In Na-e Bonifacy usually failed to hear the aspiration but he did record it in six words:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Na-e</th>
<th>Proto-Hmongic</th>
<th>Wang 1979 (initial)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>flower</td>
<td>-ph₂¹</td>
<td>*b-. A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>person</td>
<td>mh₁¹</td>
<td>*n- A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>earth</td>
<td>lhe₁¹</td>
<td>*l- A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mountain</td>
<td>-ph₂²</td>
<td>*b- B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>horse</td>
<td>mhi₁¹</td>
<td>*m̥- B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bird</td>
<td>mhu¹</td>
<td>*n- C2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Benedict reanalyzes Bonifacy's mhu¹ 'bird' as [hmʊ] and suggests that the initial h-, with a parallel in Yao (Biao Min hno), probably represents an earlier *s-, for the ubiquitous Sino-Tibetan 'animal prefix' *s-, ...

In this case I disagree with Benedict. I have just shown that the aspiration in Na-e is apparently regular so that we do not need to posit an *s- prefix. As for Biao Min, it appears that in this language voiced nasals regularly become voiceless in words with Entering Tone, that is words that originally ended in a stop:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biao Min</th>
<th>Mien (Dapingj.)</th>
<th>Middle</th>
<th>GSR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bird</td>
<td>gɔ²₄²</td>
<td>noʔ¹₂</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ink</td>
<td>gɔ⁷₄²</td>
<td>maːl₂¹₂</td>
<td>*m̥ok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>socks</td>
<td>mʊn²₄²</td>
<td>maːl₂¹₂</td>
<td>*miwet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wheat</td>
<td>mɛ²₄²</td>
<td>meʃ¹₂</td>
<td>*m̥wɛk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it happens, most of our Biao Min examples may be loans from Chinese, but in 'bird' we see the same process affecting a native word. Again, I see no need to posit an *s- prefix.

Finally, with regard to Benedict's remarks on Na-e ku₃ 'six', we may note that Na-e preserves certain distinctions that have been lost in Xishanjie, for example in the following words ( tà = IPA [tʃ], t̃̋ = IPA [ʃ]):
Another word in which Na-e ɕ reflects a retroflex initial is 'blood', Proto-Hmongic *ŋtsh-. Na-e ɕ 2. Again this changes to a prepalatal initial in Northern Pa Hng: Xishanjie [ŋε̞ 22], [ŋε̞ 22], Gundong [ŋhei 3].

5. Evidence for separating Pa Hng from Hmongic
The Pa Hng languages show several phonological peculiarities which suggest that they may have split off from the Hmongic stock prior to the period represented by Wang's reconstruction of Proto-Hmongic.

(1) Generally, as one would expect, Proto-Hmongic dentals correspond to Pa Hng dentals, for example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proto-Hmongic</th>
<th>Na-e ɕ</th>
<th>Wenjie</th>
<th>Institute</th>
<th>Xishanjie</th>
<th>Gundong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>son/male</td>
<td>*t-</td>
<td>tōn 1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>ta 34</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skirt</td>
<td>*t-</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-tc 1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to come</td>
<td>*d-</td>
<td>tō 1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>tc 33</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fire</td>
<td>*d-</td>
<td>tō 1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>tc 4 11</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snake</td>
<td>*n-</td>
<td>nōn 1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>nō 34</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to eat</td>
<td>*n-</td>
<td>nōn 1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>nō 33</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloth</td>
<td>*nt-</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>ntI 1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paper</td>
<td>*nt-</td>
<td>dō 2</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to weave</td>
<td>*nt-</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>na 54</td>
<td>na 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a number of cases, however, Pa Hng has a labial initial:
Proto- Na-e Wenjie Institute Xishan- Gundong
Hmongic jie

hemp *nd- b63 -- -- no44 --

rain *n- mu1 -- -mo5 --

person *n- mhie1 mhič2 -- --

bird *n- mhu1 -- -- --

Benedict's suggestion is that these words originally began with clusters, and that these clusters merged with dentals in Hmongic after Hmongic had separated from Pa Hng. Benedict has already commented on the initials of 'rain' and 'bird'. "Person" likewise fits very well with the Austro-Tai etymology that has been offered (Benedict 1975:336; 1985).

With regard to 'person', note that in 1975 Benedict took the Hmongic reflex to be the form *proŋ A (or *smoŋ A) 'Hmong' (Wang 1979, initial 5, final -31; Wang 1983:4). But in 1985 Benedict revised his reconstruction and took the Hmongic reflex to be, rather, *nan A 'person' (Wang 1979, initial 49, final -20), which agrees much better in initial and final. Benedict now thinks that *smoŋ A is a back loan from Chinese.

'Hemp' is like 'bird' in that it has a dental initial in both Hmongic and Mienic, with only Na-e showing a labial initial. Even Xishanjie has a dental initial in 'hemp'. I should point out that 'hemp' has a historically unexpected tone in Na-e and that 'rain' has a historically unexpected tone in the Institute wordlist. But these may be transcription errors or misprints in both cases. Wang Fushi has told me that Institute (1959) contains many misprints.

(2) Generally, Proto-Hmongic prepalatals correspond to prepalatals in Pa Hng:

Proto-Hmongic Na-e Wenjie Institute Xishanjie

wine *tə- -- -- -- təi22

the wind *tə- t3i3 -- -təi5 təi55

husband *dʒ- t5i2 -- --

heavy *b- -- -- -- bæ22

mushroom *ntə- -- -- -- no34

to climb *ntə- -- -- -- no55

mouth *ndʒ- -- -- -- nəu33

In two words, however, Pa Hng has the velar/uvular series:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proto-Hmongic</th>
<th>Na-e</th>
<th>Wenjie</th>
<th>Institute Xishanjie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nine</td>
<td><em>dɔ</em>-</td>
<td>k̥₃¹</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rice bread</td>
<td>*ŋtɔ-</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Nqo³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Differences of this kind, including the word for 'nine', were noted by Chang (1976:173, 176), who proposed an alternation between plain and yodiced velars to account for them. Thus in 'nine' we would have Pa Hng *g- versus Hmongic *ɡj- > *dɔ-.

'Nine', like 'six', has been suggested to be an early loan from Sino-Tibetan. An initial of the back series also occurs in H'm Nai [ko 2] 'nine' (contrast [-twi 5] 'the wind') and in Dzao Min [ku 53] 'nine' (contrast [jau 3l] 'the wind'). Note that the Hmong-Mien words for 'nine' all have tone A2, whereas the Chinese form has B1.

(3) Benedict has already discussed the word for 'six' where the Na-e form appears to preserve a contrast between *tʰ- and *tr- which has been lost in Hmongic.

(4) Pa Hng appears to have preserved contrasts involving finals which have been lost in Hmongic. Thus Wang's final -13 corresponds to Pa Hng [a] or [ə] in some words versus [o] in others:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Na-e</th>
<th>Wenjie</th>
<th>Xishanjie</th>
<th>Gundong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>to see¹</td>
<td>va¹-</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouth²</td>
<td>-lha³</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1a⁵⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>old³</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>qa⁵</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strength</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>jae⁴⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to weave</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>nae⁵⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to laugh</td>
<td>ta¹</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>tae⁵⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duck</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2ae⁵⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to see</td>
<td>-pa²</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>pa³ⁱ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thunder</td>
<td>bd²</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deep</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>to³⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>early</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to come</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1o¹¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buffalo⁴</td>
<td>-hô¹</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Hmongic 'to watch'. (2) Hmongic 'mouthful'. (3) Not in Wang; see Purnell 1970, Appendix, #628; Chen and Li 1981:1'7, 2'1, 3'3. (4) Hmongic 'ox, cow'.

---

(1) HMongic 'to watch'. (2) HMongic 'mouthful'. (3) Not in Wang; see Purnell 1970, Appendix, #628; Chen and Li 1981:1'7, 2'1, 3'3. (4) HMongic 'ox, cow'.

---
Similarly, Wang's final -18 corresponds to Pa Hng [ŋ] in some words versus [o] or [ɔ] in others:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na-e</th>
<th>Institute</th>
<th>Xishanjie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wine</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>tפr^2^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fire</td>
<td>tך^1^1</td>
<td>-thי^4^</td>
<td>tף^1^1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correct</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>nי^5^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>kע^4^</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>kו^3^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paper</td>
<td>dס^2^</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to open</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>pס^5^4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note the dissimilatory change [wo] > [wa] in the Na-e word for 'white'.

(5) 'fruit': The Proto-Hmong-Mien word for 'fruit' was probably something like *pijįu^B^ or *pijεu^B^. Mienic languages preserve the final [-u]: Dzao Min [beu 11], Mun [pjεu^4^4^4^], Mien [pjεu^4^5^2^2^]. In Ho Nte and Hmongic the final [-u] disappears so that 'fruit' comes to rhyme with 'you':

|       | Hmong | Ho Nte | Dzao | Mien | Mien | Mun | Proto-Hmong-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Qing-</td>
<td>(Boluo)</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>(Chiang</td>
<td>Mien</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Qing-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>pi^1^3</td>
<td>pi^5^5</td>
<td>beu 11</td>
<td>pijου^5^2</td>
<td>pijεu^4^5^2</td>
<td>pijεu^4^4^</td>
<td>*pijįu^B^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you</td>
<td>ηι^5^4</td>
<td>mpi^4^2</td>
<td>mui^5^2</td>
<td>mwei^2^1</td>
<td>mei^3^1</td>
<td>mви^3^1</td>
<td>*mви^A^</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Pa Hng the word for 'fruit' is Xishanjie [pjε^2^2^2^], Na-e ρו^1^1. The rounded vowel of the Na-e form is intriguing. Is the rounding a remnant of the final [-u]? If it is, this would be another feature preserved in Pa Hng but lost in Hmongic. But it is difficult to be certain. The rounding might also be conditioned by the initial labial.

If the Na-e word for 'you' does not rhyme with the Na-e word for 'fruit', this would be evidence that Na-e has indeed preserved a distinction lost in Hmongic. Unfortunately, the Na-e form for 'you' was not included in Bonifacy's paper.

(6) 'sun/day': One of the characteristics which appears to have set Proto-Hmongic apart from its sister dialects is that the word for 'sun' or 'day' was something like *חא^A^, ending in a nasal, whereas in the other dialects it seems to have been something like *חא^A^1^A^. Thus in Hmongic languages

1 Not in Wang; see Chang 1947:108.
'sun' rhymes with such words as 'son' and 'horn', whereas in other branches of Hmong-Mien it does not. In Pa Hng, 'sun' does not rhyme with 'son', 'horn', etc.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hmong (Qing-yan)</th>
<th>Na-e Xi-jie</th>
<th>Hm Nai (Boluo)</th>
<th>Ho Nte (Zeng-cheng)</th>
<th>Ho Nte (Chiang Rai)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>give/ share</td>
<td>pa'³⁴</td>
<td>paŋ¹</td>
<td>paŋ³³</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>son/ male</td>
<td>tà'³⁴</td>
<td>taj¹</td>
<td>taj³³</td>
<td>taj²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(clf.) nuŋ⁵⁵</td>
<td>luⁿ¹</td>
<td>naŋ¹</td>
<td>ntaj³³</td>
<td>naŋ²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steam (verb.)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>tjan³³</td>
<td>tjan²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hot</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>young plant</td>
<td>jə'³⁴</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>jan²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>horn</td>
<td>kəⁿ¹</td>
<td>ka'³⁴</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>kjan²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>star</td>
<td>quŋ⁵⁵</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black</td>
<td>kuŋ²⁵</td>
<td>kuⁿ¹</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>kjan²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sky</td>
<td>ntq²²</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>cjan²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full</td>
<td>puŋ¹³</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>pa²²</td>
<td>paŋ³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>body louse</td>
<td>tuŋ¹³</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>ntaj³³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short</td>
<td>luŋ¹³</td>
<td>lə'³²</td>
<td>laŋ³</td>
<td>ntaŋ³³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(clf.) thw¹³</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>n¹ (':')</td>
<td>than²³</td>
<td>(taj³¹)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snow</td>
<td>mpwn⁴³</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>mpaj³³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>break</td>
<td>tuŋ⁴³</td>
<td>tə'³⁵</td>
<td>taj⁵</td>
<td>taj²¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sun/ day</td>
<td>nʊŋ³⁵</td>
<td>-nəh₁</td>
<td>nə'³⁴</td>
<td>-nəh₁</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Na-e, 'black' and 'sky' have undergone dissimilatory changes as explained earlier, so that we have [kwəŋ] and [pwaŋ] instead of *[kwəŋ]* and *[pwaŋ]*. Although 'sky' loses its final nasal, the vowel of 'sky' remains quite different from that of 'sun'. Please note also that in the case of the Na-e word for 'sun' I have assumed that Bonifacy's ən₁ hə₁ is actually a false division for əl nhə₁.

---

1Hm Nai classifier for people.

2Dapingjiang Mien [bwan²⁴].
6. Mienic versus non-Mienic

The various non-Mienic branches of Hmong-Mien share certain characteristics that set them apart from Mienic, for example:

1. Distinctive lexical items, e.g. 'pig': non-Mienic *mpai* C versus Mienic *dung* B.

2. Distinctive forms of particular lexical items, e.g. 'black': non-Mienic final *ŋ* versus Mienic final *-ŋ*.

3. In the Mienic languages *-ŋ* after *voiceless initials remains distinct from tone C whereas in the non-Mienic languages it merges with tone C.

Pa Hmg has non-Mienic characteristics, for example:

1. 'pig': Na-e *b⁴⁴*, Wenjie [mpe 5], Xishanjie [mpe 5]. Compare Hmong (Qingyan) [mpo 43], Hm Nai [mpe 5], Kiong Nai [mpe 5], Yu Nuo (Liutian) [mei 4], Ho Nte (Boluo) [pu 21], Ho Nte (Zengcheng) [pi 33]. Contrast Dzao Min [tig 44], Biao Min [twe⁴ 24], Mien [tuŋ 231], Mun [tuŋ 2 55].

But Na-e also has num 1 -, which Benedict suggests may be a loan from Mienic.

2. 'black': Na-e *kua⁴ 4*. Compare Hmong (Qingyan) [luŋ 55], Ho Nte (Zengcheng) [kja⁷ 22]. Contrast Dzao Min [kja⁷ 44], Biao Min [kja⁷ 54], Mien (Dapingjiang) [tse⁵ 55], Mien (Chiang Rai) [cia⁷ 55], Mun [kja 4232] < *kja⁷*.

3. Final glottal stop merges with tone C:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Xishan</th>
<th>Hmong (Xian-</th>
<th>Ho Nte (Bo-</th>
<th>Dzao Min</th>
<th>Mien (Chiang</th>
<th>Mun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>pai⁵⁵</td>
<td>pu⁴⁴</td>
<td>p⁹ 21</td>
<td>bui⁴ 1</td>
<td>pwe⁴ 25</td>
<td>fwi⁴ 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>six</td>
<td>tou⁵⁵</td>
<td>tou⁴ 4</td>
<td>k⁹ 21</td>
<td>to⁴ 4</td>
<td>cu⁵ 55</td>
<td>kjo⁴ 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hundred</td>
<td>pe⁵⁵</td>
<td>po⁴ 4</td>
<td>pa⁹ 21</td>
<td>ba⁴ 4</td>
<td>pe⁵ 55</td>
<td>pe⁴ 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laugh</td>
<td>tuœ⁵⁴</td>
<td>tuœ 33</td>
<td>ku 335</td>
<td>tut⁴ 4</td>
<td>cet⁵ 55</td>
<td>kjet⁴ 22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is a branch of Austro-Tai is controversial; see especially Wang (1985b). But if Benedict's etymologies for "pig" and the nasal-final variant of 'black' are correct, then these forms already existed in Proto-Hmong-Mien and their presence in Hmongic, Pa Hng, Ho Nte, and so on, is simply a shared inheritance from Proto-Hmong-Mien and does not imply any special relationship among these groups.

With regard to the merger of final glottal stop with tone C, Sagart (1984, 1985) has presented evidence that both tone B and tone C were glottalized in Chinese, Tai, and Hmong-Mien. If this is correct, then the merger of final glottal stop with tone C may turn out to be a very natural sound change which could easily have occurred independently in the different groups. Indeed even in Mienic, we find that in many dialects final glottal stop merges with tone C after *voiced initials, although remaining distinct after *voiceless initials. For example, in the Houei Sai dialect of Mun, [du 21] 'chisel' (*-?) differs only in initial from [du 21] 'hemp' (C2).

On the other hand, one area which I think does hold a lot of promise for elucidating subgroups of Hmong-Mien is the development of the finals. The old idea that "Miao" preserves initials and "Yao" preserves finals is too simple, as David Solnit has pointed out (1984:2). But a step by step investigation of each Proto-Hmong-Mien final may turn up cases of shared innovation which genuinely reflect common ancestry. We have already seen two possible examples. One was the merger of *ju and *i shared by Ho Nte and Hmongic which I discussed in connection with the word for 'fruit'. The other was the array of forms which I cited in connection with the word for 'sun'. Mien shows several different finals in these forms: -am, -an, -am, -un, -ag, -aŋ, -aŋ, -un. Even in Biao Min, which is noted for its greatly reduced system of finals, we have different finals in [jo 44] 'young plant' versus [taŋ 24] 'to break'. But in Ho Nte, Hm Nai, Pa Hng, and Hmongic all these finals appear to have merged.

7. Conclusions

(1) Both Na-e and "Tahua Yao" (Xishanjie) appear to belong to the Pa Hng subgroup of Hmong-Mien.

(2) Pa Hng may have split off from the Hmongic stock prior to the period represented by Wang's reconstruction of Proto-Hmongic.

(3) Hm Nai, Yu Nuo, and Kiong Nai may also have split off from Hmongic at an early date. These languages deserve more research.

(4) There may be some special connection between Pa Hng and Hm Nai: see 'dog', 'finger', 'red', 'two', 'nine'.

(5) The earliest split in the Hmong-Mien family may have
been between Mienic and everything else but the evidence for this is not yet conclusive.

Benedict suggests, rather, that the earliest split might have been between Na-e (read "Pa Hng") and everything else. He bases this suggestion on the labial initial in the Na-e form for 'bird'. To this evidence we may now be able to add the labial initial in the Na-e form for 'hemp'. On the other hand, as Benedict admits, the change from *mr to [n] could have occurred independently in different languages rather than being a shared innovation implying any special connection among the non-Pa Hng languages. Indeed a similar change to a dental initial would seem to have occurred even within Pa Hng in the Xishanjie form for 'hemp'. I agree with Benedict, however, that more data on the Pa Hng languages are needed before questions such as these can be resolved.
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APPENDIX: Sources

Proto-Hmongic: Initials and tones from Wang (1979). Reconstructions of finals are my own. (Wang assigns the finals numbers but does not reconstruct the actual pronunciations.) See also Chang (1947, 1953, 1972, 1976) and Burrell (1970).

Hmongic:
Green Mong of Laos: Xiong, Xiong, and Xiong (1983).
Xishanjie: Chang (1947, 1953, 1972, 1976). Dialect of Xishan-
jie, near Yongcong, southeastern Guizhou.


Hm Nai: Institute for the Study of Minority Languages (1959); Mao, Meng, and Zheng (1982:119, 121-123); Mao and Meng (1982:77-80). Hm Nai is spoken in western Hunan.

Kiong Nai: Institute for the Study of Minority Languages (1959); Mao, Meng, and Zheng (1982:119, 121-123); Mao and Meng (1982:77-80). Kiong Nai is spoken in Jinxiu county, eastern Guangxi.

Yu Nuo:
(3) Institute for the Study of Minority Languages (1959): Longsheng county, northeast Guangxi, exact locality not specified.
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Some Comments on Benedict's "Miao-Yao Enigma": Addendum

David Strecker

I ended my paper with the words "I agree with Benedict, however, that more data on the Pa Hng languages are needed before questions such as these can be resolved." Some of these additional data have now become available. On the very day that I mailed my paper off to be considered for publication I received from Wang Fushi a comparative wordlist including 80 words in the dialect of Pa Hng spoken in Wenjie. 57 of these are new words, not given in either Mao, Meng, and Zheng or the Institute wordlist. The kindness and generosity of Professor Wang now make it possible for me to fill in some gaps and correct some mistakes in my treatment of Wenjie.

In addition, Dr. Benedict has sent me several pages of detailed comments and corrections on my paper. Discussing these will require a separate paper, but I will mention a few of Benedict's most important corrections below.

1. Preface

With regard to my schema of Hmong-Mien subgroups, Wang agrees with me that on purely linguistic grounds Pu Nu would be considered a subgroup of the Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan branch of Hmongic. He goes on to explain, however (in his letter accompanying the comparative wordlist), that Chinese writers base their classifications on non-linguistic criteria as well: "The policy of our country holds that the speech of each national minority is named according to the official name of the national minority." Thus Chinese writers divide Hmongic into Miao yu, namely those languages whose speakers are culturally as well as linguistically Hmong, and Binh yu, namely those languages whose speakers are linguistically Hmong but culturally Yao. I think it is important to understand that we are not dealing here with any disagreement about the histories of the languages but merely with different types of classification, based on different criteria and fulfilling different purposes.

Wang disagrees with Benedict's and my idea that Pa Hng should be a separate branch: "the materials show the close relation between pa 31(3) f6 35(1) and pu 54(3) nu 24(2')." Thus Wang would retain Pa Hng within Hmongic.

Benedict rightly questions my raising Hm Nai, Kiong Nai, and Yu Nuo to the status of separate branches without giving any evidence for this. Let me therefore rephrase my suggestion thus:

Hm Nai, Kiong Nai, and Yu Nuo have been considered to be branches of Hmongic. I know of no evidence to the
contrary, but it is difficult to be certain because not very much has been written about these languages. Mao, Meng, and Zheng, while grouping them with Pu Nu, do point out that they are rather distinctive. Thus I hope very much that someone will do a systematic historical-comparative study of these languages along the lines of Wang (1979).

So let me give a more conservative schema of subgroupings:

I. Hmongic
   A. Eastern Guizhou (Purnell's "Eastern") [HM]
   B. West Hunan (Purnell's "Northern") [HM]
   C. Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan (Purnell's "Central" and "Western")
      1. Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan (Purnell's "West A") [HM]
      2. Northeast Yunnan [HM]
      3. Guiyang [HM]
      4. Huishui [HM]
      5. Mashan [HM]
      6. Luobo River [HM]
      7. Eastern or Chong'an River [HM, Gedou]
      8. Pu Nu (Tung Nu) [BN]
      9. Nu Nu [BN]
     10. Pu No [BN]
     11. Nao Klao [BN]
     12. Nu Whou [BN]
   D. Probably Hmongic but exact classification uncertain:
      1. Hm Nai [BN]
      2. Kiong Nai [BN]
      3. Yu Nuo [BN]
      4 - 12. Nine additional major groups [HM]; see Wang (1983:1).

II. Ho Nte
III. Mienic
   A. Mien-Kim: Mien (Iu Mien), Mun (Kim Mun), Biao Mon
   B. Biao-Chao: Biao Min, Chao Kong Meng
   C. Dzao Min

IV. Classification uncertain: Pa Hng [BN], Na-e

Within the Hmongic group, languages marked HM are spoken by people who are culturally Hmong and are called "Miao" by Chinese writers, and languages marked BN are spoken by people who are culturally Yao and are called "Bunu" by Chinese writers. Speakers of the Chong’an River dialect group call themselves [mông J3 (1)] in their own language, and are included under "Miao" by Chinese linguists, but they themselves, when speaking Chinese, say that they are Gedőu

2. **Transcription**

Mao, Meng, and Zheng give only the etymological values of the Wenjie tones, following the usual convention: 1 = A1, 2 = A2, etc. Wang gives the pitch contours as well, using the usual five point scale with 1 the lowest pitch and 5 the highest: 55 = high level, 54 = falling from high to mid high, etc. This makes it possible to compare the pitch contours of Na-e, Wenjie, and Xishanjie:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Na-e</th>
<th>Wenjie</th>
<th>Xishanjie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Wenjie and probably in Na-e syllables with lower register tones, A2, B2, C2, D2, are pronounced with whispery voice. In Wenjie the whispery voice serves to distinguish B2 from B1, which has the same pitch contour. (See section 4.)

3. **Evidence that Na-e belongs to the Pa Hng group**

(1) *r and *Ir become yod: Wenjie [jo 35(1)] 'stone'.

(2) Velar and uvular initials merge into a single series, realized phonetically as uvular in Wenjie. But in some words Wenjie has a velar initial. I have no explanation for this.
(4) Proto-Hmongic final -5: Wenjie [mpjo 3j(4)] 'fish', [jo 35(1)] 'stone'.

Proto-Hmongic final -6: Wenjie [phe 53(7)] 'daughter' (compare Na-e pie 1 den 1 'younger sister'), 'Nahe 33(2) 'meat'.

Proto-Hmongic final -23: Wenjie [t5 35(1)] 'son', [t5 55(5)] 'to snap, break', [15 35(1)] (classifier), [q5 35(1)] 'horn', [q5 35(1)] 'star'.

(11) 'two': Wang gives Wenjie [va 35(1)] with the historically expected tone, A1. The form in Mao, Meng, and Zheng with tone D1 is perhaps a misprint.

3a. Additional characteristics shared by the Pa Hng languages

(1) The ethnoynm [ŋŋ], with tone A1: Wenjie [pa 31(3) 35(1)] 'Pa Hng', Xishanjie [ŋŋ 34(1)] 'people'. (It is not clear from Chang whether the Xishanjie form means people in general or specifically Pa Hng people.) Is [pa 31(3) 35(1)] related to the Vietnamese name Páthen? And what is the source of the name Na-e?

(2) The word for 'thousand' has tone C1 instead of the historically expected tone A1: Wenjie [dc 55(5)], Xishanjie [ko 55(5)]. For Na-e Bonifacy writes de 1 [dɛ] with tone 1. Unfortunately Bonifacy's tone 1 seems to represent cases where he simply failed to hear the tone.

(3) Wang's Proto-Hmongic final -15 generally corresponds to Pa Hng [u], [u], or [wu]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na-e</th>
<th>Wenjie</th>
<th>Xishanjie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bean</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>tu 3l(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iron</td>
<td>au [u]</td>
<td>4u 55(5)</td>
<td>4w 55(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>six</td>
<td>ku 3</td>
<td>tpa 55(5)</td>
<td>tpa 55(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouth</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>ptμh 33(2)</td>
<td>pμ 33(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ten</td>
<td>ku 1</td>
<td>kμ 32(8)</td>
<td>kμ 3l(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blind</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But 'to drink' has [ɔ]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na-e</th>
<th>Wenjie</th>
<th>Xishanjie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>drink</td>
<td>hɔ 3</td>
<td>hɔ 53(7)</td>
<td>hɔ 54(7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This word may be a recent loan from Chinese. Compare Cantonese [hɔst 33(7)].

4. Some further remarks on initials

The pattern of development of prenasalized stops in Wenjie appears to be as follows:

*mpH- > ph: [pH31(7)] 'daughter'. But [pH31(3)] 'blood'.

*mp- > mp: [mp35(5)] 'pig', [mpH35(1)] 'green', [nte31(3)] 'to wash (hands)', [pH31(3)] 'early', [nte31(1)] 'cloth', [nta53(7)] 'to weave', [nqo35(1)] 'mushroom', [nqo3] 'rice bread', [nqo31] 'pigeon'.

*mb- > mb: [-mpH2] 'ear' (sc. [mpH-]; see below), [mpH44(6)] 'nose', [mpH32(8)] 'peppery', [mpH33(2)] 'leaf', [npH33(2)] 'mouth', [kH32(8)] 'pair', [nqH33(2)] 'meat'.

The forms [mpH31(4)] 'fish' (Wang) and [-mpi8] 'fan' (Mao, Meng, and Zheng) are perhaps typographic errors for forms with [-H-]; see below.

Wenjie does not share with Na-e the Northern-Pa-Hng-like development in mb- 'leaf'. Wenjie has [mpH33(2)]. But Wenjie does show a Northern-like development in [nH33(2)] 'boat' and [nH33(4)] 'lazy', both from *mp-. Note also Wenjie [H31(4)] 'to flow', from *nGI-.

I also said that in Southern Pa Hng initials are regularly aspirated in syllables with lower register tones. I used the word "aspiration" loosely to refer to both true aspiration, that is, delay of voice onset, and "voiced aspiration", that is, whispery voice, because I was not certain which type of aspiration Mao, Meng, and Zheng meant to represent by the symbol [h]. Wang's list clearly shows whispery voice, [H], in all lower register tones, including D2:

A2: [phH33(2)] 'flower', [mpH33(2)] 'leaf', [nH33(2)] 'eat', [tH33(2)] 'door', [lH33(2)] 'farm', [kH33(2)] 'nine', [gH33(2)] 'cow', [npH33(2)] 'mouth', [nH33(2)] 'boat, ship', [nqH33(2)] 'flesh', [kH33(2)] 'yellow'.

B2: [mH31(4)] 'horse', [VH31(4)] 'boiler', [tH31(4)] 'fire', [nH31(4)] 'he', she, it', [nH31(4)] 'lazy', [H31(4)] 'flow'.

C2: [mH44(6)] 'sell', [mpH44(6)] 'nose', [tH44(6)] 'die', [tH44(6)] 'seven'.

D2: [vH32(8)] 'ten thousand' (D2 in Pa Hng and some Hmong languages; generally C2), [mpH32(8)] 'peppery', [H32(8)] 'eight', [kH32(8)] 'ten', [kH32(8)] 'pair', [jH32(8)] 'one' (compare Mien [jet12(8)]).

The Institute wordlist, as reproduced by Moskalev, likewise shows whispery voice:
A2: [-mphto 2] 'ear'
C2: [-mhi 6] 'eye'
D2: no examples.

There are three exceptions, which may be typographic errors:
Wang [-mphto 31(4)] 'fish', with unaspirated initial.
Mao, Meng, and Zheng [-mpi 8] 'fan', with unaspirated initial.

Institute wordlist (in Moskalev) [-mphto 6] 'nose', with [h] instead of [k].

Thus I interpret Bonifacy's mhu 1 'bird' as [mhu] and assert that the [k] is a predictable correlate of the tone and does not imply any sort of prefix. This interpretation is better for Benedict's overall argument since it makes for a more straightforward development from Proto-Austro-Tai *mrok to Na-e mhu 1. I am happy to report that Benedict and I are now in agreement on this interpretation of Bonifacy's form.

Finally, Wenjie agrees with Xishanjie and disagrees with Na-e in having prepalatal initials in 'seven', 'blood', and 'six'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proto-Hmongic</th>
<th>Wenjie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>seven</td>
<td>*dɬ-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blood</td>
<td>*rɬsh-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>door</td>
<td>*dɬŋ-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fir</td>
<td>*tʃ-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thrush</td>
<td>*tʃ-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wine</td>
<td>*tʃ-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouth</td>
<td>*pə-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>six</td>
<td>*tɬ-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Evidence for separating Pa Hng from Hmongic

(1) Proto-Hmongic dentals = Pa Hng dentals: Wenjie
[ty 35(1)] 'earth', [tə 35(1)] 'skirt', [tʃ 35(1)] 'son',
[thv 31(4)] 'fire', [the 44(6)] 'die', [nə 35(1)] 'snake',
[nə 55(5)] 'cold', [tə 35(1)] 'sun, day', [tə 35(1)] 'ear of
grain', [nhu 31(4)] 'he, she, it', [nho 33(2)] 'eat',
[ntI 35(1)] 'cloth', [nta 53(7)] 'weave', [15 35(1)] (classifier), [4a 55(5)] 'moon', [4u 55(5)] 'iron'

Proto-Hmongic dentals = Pa Hng labials: no examples in Wang's list.

I may have been mistaken in including 'hemp' among the examples of Proto-Hmongic dentals corresponding to Pa Hng labials. Benedict has reminded me that Proto-Hmongic *ndo C 'hemp' may be related to Archaic Chinese *4 do B (a kind of hemp) (GSR 84e; see also Chen and Li 1981, l"?). If we accept the view of Chinese linguists that Hmong-Mien is genetically related to Chinese, then 'hemp' may have had some sort of cluster in Proto-Sino-Tibetan which became labial in Na-e and which became dental in other Hmong-Mien languages and in Chinese. If we accept Benedict's view that Hmong-Mien is a branch of Austro-Tai, then the lexical resemblances between Hmong-Mien and Chinese are due to borrowing. Then we have two possibilities:

(1) Benedict's view is that the Proto-Hmong-Mien word was borrowed from some dialect of Archaic Chinese and therefore always had a dental initial in Hmong-Mien. Na-e b6 _j is completely unrelated to Proto-Hmongic *ndo C.

(2) Conversely, the Chinese word may have been borrowed from a Hmong-Mien language. In that case, it is still possible that the Proto-Hmong-Mien word had some sort of cluster which became labial in Na-e and dental everywhere else. The Chinese form would simply have been borrowed from a language other than Na-e after the change to a dental initial had already taken place.

I am not prepared at the present time to enter the controversy over whether Chinese borrowed words from Hmong-Mien (Wang 1985b:30-31); I am merely raising this as a theoretical possibility. I do not know whether this is relevant or not, but I learn from The Times Atlas of China (1974 edition, page 81) that hemp fiber is an important crop in the region of Guangxi where Pa Hng is spoken.

(2) Proto-Hmongic prepalatals = Pa Hng prepalatals:
Wenjie [tai 35(1)] 'fir', [t65 35(1)] 'thrush', [t6r 31(3)] 'wine', [lPI 35(1)] 'wife', [nta 33(2)] 'mouth', [Ljhi 32(8)] 'eight'.

Proto-Hmongic prepalatals = Pa Hng velars or uvulars:
Velar: Wenjie [kho 33(2)] 'nine', [gh 33(2)] 'cow'.
Uvular: Wenjie [Ngo 35(1)] 'mushroom', [Ngo 3] 'rice bread'.

Notice that 'mushroom' has a uvular initial in Wenjie versus a prepalatal initial in Kishanjie.
(3) Na-e stands alone as our sole witness for a velar initial in ku accessing 'six'. Both Wenjie and Xishanjie have a prepalatal initial: Wenjie [tou 55(5)], Xishanjie [tou 55(5)].

(4) Wang's final -13:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na-e</th>
<th>Wenjie</th>
<th>Xishanjie</th>
<th>Gundong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>to see</td>
<td>ña₁</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouth</td>
<td>-lh₃</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>la 55(5)</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strength</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>jae 44(6)</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to weave</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>nta 53(?)</td>
<td>nae 54(7)</td>
<td>na⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to laugh</td>
<td>τₙa¹</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>tae 54(?)</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duck</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>tae 54(?)</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to see</td>
<td>-pₙa²</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>pa 31(8)</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thunder</td>
<td>bₙ０²</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deep</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>to 3₄(1)</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>big</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>ḳjo 3₅(1)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>early</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>ñₕ₇₀ 3₅(3)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>no³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to come</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>lo 1₁(4)</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buffalo</td>
<td>-hₙ₀¹</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I made a mistake in including the word for 'old' as an example of final -13. I believe it should be final -12. Wang gives the Wenjie form of this word as [qo 55(5)], with [o] rather than [a]. Wang's form agrees with other examples of final -12: Wenjie [mpjo 3₅(1)] 'green', [so 1] 'on', [kho 3₃(2)] 'nine', [Nqo 3] 'rice bread', [Nqo 3₅(1)] 'pigeon'. Therefore the form [qa 5] in Mao, Meng, and Zheng may be a misprint.

Wang's final -18:
6. Mienic versus non-Mienic

Final glottal stop merges with tone C:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Na-e</th>
<th>Wenjie</th>
<th>Xishanjie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wine</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>tɔ 31(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fire</td>
<td>ʈʰ₁</td>
<td>thɔ 31(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correct</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>ʒkhr 32(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pair</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>kua₄</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paper</td>
<td>dɔ²</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to open</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(6) 'sun/day' does not rhyme with 'son', 'horn', etc.: 'sun/son', 'horn/horn' (classifier), 'star/star' 'break' versus 'sun/day'.

I said that if Benedict's Austro-Tai etymology for *mpai C 'pig' was correct, then this form already existed in Proto-Hmong-Mien and did not imply any special relationship among Hmongic, Pa Hng, Ho Nte, and so on. Unfortunately, I had forgotten that Benedict himself now rejects an Austro-Tai etymology for *mpai C. Both Benedict (1985:8) and Wang (1985b:34) have now suggested that the word may be related to Archaic Chinese sgiving *pa 'sow, pig' (GSR 39d).

If this etymology is correct, and if we accept the view of Chinese linguists that Hmong-Mien is genetically related to Chinese, then the original argument holds: *mpai C goes back to Proto-Sino-Tibetan, therefore, a fortiori, it goes back to Proto-Hmong-Mien, therefore it is a shared inheritance in the non-Mienic branches, not a shared innovation.

On the other hand, if we accept Benedict's view that the Hmong-Mien words which have Chinese cognates are loans,
then the loan *mpai C is a shared innovation uniting the non-
Mienic branches.

In this connection I should mention that Benedict has
also suggested a possible external source for Mienic *duŋ B
'pig'. He says that there are similar looking forms in
the Karenic languages (Benedict 1985:8).

7. Conclusions

In some respects the new Wenjie material provided by Wang
corroborates the testimony of the old material, particularly
in the development of the finals. It even adds some new evi-
dence, such as the C1 tone in 'thousand', shared by Wenjie
and Xishanjie. In other respects the new material introduces
complications which may require changing my conclusions:

(1) The split between velar and uvular initials in Wen-
jie has no parallel in Xishanjie or Na-e.

(2) The word for the numeral 'one' is quite different in
Wenjie and Na-e: Wenjie [jhu 32(8)], Na-e i l.

(3) Wenjie has a prepalatal initial in [twa 55(5)]
'six'. It does not share the distinctive velar initial of
Na-e ku 3.

(4) 'Mushroom' has a uvular initial in Wenjie versus a
prepalatal initial in Xishanjie. If the variation between
prepalatal and uvular/velar initials occurs even within Pa
Hng, I may have been wrong to use it as an argument for sepa-
rating Pa Hng from Hmong.

The discrepancies between Na-e and Wenjie (e.g. 'six')
or between Na-e and Xishanjie (e.g. 'fruit') have at least
three possible explanations:

(1) They are errors in Bonifacy. We should forget about
Na-e until more accurately recorded material becomes
available.

(2) Na-e is a member of the Pa Hng group that has under-
gone some aberrant local developments that are of no
significance for the overall classification and sub-
grouping of Hmong-Mien. For example, the velar ini-
tial of 'six' might have an explanation purely in-
ternal to Na-e, such as analogy or avoidance of
homophony.

(3) Benedict is right that the first split in the Hmong-
Mien family was between Na-e and everything else.
Subsequently, however, Na-e came into intensive con-
tact with Pa Hng, borrowed many words from it, and
shared some areal phonological developments with it.

In other words, I am suggesting as a third possibility
that Na-e may not really be a member of the Pa Hng group
after all. If Benedict is right that Na-e is something very distinctive within the Hmong-Mien family, then the position of Na-e in Hmong-Mien might be analogous to the position of Saek in Tai.

Saek is a Tai language spoken in a small area in Thailand and Laos. It is generally considered to be a geographically displaced member of the Northern branch of Tai (the rest of the Northern branch is found in China and a few places along the northern border of Vietnam), but it has certain peculiarities that suggest that Saek may originally have been a wholly separate subdivision of Tai which later came into intensive contact with Northern Tai.

The difference is that for Saek we have thousands of words recorded with meticulous accuracy by William J. Gedney, whereas for Na-e we have 150 words recorded with highly dubious accuracy by Bonifacy. So we are back where we started: "in urgent need of more data on the language".
A Note on the Phonemic Status of [a] in Biao Min Yao

David B. Solnit
Cornell University

In Solnit 1985 I presented the rhyme system of Biao Min as:

\[
\begin{align*}
 & a, ai, au, an, an \\
 & e, (y)en - en \\
 & i, in \\
 & o, ui, un, un \\
 & u, ui, un, en
\end{align*}
\]

There is also a sequence [-iu] which is analyzed as medial plus simple vowel: \(-yu/\).

It is evident that the phonetic rhymes [ai au] could be phonemic /ei ju/. Mao, Meng & Zheng (MM2) make this choice for [ai]/ei/, as shown by the cited forms (p.67-9) mei\(^1\) 'vine', hj\(w\)ei\(^7\) 'child', bei\(^5\) 'hot', and mei\(^2\) 'you'. The only instance in MM2 of the corresponding rhyme with back vowel element is l\(j\)au\(^4\) 'successful, complete action' (Mandarin le). Finally MM2 have a sequence -\(w\)ei in ko\(^4\) d\(w\)ai\(^3\) 'tail', but this may be a misprint: I have ko\(^4\) d\(w\)ai\(^3\) for this word (the choice of \(w\) vs. \(c\) is unimportant).

Of the remaining rhymes with \(a\), -\(an\) can be assimilated to the vowel \(o\): /\(an/\sim[an]\). The unrounding before \(-n\) has a parallel with \(u\) after labials; /\(un/\sim[\(un)\] /\(\sim [\text{labial}]\).

Thus all except the simple -\(a\) can be assimilated to rhymes with \(e\) and \(o\) (while we are at it, we could also write these /e o/, there being no contrast e/e or o/o). Examining the distribution of -\(a\) brings out several interesting points.

1. the rhyme -\(a\) occurs after

   w, initial and medial

   l, medial only

   m

   m

   m

   m

   m

   m

and not after simple (non-cluster) dentals, prepalatals, or velars.

2. the rhyme -\(c\) occurs with all simple initials except p, b and m. So we seem to have complementary distribution, with \(c\) following aspirates, a following 'plain' stop and nasal, and neither occurring with voiced stop:

   p, ph, b, m, hm

   a - pe - - ma -

   o - pho - - hm c

3. However, both -\(a\) and -\(c\) occur with medial -\(l\)-, e.g.

   k\(l\)a\(^1\) rainbow

   b\(l\)a\(^2\) chest

   k\(l\)o\(^1\) horn

   b\(l\)a\(^3\) thin (not thick)
4. /ou/ (formerly -au) does not occur with medial -l-. This makes it possible to eliminate a as a phoneme altogether:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[pa]} &= /p\alpha/ \\
\text{/p\alpha/} &= \text{[ph\o]} \\
\text{[ma]} &= /mo/ \\
\text{/mo/} &= \text{[m\o]} \\
\text{/plou/} &= \text{[pl\o]}
\end{align*}
\]

In other words, phonetic [-a] after labials is really /-o/, and after medial /l/ it is really /-aw/.

This reanalysis has some historical backing. BM [-a] generally corresponds to Yu Mien (YM) back rounded vowels followed by ȵ:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BM</th>
<th>YM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fly (n.)</td>
<td>m\o^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rain</td>
<td>bl\o^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rainbow</td>
<td>kl\o^1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pig</td>
<td>twa^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deaf</td>
<td>dwa^1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>room</td>
<td>pa^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>towards</td>
<td>hwa^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thick (liquids)</td>
<td>nwa^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forehead</td>
<td>pla^-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(‘forehead’ is the first syllable of a compound, pla-tau^2, and so occurs only in the sandhi tone, phonetically equal to tone 7)

Comparative data also shows that the factor conditioning the allophone [a] was originally not aspiration, but final stops, a less unusual feature:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BM</th>
<th>YM</th>
<th>Ch. muk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>hmo^4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hail</td>
<td>pho^4</td>
<td>po^8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>six</td>
<td>kl\o^7</td>
<td>cu^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finger</td>
<td>do^7</td>
<td>du^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>few</td>
<td>tsha^4</td>
<td>tsu^8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus the general development after labial initials and medial is "nw > a, "uk > a. The final stop also causes aspiration of "voiced initials, then disappears, leaving the aspiration as the apparent factor conditioning the complementary variant [a]. Actually the aspiration and the vowel distribution are both effects of a vanished cause.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF TWO ALVEOLAR STOP CONSONANTS
IN WHITE HMONG

Nerida Jarkey

1. INTRODUCTION

White Hmong has a fairly large inventory of stop consonant phonemes all of which occur in initial position only in the basically CV syllable structure. With only one exception, at each place of articulation where stops (and affricates) occur, the following series is found — voiceless, voiceless aspirated, pre-nasalized and pre-nasalized with aspiration. The exception is the alveolar set, which has only two members, neither of which belong to any of these four categories. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the auditory, acoustic and articulatory properties of these two alveolar stops in White Hmong.

In the White Hmong orthography, devised in the early 1950's by missionaries working in Laos and Thailand, these stops are symbolized as 'd' and 'dh' (see Smalley (1976)). These are the symbols which will be used to refer to them throughout this paper.

Previous attempts have, of course, been made to characterize the auditory and articulatory qualities of these two stops, although to my knowledge no work has been done on their acoustic properties. In his phonetic transcription of the letters of the White Hmong alphabet, Mottin (1978) symbolizes 'd' and 'dh' simply as [d] and [dh] respectively, and in a brief explanation of each symbol he describes 'd' as "d comme dans doigt" ('d' as in doigt) and 'dh' as "d aspiré" (aspirated 'd'). Smalley (1976) refers to these two stops as "glottalized", but does not explain exactly what he means by this term, which has been used to refer to various types of sounds, including implosives, ejectives and creaky voice, as well as ordinary stops accompanied by glottal stops (Ludlow 1971: 28). Smalley symbolizes 'd' as [ʔd] and 'dh' as [ʔth]. Heimbach (1979), in his "Guide to Pronunciation", is somewhat more explicit:

"d like the d in dream but with a glottal stop before it. That is, complete stop of the air flow in the throat before the beginning of the sound.

dh the Hmong sound 'd' with a brief puff of air after it".

My own auditory impressions of these two consonants do not entirely concur with this description. I cannot detect any glottal stop before the beginning of the sound (presumably before the oral closure) as Heimbach suggests. However, what can be detected, particularly in the case of 'dh' but also occasionally in the case of 'd', is the impression of a slight 'catch' in the voice, a momentary hesitation in the flow of the sound, just before the release of the stop, and it is this that I assume both Heimbach and Smalley are trying to capture with their references to "a glottal stop" and "glottalization".
Apart from this very slight sense of a 'catch' in the voice in some tokens, the consonant 'd' sounds simply like a fully voiced alveolar stop. 'dh', on the other hand, is not quite so easily categorized. There is no doubt that, in some cases, 'dh' sounds quite distinctly aspirated. In others, however, no aspiration can be detected. The part of the stop before the release is even more puzzling. Careful listening reveals that there is a fleeting period of whispery voicing, often extremely brief, and then the distinct 'catch' in the voice before the burst.

The experiment, described and discussed below, was designed with a view to investigating these phenomena. As not all scholars with an interest in Hmong language can be expected to have training in acoustic phonetics, I have endeavoured to make the discussion as clear and uncomplicated as possible, with this audience in mind. I apologize in advance to those already familiar with the terminology and concepts explained, and who would perhaps prefer more attention to be devoted to other issues.

2. **PURPOSE OF THE INVESTIGATION**

- to try to ascertain the acoustic characteristics of the alveolar stops 'd' and 'dh' in White Hmong.

- to try to draw inferences about the articulatory characteristics of these stops from the acoustic data.

3. **EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE**

3.1 The first task in the investigation was to select morphemes exhibiting the relevant stops followed by the three maximally differentiated vowels in White Hmong, namely [i, a, u]2 ('i,a,u'), or the laxer versions of these vowels which occur in diphthongs.

Only morphemes exhibiting the low level tone (orthographically 's'), the mid level tone (orthographically unmarked) and the mid rising tone ('v') were chosen. There were two important reasons for this limitation on the selection. Firstly, there is no great variation in the pitch or voice quality at onset. It was therefore considered unlikely that they would influence the acoustic properties of the syllable initial consonants in different ways. The second reason is the extreme rarity of the consonant 'dh' in the vocabulary. Heimbach (1979) has only twelve entries for it in his Hmong-English dictionary, and it seems that this consonant simply does not co-occur with a certain number of the tones. The need to select minimal or near-minimal pairs for the study meant that the least common of the two consonants dictated the range of choice.

3.2 Five tokens of the English translations of each of the morphemes chosen were written on cards, first ensuring that the informant was able to confidently translate the words into Hmong. The words were written in English rather than Hmong in order to avoid any possibility of the spelling of the word influencing the informant's pronunciation.
3.3 The cards were then presented to the informant one by one in random order, and high quality recordings made of each token, uttered first in isolation and then in a frame. The frame used was: [ha(if____d dengan)] (hais____dua) ('say____again'). The cards were presented in random order to decrease the likelihood of list intonation being used.

3.4 The informant was asked to check the recordings for acceptability as normal Hmong utterances.

3.5.1 Wide band bar spectrograms were produced with both high shaping (to examine the general spectral characteristics of the utterances recorded, particularly in the higher frequency range) and flat shaping (to examine voice onset time and other low frequency features of glottal activity).

3.5.2 Wide band spectra (with flat shaping) were taken just after the release of the stops in order to examine the spectral properties of the bursts.

3.5.3 Average amplitude tracings were made to check if the consonants were responsible for any difference in amplitude at vowel onset.

3.5.4 High speed oscillograms of the wave forms were photographed with a polaroid camera, to check the fundamental frequency at vowel onset.

(Steps 3.5.2 - 3.5.4 are not discussed in detail below. Some of the inferences drawn from them simply serve to confirm those which could also be drawn from the bar spectrograms (3.5.1), while others are somewhat beyond the scope of the present discussion.)

3.5.5 Finally, the results were checked by following the same procedure (steps 3.3 - 3.5) with another informant, but recording only one token of each morpheme.

4. THE INFORMANTS

The choice of informants available for the experiment was extremely restricted, simply due to the scarcity of adult Hmong in the region (Canberra, Australia). However, although further acoustic analysis was not possible, it seems from auditory impressions that other speakers of White Hmong, now living both in other parts of Australia and in America and originally from different provinces, do pronounce the stops in question in basically the same way.

The main informant recorded for the experiment was Ntxawg Lis (known in English as Yeu Lee), a 24 year old male from Xieng Khouang province in Laos. The second informant was Yeu's mother Maiv Yaj (May Yang), also from Xieng Khouang.
5. EXAMINATION AND DISCUSSION OF BAR SPECTROGRAMS

5.1 High Shaped Wide Band Bar Spectrograms

In order to observe the general spectrographic features of the utterances recorded we will begin by examining representative examples of the bar spectrograms with high shaping --- that is, with pre-emphasis designed to enhance the upper frequency range.

FIGURE ONE

[Diagram of a high shaped wide band bar spectrogram illustrating the alveolar stop 'dh'.]

High shaped wide band bar spectrogram illustrating the alveolar stop 'dh'.

FIGURE TWO

[Diagram of a high shaped wide band bar spectrogram illustrating the alveolar stop 'd'.]

High shaped wide band bar spectrogram illustrating the alveolar stop 'd'.

5.2 Flat Shaped Wide Band Bar Spectrograms

In order to examine voice onset time and other aspects of glottal activity in more detail, we will now turn to the bar spectrograms with flat shaping. Flat shaped spectrograms record a true impression of the relative amounts of energy throughout the frequency range, with no pre-emphasis of the upper frequencies. Thus they provide more detail in the lower frequency range, where vocal activity occurs, than do their high shaped counterparts.

FIGURE THREE

Flat shaped wide band bar spectrogram illustrating the alveolar stop 'dh'.

FIGURE FOUR

Flat shaped wide band bar spectrogram illustrating the alveolar stop 'd'.
Figure One shows two tokens of the word *dhau* (pch) 'to pass through'. As in all other examples below the left hand side of the spectrogram shows the word uttered in isolation, and the right hand side shows the word in the frame 'hais_dua' ('say__again'). Thus the word in question constitutes the central portion of the longer utterance on the right in each case. The similarity of this portion to the isolated example of the word on the left should be clear.

The horizontal axis of each spectrogram represents the time domain, the vertical strokes along the upper edge marking intervals of 10 centiseconds. The fairly regular vertical striations seen particularly clearly below the ZKHz line indicate phonation --- each striation caused by one glottal pulse.

The vertical axis of the spectrograms represents the frequency domain, and shows the distribution of energy throughout the frequency range to 6000 Hz. The slightly darker bands running roughly horizontally throughout each word show the principal vowel formants. For example, the first four formants of the last part of the diphthong [aL] in the word hais [haisL] in Figure One can be seen at approximately 650 Hz, 2000 Hz, 3000 Hz and 4000 Hz.

Our particular interest is in the region just before and after the release of the consonantal stricture (e.g. of 'dh' in Figure One) --- that is, the brief 'burst' of energy throughout the frequency range, shown on the spectrograms by a dark vertical line. This line is sometimes referred to as the release 'spike'.

The hold phase of the stop can be seen directly to the left of the release spike, beginning about 10 csecs before, from the abrupt cessation of the second and higher formants of the preceding vowel. Notice, however, that at the beginning of the hold phase some energy is still present in the very low frequency range, below 300 Hz. This shows that some phonation continues even after the closure for the stop has been made. In a voiceless or voiceless aspirated stop (like 't' or 'th' in Hmong) we would expect virtually no energy to be present during the hold phase.

If we now examine the period after the release of 'dh' in the frame in Figure One, we can see that the regular striations indicative of voicing do not begin again until after a lapse of approximately 3 csecs. This lapse, accompanied by the random stippling evident in the higher frequencies, can be attributed to a short period of aspiration after release, before the onset of the vowel, and is known as "Voicing Lag". Notice that there is almost no voicing lag in the accompanying example of the same morpheme uttered in isolation.

Turning to the representative example of a morpheme beginning with 'd' in Figure Two (da (p) 'to roll over'), we can see that there is no voicing lag at all, the voicing resuming immediately after the burst. In fact, phonation continues virtually unbroken throughout the articulation of the stop, and can be clearly observed before the burst. This activity before the release of a stop is known as "Voicing Lead". (The decreasing amplitude and small break in the glottal pulse striations directly before the release of 'd' will be explained below (see 6.1).)
5.2.1 Voice Onset Time

Following Lisker and Abramson (1964), the Voice Onset Time (V.O.T.) of an occlusive is defined as the time between the release of the supra-glottal stricture and the onset of voice. Voicing lag, characteristic of aspirated stops, is seen on spectrograms as a period between the release spike and the (re-)commencement of the regular glottal pulse striations. Voicing lead, associated with voiced stops, is seen as a period before the release spike where the only energy present is in the lowest frequency range, where glottal activity is recorded.\(^6\)

For each token of each morpheme recorded, both in isolation and in the frame, this period was measured from the flat shaped spectrograms, and the time it represented was calculated in centiseconds. (Voicing lag is recorded as a positive value, and voicing lead as a negative value.) An average was then taken of the voice onset time of the five tokens of each morpheme, both in the frame and in isolation, giving a mean V.O.T. value for each morpheme in both environments. These values, along with the standard deviation (S) from the mean in each case, are recorded in Table One.

**TABLE ONE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morpheme Recorded</th>
<th>Average V.O.T. in Isolation</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Average V.O.T. in Frame</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>di</td>
<td>-9.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>-11.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duas</td>
<td>-6.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-10.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dua</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-10.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da</td>
<td>-7.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-10.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhia</td>
<td>+4.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>+ 6.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhuas</td>
<td>+1.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>+ 3.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhuav</td>
<td>+3.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>+ 6.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhaue</td>
<td>+2.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>+ 3.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table One*. Mean Voice Onset Time values for five tokens of each morpheme, in isolation and in the frame hai[si] du[au] [haiL] d[čo]h[č] ('say again'). Values are in centiseconds, rounded off to one decimal place, reflecting the degree of accuracy of the measurements.
Returning briefly to the representative example of the consonant 'd' in the flat shaped spectrogram above, we can clearly see the voicing lead, confirming the auditory impression of 'd' as a voiced stop. The mean values for the voicing lead of 'd', shown in Table One, vary predictably between -11.6 and -6.1 csecs, depending on the vocalic environment and on whether the morpheme occurred in isolation or in the frame. The reasons for this variation will not be discussed here, but explanations can be found elsewhere in the literature.

Examining the flat shaped spectrogram illustrating 'dh' above, we can see a clear voicing lag when the morpheme occurs in the frame, but in isolation almost no lag is evident. In other spectrograms however, this consonant exhibits voicing lag sometimes in both environments and sometimes in neither. The range recorded for the mean values of voice onset time for 'dh', shown in Table One, was from +1.8 to +6.9 csecs. The overall mean V.O.T., disregarding environment, was +4 csecs with a standard deviation of 1.7 csecs.

To understand the significance of these figures it is helpful to compare the voicing lag of 'dh' with that of two other stops in Hmong, which have a similar place of articulation. The data for these stops were recorded using an identical experimental procedure. The voiceless aspirated dental stop 'th' [TH] in Hmong, a stop which is invariably perceived as aspirated, was found to have an overall mean V.O.T. value of 6.2 csecs with a standard deviation of 1.4 csecs. The overall mean V.O.T. of the voiceless unaspirated counterpart of this stop, 't' [T], was 1.2 csecs with a standard deviation of 0.4 csecs. These figures are summarized in Table Two.

TABLE TWO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stop</th>
<th>Overall Mean V.O.T. Value</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>-8.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>+1.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dh</td>
<td>+4.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>th</td>
<td>+6.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table Two. Overall Mean Voice Onset Time Values for four dental-alveolar consonants. Values are in centiseconds, rounded off to one decimal place, reflecting the degree of accuracy of the measurements.
It should be clear from the information recorded in Table Two that the V.O.T. lag of the alveolar stop 'dh' falls roughly between that of the voiceless unaspirated and voiceless aspirated dental stops in Hmong. This concurs with the auditory impression, mentioned in the introduction, that some tokens of 'dh' seem aspirated while others do not. The t-Test indicates that the mean V.O.T. value is significantly different at the 5% level from that of both 't' and 'th'. As there are no obvious environmental factors which seem to determine the length of V.O.T. for 'dh', it is tentatively concluded that a relatively short period of aspiration is optional for this consonant.

5.2.2 Glottal Activity During the Hold Phase

Although the consonant 'dh' was observed to have an optional voicing lag, it is also clear from the spectrograms (Figures One and Three) that some glottal activity also takes place during the hold phase of this stop. Comparing this with the activity observed during the hold phase of 'd' (Figure Four), two important differences can be noted.

The first obvious difference is in the nature of this glottal activity. Whereas the striations recorded during the hold phase of 'd' are clear and regular, those of 'dh' are messy, uneven and irregular. This is particularly obvious in the examples of the morphemes uttered in isolation, where the vocal cords have not already been vibrating in a regular pattern before the closure of the stop. Secondly, while the voicing during the hold phase of 'd' is maintained almost to the point of release, that of 'dh' tends to die out much more quickly, often well before the burst. The significance of both of these aspects of the glottal activity during the hold phases of the two consonants will be discussed in the following section.

6. ARTICULATORY INFERENCES AND EXPLANATIONS
(Why a 'catch' in the voice?)

6.1 'd'

From the evidence of the spectrograms, discussed above, it is concluded that the consonant 'd' is simply a fully voiced alveolar stop. The auditory impression of a slight 'catch' in the voice in some tokens of this stop can be attributed to a very brief cessation of voicing before the release of the oral stricture. This was observed in the spectrograms as a small break in the glottal pulse striations directly before the release spike. Only in those tokens of 'd' where this break is long enough to be audible will a 'catch' in the voice be perceived.

The brief cessation of voicing described can be attributed to an interruption to the air flow caused by an equalization of air pressure above and below the larynx. This will occur sooner or later in any voiced stop if the oral stricture is not released within a certain length of time, and can be explained as follows. The process of voicing can begin when the vocal cords are sufficiently tense and slightly parted. The air, flowing from the sub-laryngeal vocal tract (an area of higher pressure) to the supra-laryngeal vocal tract (an area of lower pressure) is accelerated as it passes through the narrow opening between the two vocal cords (or 'folds'). This acceleration causes a slight reduction in pressure along the edges of the folds, which are consequently drawn together (the Bernoulli effect).
However, the build-up of pressure beneath the glottis, in conjunction with the natural elasticity of the vocal folds themselves, causes them to spring apart again a fraction of a second later, allowing the process to begin once more. This process can often go on repeating itself, as long as the speaker's breath lasts, each repetition corresponding to one of the glottal pulses we observed in the spectrograms. However, if it occurs in conjunction with an oral stop, it will not be long before the air pressure begins to build up behind this closure. The flow of air can be made to continue for a short while longer by strategies such as larynx lowering, which increases the volume and hence decreases the pressure in the supra-laryngeal vocal tract. Even so, unless the oral stricture is released it will not be long before the pressure above and below the larynx equalizes totally, the air flow ceases and voicing dies out. The hold phase of the stop may then continue long enough for this cessation of voicing to be perceived as a brief 'catch' in the voice, before the release of the stop allows the air flow, and hence the voicing, to begin again.

6.2 'dh'

The information obtained from the spectrograms concerning the acoustic properties of 'dh' is more difficult to interpret than in the case of 'd'. However, the data do seem to support the auditory impressions that 'dh' is a whispery voiced alveolar stop, with optional aspiration. The feature of optional aspiration has already been discussed at some length (5.2.1). However, the suggestion of a whispery voice quality for this consonant will require further explanation.

It will be helpful to begin by comparing the articulatory gestures involved in modal (normal) voice with those used to produce whispery voice. It should first be noted that scholars disagree somewhat both about the terminology that should be used (some using the terms "breathy voice" or "murmur" for what is here referred to as "whispery voice") and about the exact features relevant in the production of this phonation type. Such differences would not affect the general conclusions.

The vocal cords consist of two parts — the ligamentary vocal cords towards the front of the larynx, and the cartilaginous vocal cords (the arytenoid cartilages) towards the back. In modal voice both sections of the vocal cords vibrate as one unit. However, whispery voice is produced, according to one hypothesis, by drawing the arytenoid cartilages apart, so that vibration occurs only along the ligamentary vocal cords. The irregular tension of the vocal cords results in irregular vibration and the gap between the arytenoid cartilages allows direct current flow through the larynx, unlike the regular alternating current flow of modal voice.

The suggestion that whispery voice is involved in the production of the consonant 'dh' can account for the two main acoustic differences noted on the spectrograms between 'd' and 'dh'. Firstly, it accounts for the 'messiness' or irregularity of the vocal activity evident during the hold phase of 'dh', unlike the neat, regular striations of 'd'. Secondly, it accounts for the far more rapid cessation of vocal activity during the hold phase of 'dh' than of 'd'. Recall that the cessation of voicing before the release of 'd' was attributed to the equalization of air pressure above and below the larynx. Naturally this equalization will take place much more quickly in the case of 'dh', due to the direct current flow between the cartilaginous vocal cords.
The reader may wonder how this whispery voiced stop in Hmong differs from the so-called "voiced aspirates" in languages like Hindi and Marathi. These stops are often referred to as "breathy" or "murmured" but, as mentioned above, these terms are sometimes used to describe what is here termed whispery voice. Lisker and Abramson (1963) give the following description of their auditory and acoustic characteristics:

"Auditory impressions suggest that the voiced aspirates are released with breathy voice or murmur. These impressions are supported by the spectrograms in which, upon release of the stop, the voicing is seen to take on a special character. There is a period of glottal periodicity, sometimes intermittent, mingled with random noise in the formant regions, all at relatively low amplitude." (Lisker and Abramson 1963:418 - 419)

Unfortunately it is not possible to say to what extent the "sometimes intermittent" glottal periodicity Lisker and Abramson describe differs from the vocal activity observed for 'dh' in Hmong. However, whereas it is during the hold phase of the stop that whispery voice apparently occurs in Hmong 'dh', it is after the release that it is evident in Hindi. Furthermore, while the effect of this phonation type is very brief in Hmong, so that 'dh' occurs with modally voiced vowels, the effect of the Hindi "breathy" consonants may last well into the following vowel.

7. COMMENTS ON THE LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

The approach used in this study has been to examine information about the acoustic characteristics of the stops in question, principally that encoded on wide band bar spectrograms, and to draw inferences from this data as to the physical processes involved in their articulation. While this approach has enabled us to make several important statements, with a reasonable degree of confidence, about the articulation of 'd' and 'dh' in White Hmong, there are some significant limitations on this study which should be noted. These observations naturally also serve to point to several avenues for further research.

The first and most obvious of these limitations is the small number of informants. The acoustic data used in the analysis were based on material recorded from only one speaker, and the 'normality' of these measurements was checked with material from only one other speaker, closely related to the first. As noted above, however, fairly extensive checks were made to ensure that the auditory impressions of the relevant consonants in these two idiolects matched those of other speakers. It is relevant to note, parenthetically, that although all the speakers thus observed were presumable aiming at approximately the same auditory target, and achieving a similar output, it is not necessarily the case that we can therefore assume invariance at the productional level. Furthermore, as Ladefoged and
Antoñanzas-Barroso (1985) clearly demonstrate, distinctions involving voice quality may be relative rather than absolute --- what is distinctly "breathy" for one speaker may fall within the range of modal voice for another, who normally has a slightly "breathy" articulation. A large number of informants would be needed in order to investigate phenomena such as these.

Another important limitation on the present study is the fact that some of the central conclusions, notably concerning the random noise element in the hold phase of 'dh', depend on visual impressions only of the spectrographic data. Ideally these impressions should be supported by accurately quantifiable forms of measurement, along the lines suggested for the "breathy"-modal distinction by Ladefoged and Antoñanzas-Barroso (1985).

Finally, it is extremely important to realize that the tentative conclusions drawn concerning the articulatory gestures involved in the production of the two consonants are inferences only. In order to ascertain the exact configuration of the vocal cords during the production of these or any other sounds, it would be necessary to undertake direct physiological observation. For example, fiberoptic study would be appropriate in this case.

8. CONCLUSION

The auditory impression of a slight 'catch' in the voice during the articulation of the alveolar consonants 'd' and 'dh' in White Hmong has previously been misinterpreted as a "glottal stop" or "glottalization". The experiment described above has shown that it can actually be correlated with a brief cessation of vocal cord activity immediately before the release of these stops, which was attributed to an equalization of air pressure above and below the larynx.

The auditory impression noted is more marked in the case of 'dh', because the vocal activity during the hold phase of this stop dies out more quickly than in the case of 'd'. It has been suggested that this extremely rapid cessation can be attributed to the whispery voiced quality of this vocal activity. The whispery voiced phonation type may involve a fairly large opening at the back of the larynx, allowing air to escape more rapidly than in the case of the modal (normal) phonation type used for 'd'.

On the basis of this study it is recommended that the White Hmong orthographic 'd' be described as a fully voiced alveolar stop (symbolized phonetically as[d]) and orthographic 'dh' as a whispery voiced alveolar stop with optional aspiration (symbolized phonetically as [dN]).
1. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Southeast Asia Summer Studies Institute Conference (Hmong Linguistics Panel), Ann Arbor, Michigan, 2 August, 1985. My attendance at the Institute was made possible by a tuition fellowship from the University of Michigan and a grant from the Faculty of Arts, Australian National University.
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2. The symbol [a] is here used to refer to a low central vowel rather than a low front vowel, there being no more suitable symbol available in the International Phonetic Alphabet.

3. Recorder: Nagra 4.2; Microphone: Nakamichi CM300; Recording speed: 7.5 ips; Recording level: 85db; Approximate distance of speakers mouth from microphone: 150cm.

4. 300 Hz \text{1power bandwidth}.


6. It is suggested in this paper (see 5.5.2) that some tokens of the consonant 'dh' exhibit both the feature of voicing lag and of voicing lead. However, it should be noted that this is not consistent with the conventional use of these terms, which regards voicing lag and lead to be mutually exclusive. Perhaps some new terminology, such as 'intermittent voice onset' is required for consonants such as 'dh', but for the purposes of this paper the conventional terminology is used, in a slightly unconventional way.
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TONE SANDHI COMPOUNDING IN WHITE HMONG

Martha Ratliff
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1. Tone Sandhi and Compound Formation

The term "sandhi" refers to phonetic changes occurring in words which are caused by certain phonetic characteristics of contiguous words. Thus "tone sandhi" is the change of tone in one word caused by the tone of a neighboring word. According to Kenneth Pike (1948: 25), "regular tone sandhi" narrowly described is "forced meaningless substitutions of one toneme for another . . . in which one toneme is perturbed by another." Eugénie Henderson (1967: 174) refers to "tonal alternation and compounding" and differentiates "tonal alternation," which affects meaning, from "tone sandhi," which she takes in the narrow sense given above.

White Hmong tone sandhi does not conform to either of the above descriptions of tone sandhi or tonal alternation exactly. It is of Pike's "arbitrary type" (1948: 26), in which the proper phonetic environment is not sufficient to guarantee tone change. Grammatical category and the particular lexical items involved also play a role. The compounds which result from tone change are sometimes different in meaning from a phrase involving the two unaltered words, but usually they are not. I choose to call tonal alternation in White Hmong "tone sandhi" (1) to emphasize the syntagmatic nature of the alternation, and (2) to emphasize the historical connection between the White Hmong "system relic" and the "regular" (mechanical) tone sandhi system from which it came (see Section 3. below). For reasons concerning the semantic unity of the members of the resultant tonally defined pairs and the behavior of a few of them as syntactic units (see Section 2.5.), I choose to call these pairs "compounds" after Lyman2, and indicate their compound status with a linking hyphen in the orthography. Inasmuch as tone sandhi serves to create new words in White Hmong, it constitutes one of the morphological functions of tone in the language.

2. A Synchronic Account of White Hmong Tone Sandhi

2.1. On the Nature of White Hmong Tone Sandhi

Many words with high falling, low level, low checked, mid rising, and mid level tones (those words marked with -j, -s, -m, -v, and b) respectively) have alternate tonal realizations when they enter into a particularly close relationship with a preceding word which has either a high level or high falling tone (-b, -j). Almost five hundred pairs of words which involve alternate tonal realizations, i.e., tone sandhi compounds, are listed in Appendix I of my dissertation (not

---

1 This paper is simultaneously an expansion of a paper presented at the 1985 SEASSI Conference Panel on Hmong Linguistics and a reduction of Chapter II of my Ph.D. dissertation, "The Morphological Functions of Tone in White Hmong" (University of Chicago: 1986).

2 Unpublished notes of Thomas A. Lyman, 1963, quoted in Heimbach, p. 454.
reproduced here in the interest of economy). A few examples here will serve to give an introduction to the nature of these tonally-defined compounds:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun-Verb Attribute</th>
<th>dej siau</th>
<th>dej-sia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(no change of style or meaning)</td>
<td>water cooked</td>
<td>&quot;boiled water&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;boiled water&quot;</td>
<td>(H 298)3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun-Noun Attribute</th>
<th>hnoob tes</th>
<th>hnoob-teg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(with reported stylistic difference)</td>
<td>sun hand</td>
<td>&quot;sunray&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;sunray&quot;</td>
<td>(B taw)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb-Noun Attribute</th>
<th>poob dej</th>
<th>poob-deg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(with reported meaning difference)</td>
<td>fall water</td>
<td>&quot;to fall into water&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;to drown&quot;</td>
<td>(B dej; H 447)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[native speakers]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are both strict phonological (Section 2.2.) and syntactic (Section 2.3.) conditions on the occurrence of tone sandhi compounding: I have also observed that certain lexical items are more likely than others, given the same phonological and syntactic environments, to enter into such compounds (Section 2.4.). However, even after long familiarity with the compounds that do exist and the rules which limit their occurrence, it is impossible for me to predict which pairs of words must always compound, which (of those that meet the minimal criteria) must never compound, and which, as those examples cited above, can occur either way. Of those pairs of words which have been found both in a collocation of independent morphemes and in a tonally defined compound, some have concomitant meaning differences and some do not.

Apart from a number of frozen compounds which all sources and speakers seem to agree on (such as teb-chaws "country," from teb "land" and chaw "place"), the sporadic appearance of these compounds in the lexicon and the equal acceptability of both the compounded and the uncompounded forms in many cases indicates to me the truth of what Gordon Downer (1967) postulates: the tone sandhi system in White Hmong is an historical relic of a system that dates back no further, probably, than Proto-West-Hmongic (the Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan fangyan protolanguage), and which is in the process of dying out. The existence of a Proto-West-Hmongic sandhi system is inferred by Downer from a comparative study of five dialects of that branch including White Hmong, in which the system is eroded the furthest (see Section 3.1. for an expanded comparative analysis). Downer believes the sandhi system may someday disappear completely: it is possible for the original forms to replace the tonally derived forms in most cases, since speakers rarely cease to identify the base form and the sandhi form as the same "word" (1967: 596). Young speakers, as represented by the two young men I have had the greatest contact with, are beginning to use words with the base tone even in the syntactic collocation which most predictably gives rise to tonal compounding: the numeral-classifier collocation. They often meet questions about which tone is acceptable or better in certain collocations with a shrug of the shoulders, meaning that either is all right, and that neither will obscure communication.

---

3 "H" and "B" refer to the Heimbach and Bertrais White Hmong dictionaries.
For reasons that will be discussed fully in Section 3. below, I believe that compound formation by tone change is a new use being made of an old, once more regular and thoroughgoing, phonetically motivated tone sandhi system. The points of interest in a synchronic analysis of White Hmong tone sandhi are why it occurs when it does, what kinds of words are likely to be involved within the recognized phonological and syntactic constraints, and how these tonally defined compounds may differ in meaning and behavior from collocations made of the base forms of their component parts.

2.2. Phonological Conditions

White Hmong tone sandhi is of the progressive type: that is, the trigger word precedes the word that undergoes the tone change. Although the changes were most likely due to neutralization under loss of stress in non-prepausal environments originally (see Section 3.3.), the tones that these changes gave rise to have become associated with certain tones in the basic inventory of lexical tones, so that the system in White Hmong today is one of paradigmatic replacement of one tone by another. The "neutralization effect" is still evident in the fact that five different tones collapse into a system of three. A representation of the specific changes which take place appears below:

\[
\begin{align*}
  -j & \rightarrow -g \\
  -s \} & \rightarrow -b \\
  -m & \rightarrow -j \\
  -u & \rightarrow -d \\
  b & \rightarrow -s \\
\end{align*}
\]

2.2.1. Low Level (-s) Tone Exceptions

In an account of the White Hmong tone system from a diachronic perspective, we need to differentiate two low level (-s) tones. In White Hmong, the reflex of category B2 (the second of the three Proto-Hmong-Mien tones A, B, and C: the "2" indicates an ancient voiced initial consonant) merged with the reflex of category D1 (the D tone belongs to words that had final *-p or *-t in Proto-Hmong-Mien and arose later than the first three; the "1" indicates an ancient voiceless initial consonant). Only the words with low level tones which

---

4 Tone sandhi in the Mienic branch, on the other hand, is regressive. See Lu Yichang, [The Tonal Change in Morphology in Biaoamin Dialect of Mien Language] MZYW 6 (December 1985), pp. 16-20, and Solnit (1985:175-91). Interestingly, tone sandhi in North Hmongic is also regressive (Ying 1962:73; Institute 1962:5).
can be assigned to tone category B2 on the basis of comparative evidence undergo tone sandhi. This indicates that the period when the tone sandhi process was productively generating new compounds predated the White Hmong tonal merger, since no low level (-s) tone word which can be assigned to tone category Dl undergoes tone sandhi. To illustrate the different behavior of the -s\(^1\) tone (< B2) from the -s\(^2\) tone (< D2), the following comparison between White Hmong and Green Hmong, which did not undergo the same tonal merger, is given below:

**tone sandhi with**

**White Hmong -s\(^1\) (< B2) corresponding to Green Hmong -g (< B2)**
- **tus:** ib-tug "1-animate-" tug
- **tais:** ib-taig "1-bowlful-" taig
- **tes:** pob-teg "round part-hand" teg (=wrist bone)

**no tone sandhi with**

**White Hmong -s\(^2\) (< D2) corresponding to Green Hmong -s (< Dl)**
- **caus:** ib caus "1 leap-" caus
- **qais:** ib qais "1 skein-" qais
- **kws:** pob kws "corn" kws

Similarly, tone sandhi does not affect the following Dl -s tone words:
- **nqaij dais** "meat bear" (=bear meat) (cf. nqaij-npuas "pork" and nqaij-nyug "beef") (H 450)
- **paj kws** "flower corn" (=popcorn) (cf. paj-npleg "puffed rice" (H 449)
- **sib ntaus** "(recip)-strike" (=to strike each other) (cf. sib-nraus "to butt each other") (H 185)
- **sib zas** "(recip)-face off" (=to face off against each other) (cf. sib-zeg "to tease each other") (H 450)

2.2.2. The Voiceless Aspirated Stop, Voiceless Fricative/Breathy (-g) Tone Cooccurrence Restriction

The voiceless aspirated stops and the voiceless fricatives constitute a natural class in White Hmong, in that they share a feature which might be called "heightened voiceless noise": impressionistically, "heightened air flow."\(^5\) Since aspiration is distinctive in White Hmong, the voiceless aspirated stops have a pronounced period of aspiration before the onset of voicing in the vowel. The voiceless fricatives f-, h-, hl-, s-, x-, xy-, are characterized, of course, by voiceless airflow as well as by friction. The phonological distinctions based on "heightened voiceless noise" would be difficult to maintain if the syllable in question were to be pronounced with the breathy (-g) tone, the main feature of which is also heightened voiceless noise.\(^6\) Therefore, no Hmong word which begins with one of these initials will carry the breathy (-g) tone.\(^7\) As a corollary

---

\(^5\) These consonants constitute a class in the Tai languages as well, and are referred to as the "high consonants." Certain dialects, including Siamese, underwent a tone split on the basis of whether or not the initial was of this class (Li Fang-Kuei, *A Handbook of Comparative Tai* [Hawaii: University Press, 1977], p.29).

\(^6\) This tone is a more "whispered" than "murmured" breathy tone.

\(^7\) Bertrais, introduction; "Les mots qui ont une aspiration ne portent jamais le ton 'heeg'." Motuin, p. 16. "Notons qu'aucun mot aspiré ne se prononce sur ce ton [-g]."
to this fact, no word beginning with either a voiceless aspirated stop or a voiceless fricative will undergo these sandhi changes:

\[ -j \quad -s \rightarrow -g \quad \{ -b \quad -j \} \]

Examples of this cooccurrence restriction appear below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hmong</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ib phaj mov</td>
<td>&quot;1 plate of rice&quot; (H 448)</td>
<td>(cf. ib-roog mov, &quot;1 tableful of rice&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 plate rice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib phom</td>
<td>&quot;1 shot&quot; (H 244)</td>
<td>(cf. ib-nplawg, &quot;1 blow&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 gun/shot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hmong</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ib chim</td>
<td>&quot;a little while&quot; (H 24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib faj</td>
<td>&quot;1 of a pair&quot; (H 44)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib feem</td>
<td>&quot;1 part; 1 portion&quot; (H 44)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib fij</td>
<td>&quot;a shift of work&quot; (Vwji 1983: 44-45)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib hom</td>
<td>&quot;1 kind&quot; (H 54)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib hwm</td>
<td>&quot;an ensemble of pieces&quot; (B hwm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib phaum mob</td>
<td>&quot;1 sickness&quot; (H 450)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib phiaj</td>
<td>&quot;1 row; 1 set&quot; (H 243)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib sas</td>
<td>&quot;1 spurt&quot; (H 287)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib sij</td>
<td>&quot;continually; repeatedly&quot; (H 293)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib sim neej</td>
<td>&quot;1 lifetime&quot; (H 294)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib suam nag</td>
<td>&quot;1 shower&quot; (B suam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib thaj</td>
<td>&quot;1 stretch of land&quot; (B thaj)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib thaj neeb</td>
<td>&quot;1 session of spirit worship&quot; (B thaj)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib thooj</td>
<td>&quot;1 lobe; 1 clump; 1 packet&quot; (B thooj)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib tshaj</td>
<td>&quot;1 case at law&quot; (H 448)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib tshooj</td>
<td>&quot;1 level; 1 story&quot; (H 369)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib txhij</td>
<td>&quot;at the same time&quot; (H 392)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sib fim</td>
<td>&quot;to be acquainted with each other&quot; (H 45)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sib foom</td>
<td>&quot;to set a curse on each other&quot; (H 46)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the cooccurrence restriction between the native initials hl-, s-, x-, and xy- and the breathy (-g) tone seems to be a restriction of a solely phonological nature, the restriction on the cooccurrence of many f- and h- words and the breathy tone is apparently due both to phonology and to the fact that words with these initials are often loans from Chinese. Recent loans came into the language when the tone sandhi process was no longer productive, and are hence less likely to undergo change (see below).

2.2.3. The Non-Involvement of More Recent Chinese Loans

Contact between the Chinese and the Hmong has existed over centuries and the traffic in loanwords has been extensive. This is a matter of general knowledge, shared both by those who claim a genetic relationship between the two families and those who do not. The difficulty in analyzing these loans lies in identifying the dialect(s) of Chinese from which the loans came, and the times at which they entered the language. The Southwest variety of Mandarin as spoken in Yunnan province is the form of Chinese used as a probable source of recent
loans in Lyman's Green Hmong dictionary. Studies of Chinese loans in Hmong-Mien languages include Institute 1962 (loans in Mien, Bunu, and Lakkja) Ying 1962 (loans in several Hmongic dialects), Downer 1973 (strata of loanwords in Mien), and Benedict 1985 (early Sino-Tibetan/Hmong-Mien loan relationships). Ying (1962:74) and Ruey and Kuan (1962:525) both mention that Chinese loans do not undergo tone change in XIANJIN and XUYONG, respectively. The same is true in White Hmong. Such loanword exceptions in the most exceptionless environment for tone sandhi, the collocation numeral-classifier, are listed below (the Southwest Mandarin forms are from Lyman's dictionary):

\[
\begin{align*}
lum & \ (< \text{SWMan er } "two") \\
-nyeem & \ ib \ lum \\
-dauv & \ hlaun \ yuj \ ob \ peb \ lum \\
 & \ \text{hawk iron} \ \text{hover} \ 2-3
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
tiam & \ \\
-ib & \ tiam \ neej \\
 & \ 1 \ \text{gen. person}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
vam & \ (< \text{SWMan wân } "10,000" ) \\
-ib & \ vam \ ; \ ob \ vam \\
yam & \ (<\text{SWMan yâng } "thing") \\
-ib & \ yam
\end{align*}
\]

The loanword exception also explains the absence of sandhi forms in compounds such as the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
cuj & \ mem \ (< \text{SWMan mé } "ink") \\
 & \ \text{pointed ink stick}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
sib & \ cam \\
 & \ \text{(recip) argue}
\end{align*}
\]

Although I will not attempt to read too much into the fact that the six examples cited above bear the checked (-m) tone, I think that it suggests that a proper study of "loan-tones" in Hmong would be fruitful.

2.3. Syntactic Conditions

The following word class conditions on tone sandhi were recognized by Lyman (of Green Hmong) in 1963, and were reproduced by Heimbach in his dictionary (p. 454):

**TONÉ SANDHI**

At the present stage of research, it would seem that sandhi changes occur when members of certain word classes are joined syntactically, in what may be called "compounds." The following have so far been recorded:

1. Numerals joined to classifiers: \( \text{ob-leeg } 'two \text{ persons}' \)

---

8 As David Streeker points out (p.c.), the word for "10,000" has tone C2 in seven of the nine dialects represented in Wang 1979, and tone D2 only in White Hmong, Green Hmong, and SHIMEN. It may be that it was an early loan in the majority of the dialects, and a later loan in the latter three.
2. Numerals joined to numerals: *ib-puas* 'one hundred'
3. Nouns joined to modifying words (these latter being either Nouns or Verbs): *teb-npleg* 'rice field'
4. Autotelic Verbs joined to Nouns (as locative objects): *poob-deg* 'fall in the water'

(The label "Noun" is here taken to include localizers, a subgroup of nouns which correspond to English prepositions, e.g., *qab* 'bottom' or 'under'. The label "Verb" is here taken to include words corresponding to English adjectives, e.g., *liab* 'to be red'. An "Autotelic Verb" is a verb which may or may not take a noun object. In the latter case, the object modifies the verb.)

Heimbach's only objection to the above account of Hmong tone sandhi is that it does not explain the countless times tone sandhi fails to occur in such syntactically defined compounds. In his introduction to the above quotation, Heimbach states that the two factors of word class and juncture are important in determining whether a change of tone is "required or not. I would go further than Heimbach: to assert that word class and juncture are sufficient to insure that tone sandhi will take place ignores the frozen collocations without tone change, certainly compounds in terms of meaning and behavior, such as *pojniem* "woman; wife" (literally "woman-woman"). I think it is better to say that tone change indicates close juncture rather than that close juncture is a prerequisite of tone change. (See Section 3. on why it is impossible to fully specify the conditions under which tone sandhi will occur.)

Gordon Downer (1967: 592-93) lists the following: . . . constructions in which the modified tones are commonly found. As the grammatical analysis of WM [White Miao] is far from complete, all grammatical labels must be taken as purely provisional.

(1) Num. + Quant. (when the Num is *i¹* 'one'
   >¹ "two,' *pe¹* 'three,' *plo¹* 'four,' *t⁴i¹* 'five,' *kyua²* 'nine,' and *t¹i¹* 'only one')
(2) Nominals [the first syllable is Noun, the second may be Noun, Verb, or Adj.; both subordinative and coordinative constructions occur]
(3) Quant. + Noun (only three examples found)
(4) VPref. + Verb (the only VPref. is *f⁴i¹* or *f⁴i⁴* 'each other')
(5) Verb + Noun

Downer recognized two important constructions which Lyman omitted: the reciprocal-verb construction, and the rare, though very interesting, classifier (Downer uses the term "quantifier")-noun construction (see Sec. 4.2.1).

Mottin (p. 19) recognized roughly the same constructions as Downer:

Cela [changement de ton] semble être la plupart du temps
le cas quand les mots forment une entité, un syntagme:

- avec un numéral: *ib-qho* = un lieu, une chose
- avec un verbe ou nom pris comme adjectif:
  
  *dej sov* = l'eau est chaude
dej-so = de l'eau chaude
kauj-ntseg = des pendants d'oreille
-avec un verbe normalement intransitif, mais qui peut être
directement suivi d'un nom avec lequel il fait comme expression:
pob-deg = tomber (dans) l'eau
-avec des mots comme "sib":
sib-tog = se mordre l'un l'autre

2.3.1. Constructions Involving Numerals

As Heimbach observed (p. 446), tone sandhi is "particularly noticeable in
words preceded by one of the first five numerals." A large number of examples
involving each one of the possible changes is easy to find:

ib-rag (< raj) dej "1 tubeful of water"
ib-pluag (< pluas) mov "1 meal (of rice)"
ob-daig (< daim) ntaww "2 sheets of paper"
peb-kw (< kwv) taww "3 shoulderloads of firewood"
ib-lus (< io) lbs "1 mouthful of language" (=1 word)
The above collocations are all numeral-classifier.

The collocation numeral-numeral also gives rise to tone sandhi when the
second numeral is caum ("10's" - 30 and above) or pua ("100") and the first
numeral is 1-5 or 9 (with the interesting exception cuaj caum "90"):
plaub-caug
4 10
ib tchiab cuaj-vaas yi caum rau "1986"
1 1,000 9 100 8 10 6

Notice that vam "10,000," perhaps in White Hmong a more recent Chinese
loan, does not undergo tone sandhi, as mentioned above (Section 2.2.3.):
ib vam "10,000"
ob vam "20,000"

A third category of words is affected by the numeral ib "one": nouns
used as measure words, or nouns the entirety of which is being expressed:
ib-hmos (< hmo) "1 night" (H 452)
ib-vog (< vog) "1 circle" (H 401)
ib-ce (< ceu) "the entire body" (B ceu)
ib-zog (< zos) "the whole village" (H 449)

Finally, there are two words which are "numeral-like" in meaning, bear the
right tones, and can effect tone sandhi: tib "single, sole: 1 blow of . . ." and
thawj "first; head":

thib-leeg (< leej) "sole person" (B leej)
thib-qho (< qhou) "sole thing" (H 315)
thib-tug (< tus) "sole person" (B tib: H 315, 325)
thib-plhaw (< plhaw) "1 jump" (B plhaw)

---

9 I have added hyphens to the quotation to indicate when tone sandhi has taken place, since the base forms are not given.
10 In at least one instance, the numerals themselves, in ordinal postposition, are changed: in the compounds referring to
the days of the waxing of the moon, xib-xaus "the sixth day of the moon's increase," xib-xyas "the seventh . . .

xiab-yig "the eighth . . .," xib-cwag "the ninth . . .," xib-kaug "the tenth . . ."
11 Heimbach, p. 457; Downer 1967: 592; Vwj 1983: 37; Xab Xyooj (p.c.)
When I first started looking at tone sandhi in White Hmong, it seemed as though these numeral collocations came fairly close to constituting an exceptionless environment for tone change, probably because the most common classifiers (for example, tus "animate, long and slender," leej "human," nkawm "pair," daim "flat object") seem to change exceptionlessly. On a careful reading of both Bertrais' and Helmbach's dictionaries, though, I discovered a great number of exceptions in this syntactic collocation, too, bringing it more in line with the other syntactic environments in which tone sandhi compounding may occur. A list of these exceptions follows:

- tib cim: "1 turn of work; 1 season" (H 13, 90; B cim)
- tib com: "1 measure of 6 kilos" (B com)
- ob cum: "2 sides, groups, clans" (H 17)
- tib cuam tdeeb: "opium smoking utensils" (B cuam)
- tib cuam ngajj: "1 'stretching' of meat" (B cuam)
- tib cuam nploj: "1 length of roofing leaves" (H 20)
- tib cuam: "1 time" (B cuam, mrau)
- tib cham neeg: "1 group of people" (B cuam)
- tib chau: "1 place" (B chau)
- tib dav hlau: "1 plentiful (of goods)" (B thauj)
- tib kauj hlau: "1 coil of rope" (H 77, 448)
- tib kuan: "1 hand (of bananas)" (H 90; B kuan, thi)
- tib kheev: "1 bundle" (B kheev)
- tib leej: "1 line (of houses)" (H 110, 448; B leej)
- tib lo lus: "1 mouthful of language" (B la)
- tib naj zia: "1 gummy stick" (B naj)
- tib ncauj hrauv: "1 mouthful of teeth" (H 145, 448)
- tib ncauv piab: "1 slap" (H 149)
- tib ntsaw: "1 chump" (B ntsau)
- tib ntsi: "1 moment" (H 201)
- tib ntsuj teb: "1 portion of field" (H 204)
- tib ntsuwa: "1 cluster" (B ntsua)
- tib ntxay: "1 slab" (B ntxay)
- tib ntxuj tsua: "1 out-jutting of rock" (H 448; B ntxu)
- tib nyuam qhuav: "1 moment" (H 222, 272)
- tib pamo quav: "1 passage of defecation" (H 224)
- tib phau niaww: "1 book" (B phau)
- tib pheeve teb: "1 slope of field" (B phee)
- tib phau: "1 jump" (H 254)
- tib qhou tshtab: "1 new thing" (B qhou)
- tib qhou: "1 bundle" (B qho)
- tib rauj rau: "1 hammer blow on" (B rauj)
- tib raw: "1 cluster (of fruit)" (B re)
- tib raww: "1 square (of embroidery)" (B raw)
- tib rooj: "1 tableful" (B roo)
- tib ruam: "1 step" (B ruam)
- tib tawr niuf: "1 clump of weeds" (B taw)
- tib tawm tsheb: "1 train of cars" (H 311)
- tib tom: "1 time" (H 322)
- tib taw niuf: "1 cloud" (B taw)
- tib tsam: "1 period of several hours" (B tsam)
- tib tsam mow: "1 tableful of food" (Yaj, forthcoming)
- tib twa: "a long time" (H 386)
Many of these unmodified words have been found with the expected sandhi forms. The places where the exceptional unmodified forms were found is indicated. As of now, I have no explanation for these exceptions, except to say that a number of these words will doubtlessly prove to be Chinese loanwords (those words with initials h-, f-, y-, and/or tone -m are suspect, for example). But if tone sandhi compounding is no longer a live process in the language, it stands to reason that there would be exceptions in every eligible syntactic collocation. The proper focus here, too, then, is on the occurrences rather than the non-occurrences of the tone change.

An interesting re-analysis of tone sandhi involving the numerals was offered by Lauj Pov Vaj, who was a 21-year old instructor in Hmong at the Southeast Asian Studies Summer Institute at the University of Michigan, summer 1985. He used the sandhi tone with the common classifier tus (> tug) after the numerals, but said it was not necessary to do so, and that both tonal realizations sounded equally good to him. Then, seemingly as an afterthought, he added that perhaps tus, the base form, was the singular form (ib tus dev "1 dog"), and that tug, the sandhi form, was the plural form (ob tug dev "2 dogs"). His own speech did not bear out his analysis, but it was a familiar attempt to make sense out of the remains of an ancient process.

2.3.2. Reciprocal-Verb

Roughly as often as not, the reciprocal sib induces tone sandhi in the following verb, if it bears one of the proper tones.

It is not clear yet whether or not for some speakers there is a meaning differentiation correlated with the base form as opposed to the sandhi form of the verb. For example, with the verb tom "to bite," does sib tom mean "to bite each other" (the sum of its component parts) whereas sib-tog means "to fight" (with specific acts of biting raised to the main event of which they are a part)?

With regard to this collocation, it is very interesting to note that sis, an alternate form of the reciprocal, often appears with the sandhi form of the verb in Bertrais' examples. It is not a feature of the White Hmong of Laos to the exclusion of the White Hmong of Thailand, apparently, since Heimbach (p. 294) mentions that sis is a variant form of sib which is "often used." Heimbach gives fewer examples with sis, though, having regularized to sib for the most part, so the following examples all come from Bertrais:

- sis-ceg: "to argue with each other"
- sis-ncag: "to make a line with each other"
- sis-nraus: "to butt each other"
- sis-qawg: "to embrace each other"
- sis-tog: "to bite each other"
- sis-tuas: "to kill each other"
- sis-tuag: "to kick each other"
- sis-txig: "the same height"
- sis-xyaus: "mixed up together"
- sis-zeg: "to tease each other"
Note that sis bears the wrong tone for a tone sandhi trigger: it is extremely unusual to have the sandhi tones follow anything other than a word with a -b or a -j tone, and it always suggests something interesting about the history of the language. The other situation where this occurs is "sandhi form promotion," where the sandhi form of a word, generated in the usual fashion, has, over time, become detached from the trigger which gave rise to it and has gained base form status, either co-existing with the old base (often with an accompanying semantic split), or supplanting the old base entirely. To understand the appearance of sandhi forms following sis, it is necessary to look at Wang's comparative data on this root (1979:89):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YANGHAO</th>
<th>XIANJIN</th>
<th>SHIMEN</th>
<th>GAOPO</th>
<th>FUYUAN</th>
<th>FENGXIAO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>11/11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ci</td>
<td>si</td>
<td>hi</td>
<td>shon</td>
<td>si</td>
<td>cou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C1)</td>
<td>(D1)</td>
<td>(D1)</td>
<td>(B1)</td>
<td>(A/D)</td>
<td>(A1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tonal reflexes of this root all indicate an ancient voiceless initial, yet all four Proto-Hmongic tones are represented. White Hmong sib is a reflex of category AI and sis is a reflex of category D1. Although Wang writes that it is difficult to account for the vast discrepancy among the tones in the different localities, or to reconstruct the original tone, his discussion of the final-ŋ of the GAOPO form (1979: 124) may provide a clue as to the cause. He reports that in GAOPO, the final of the reciprocal will harmonize with the final of the following verb. Accordingly,

- shon13  zon43  "to be good to each other"
- shu13  tçu22  "to meet each other"
- shao13  pa55  "to see each other"
- shi13  zi22  "to bind each other"

The intimate nature of the relationship between the reciprocal and its verb (both Wang [1979: 124] and Downer [1967:593] refer to the reciprocal as a "prefix") could explain the different tonal reflexes as well: in GAOPO, a live process of vowel harmony marks the relationship; perhaps in ancient Hmong, a process of tone harmony marked the relationship. As this process faded out, one or another of the shifting forms became the sole form, or, as in White Hmong, two forms persisted. The connection thereafter was marked, for those languages of the West branch of Hmongic which preserved the Al-reflex reciprocal, by tonal modification of the right-hand member, the verb, rather than by modification of the left-hand member, the reciprocal.

The explanation for the tone sandhi forms following thesis, variant could be, therefore, (1) the identification of sib and sis as trivially different manifestations of the same root, with no differentiation in meaning, and (2) the need, existing through reconstructible history, to signal this semantic relationship as being an unusually close one through the deformation of one or the other of the two words.

---

12 We can only speculate as to how the vowel harmony in GAOPO developed. It is reported that some GAOPO prefixes also change to harmonize with the vowel of the root (nouns and ordinal numerals) to form disyllabic words (Institute 1962:5-6).
2.3.3. Noun-Modifier

In normal White Hmong word order, modifiers follow the words they modify. When the relationship between modifier and noun is a close, common, and conventionalized one (see Section 2.4.below) and the right phonological conditions obtain (Section 2.2.), a tone sandhi compound may result. Of the two kinds of modifiers, noun and verb, compounds with noun modifiers are four times as numerous as compounds with verb modifiers in the examples presented in Appendix I of my dissertation. Some examples follow:

- ciab-mu (< muv) "beeswax"
- wax bee
- dab-npuas (< npua) "pig trough"
- trough pig
- kab-teg (< tes) "lines of the hand"
- line hand
- vaubkib-deg (< def) "turtle"
- turtle water
- nab-qa (< qav) "lizard"
- snake frog
- ngob-npleg (< nplej-) "the upper part of the rice stalk"
- upper stalk rice

Sandhi compounds with verb modifiers, however, are not unusual (there are approximately fifty in the examples presented in Appendix I). It is well known that a separate class of "adjective" does not exist in most Asian languages, including Hmong, since adjective-like verbs are predicated of nouns with no need for the support of a copula. Many of the noun-verb modifier compounds involve one of these "adjective-like" verbs. A few examples follow:

- dib-caug (< cauj) "early-bearing cucumber"
- cucumber early
- nkauj-mog (< mos) "young girl"
- girl soft
- nplooj-qhua (< quauv) "dry leaves"
- leaf dry
- tiab-nres (< nre) "pleated skirt"
- skirt to pleat
- vab-tshaus (< tshau) "sieve"
- tray to sift

2.3.4. Noun-Noun

Repetition with a slight variation in four word coordinative constructions is typical of Hmong figurative language (P'an and Ts'ao 1958; Johns and Strecker 1982). It is found in miniature in a number of two-word sandhi compounds. Here neither word modifies the other, but together they form a coordinative construction; either a repetitive compound involving words with only slight meaning differences or a compound pair involving objects or people which belong together:

- hlab-hluas "cord-rope" (=viscera)
- hlab-kag "cord-band" (=tatters, rags)
kab-ke "custom-way" (=custom, ceremony)
kuj-ha "gulley-valley" (=valley)
liaj-ia "paddy field-mud" (=land)
mob-sua "foreigner-foreigner"
nyiaj-txiag "silver-money" (=money)
plab-plaw "stomach-heart" (=character, intelligence)
qeej-nruag "pipes-drums"
teb-chaws "land-place" (=country)
teb-nrag "land-plain" (=earth)
tub-se "son-wife" (=wife and children)
twj-taig "utensils-dishes" (=dishes)
vaj-tse "garden-house" (=house and grounds)
zeb-tsuas "stone-rock" (=rock[y])

Occasionally the four word coordinative constructions can be made up of two compounds, one or both of which involve tone sandhi. The same relationships that hold between the single words in the compounds listed above obtain here (repetition with slight variation; pair membership), but in this case, the relationships hold between compounds:

hnoob-teg hnoob taw
sun hand sun foot

kauj vab kauj-le
tray mat
khaub hlab khaub-hluas
cloth cord cloth rope

liaj-ia teb-chaws
field mud land place

luj siab luj-plaw
soft liver soft heart

mob plaub mob-nqaig
hurt hair hurt flesh

muaj-kw muaj-ttg
have brother have brother

muaj mob muaj-nkeeg
have hurt have lethargy

neej saub neej-see
life sour life lonely

noj-nqaig noj-hnos
eat meat eat rice

nkim mov xob-hnos
waste rice ? rice

npauj kub npauj-nyiag
jewelry gold jewelry silver

nplooj xyoob nplooj-ntoos
leaf bamboo leaf tree

"hands and feet of the sun" (=sunrays)
"to perform tso plig (spirit release)
with basket and mat"
"ragged"
"lands (for subsistence)"
"to be in turmoil"
"to speak harshly"
"to have family"
"to be unwell"
"to have an unhappy life"
"a feast"
"to eat without working for it"
"gold and silver jewelry"
"the leaves of bamboo and trees"
qub-teg qub taw 13
old hand old foot

suab-qeeg suab-nruag
sound pipes sound drum

suab-quag suab-nyia
sound cry sound lament

"inherited things: old things"

"funeral music"

"the sound of crying and lamentation"

In this discussion of sandhi compounds in figurative language, it is significant to report that my primary tutor considers the only difference between many pairs of words which can equally well exhibit sandhi or not, for example luwj-plaw as opposed to luwj plawu "soft heart" is that the former, in which plawu undergoes tone change, sounds more "poetic."

2.3.5. Verb-Noun

In earlier descriptions of White Hmong tone sandhi (as reproduced in Section 2.3. above) the verb-noun sandhi compounds were described as "autotelic verb [one which may or may not take a noun object]-modifying locative object" (Heimbach, p. 454) and "avec un verbe normalement intransitif, mais qui peut être directement suivi d'un nom avec lequel il fait comme expression" (Mottin, p. 19). Although it is true that many of the verb-noun compounds involve intransitive verbs, a number of the verbs in the verb-noun compounds listed in Appendix I are transitive. The most heavily involved transitive verb is noj "to eat," with five compounds. Transitive verbs that enter into one or two compounds include faib "to divide," lai∫ "to plow," muab "to grasp," ncab "to stretch," npuaj "to clap," ntxuaj "to wave," tshab/tshaj "to spread abroad," txhib "to split," and yaj "to wave." Even poob "to fall" in its metaphorical uses can be transitive, in which case it means "to lose":

poob-nyiag "lose money"

silver

poob-plhus "lose face"

cheek

Common to all verb-noun compounds, though, seems to be the fact that the noun involved is independent; that is, it is not a constituent of a noun phrase.14

A few examples of verb-noun compounds follow:

dai-ntseg "yellow face" (indicating physical problem)

yellow ear

kaj-ntug "morning"

bright sky

muaj-cag "to have a well-shaped (long) nose"

have nosebridge

(dab) noj-hlis "an eclipse of the moon"

spirit eat moon

qai∫-ke "to lean to one side of the path (so that others may pass)"

lean trail

13 Note the interesting asymmetry in this construction and in knoob-teg knoob taw above: one would expect the sandhi form of taw "foot" as well (see Section 2.4. on the heavier involvement of hands as opposed to feet).

14 I am grateful to James McCawley for suggesting that I consider this as the significant generalization concerning the verb-noun compounds.
"to spread news"

2.3.6. Minor Types

Although head-modifier is the dominant word order in Hmong, there are a few examples of modifier-head compounds which exhibit tone sandhi. Quite a few of these are with qub "of old," which can precede the noun it modifies (Heimbach, p. 265; Mottin p 48): 15

qub-chaws
place
"the old (original) place"

qub-ke
way
"the old way"

qub-teg qub taw
hand foot
"old (inherited) things"

qub-zog
village
"the old village"

A few other compounds were found which seem to exemplify the atypical modifier-head order:

dej-cog
"water-driven treadmill"

water treadmill

hnoob-teg
"hands of the sun" (=sunrays)

sun hand

noob-qes
"testicles"

seed egg

tej-zaug
"other times, occasions"

other time

A second minor syntactic type for which there are few examples of tone sandhi compounding is verb-verb, either in a coordinative relationship:

siab-qig
"(to examine) high and low"

high low

or in a subordinative relationship:

leej-tuag
"willing to come"

willing come

quaj-taug
"crybaby"

cry able

qheb-tsha
"cleared up (of the sky)"

open bright

2.3.7. Lack of Involvement of "Weak" Word Classes

Pronouns never trigger tone sandhi in a following word, despite the fact that many of them bear a sandhi trigger tone: koj "you (singular)." neb "you (dual)," nej "you (plural)." ub "we/us (dual)," peb "we/us (plural)." This serves conveniently to disambiguate the homophones peb "three" (which almost always

15 Other verbs which, as modifiers, can precede are tnam "grand, great" (a Chinese loan), me "small," z00 "good" (Mottin, p. 48), and niag "great" (Heimbach, p. 140).
triggers tone change in a following classifier, see Section 2.3.1.) and peb "we/us" in phrases such as:

\begin{verbatim}
peb-tug npua "three pigs"
3 clf pig
peb tus npua "our pig"\textsuperscript{16}
we clf pig
\end{verbatim}

Classifiers, also a "weak" word class, have been said to be incapable of influencing a following word (Heimbach, p. 446; Mottin, p. 19). Although this is generally true, a number of exceptions, such as

\begin{verbatim}
ib lub-hlis "1 month"
1 clf moon
\end{verbatim}

have been found.\textsuperscript{17}

\section*{2.4. Lexical Selectivity}

An examination of tone sandhi compounds arranged by their first words typically reveals one to three examples of compounds beginning with a particular word. This arrangement of the data would seem to indicate that tone sandhi compounding operates fairly shallowly through the lexicon, given the phonological and syntactic restrictions noted above, and involves a large number of words. Through working with the data, however, I developed a feel for those words most likely to occur in a new compound. To try to substantiate this sense I had of the inequality among words with regard to their ability to enter into tone sandhi compounds, I arranged the compounds by the second word of each as well. It became clear that a rather small number of words were involved as the second member in a large number of compounds. A combination of the information on high-frequency words in tone sandhi compounds drawn from both organizational formats (Appendix I and Appendix II in my dissertation) appears in Table 1. This table contains sixty words which were found in at least four compounds. Those which are especially well-represented (fifteen or more compounds) are highlighted in capital letters.\textsuperscript{18} The hyphens either before or after each word indicate whether the word appears as the left- or right-hand member of a compound (in most cases, this is predictable from the tone of the word). A number of nouns which bear the high falling (-\textsuperscript{j}) tone can occur in either position, and are marked with a hyphen on either side. For these nouns, the number of compounds attested has been broken into two parts: attestations as the left-hand member and ("+") attestations as the right-hand member. The last column indicates whether or not the word was included in Wang's 1979 comparative study, and, for those included, the number of the reconstructed initial. It is significant that at least forty-six of these sixty words can be reconstructed for Proto-Hmong (see Section 3., where the historical development of the tone sandhi system is discussed).

\textsuperscript{16} Downer (1967: 594) also makes this observation.
\textsuperscript{17} See Radiff 1986: 116-18 for further examples and discussion.
\textsuperscript{18} Since tone change after the numerals one through five and nine is so widespread (Section 2.3.1.), examples are not included in the data here.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tabis</th>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dab-</td>
<td>spirit</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>W113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-daj</td>
<td>yellow</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>W116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-DEJ-</td>
<td>water</td>
<td>10 + 12</td>
<td>W110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hlab-</td>
<td>cord</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>W54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-hneev</td>
<td>crossbow</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>W48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-KEV</td>
<td>road</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>W94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwj-</td>
<td>ditch</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-laus</td>
<td>old</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>W55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-litaj-</td>
<td>paddy field</td>
<td>2 + 6</td>
<td>W74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-mos</td>
<td>soft</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>W6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muaj-</td>
<td>to have</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>W6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-noj-</td>
<td>to eat</td>
<td>5 + 1</td>
<td>W49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noob-</td>
<td>seed</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>W59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-NCAUJ-</td>
<td>mouth</td>
<td>6 + 11</td>
<td>W90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ncej-</td>
<td>post</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>W90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nkauj-</td>
<td>girl</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-NPUA</td>
<td>pig</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>W7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-NPLEJ-</td>
<td>rice</td>
<td>5 + 10</td>
<td>W34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nplooj-</td>
<td>leaf</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>W34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-nqalj-</td>
<td>meat</td>
<td>4 + 3</td>
<td>WIO8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-nras</td>
<td>plain</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>W64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nruab-</td>
<td>middle</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ntaub-</td>
<td>cloth</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>W50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ntoo</td>
<td>tree</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>W50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-NTUJ-</td>
<td>sky</td>
<td>7 + 10</td>
<td>W52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ntsej-</td>
<td>ear</td>
<td>3 + 8</td>
<td>W27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-nyiaj-</td>
<td>silver</td>
<td>1 + 4</td>
<td>W87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-NYUJ-</td>
<td>cow</td>
<td>4 + 13</td>
<td>W87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-paj-</td>
<td>flower</td>
<td>9 + 2</td>
<td>W3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pob-</td>
<td>bump/blob</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>W1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poob-</td>
<td>to fail</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plab-</td>
<td>stomach</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>W28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QAB-</td>
<td>behind/under</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>W103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-qeej-</td>
<td>keng</td>
<td>1 + 8</td>
<td>W110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qub-</td>
<td>old</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-qhuav</td>
<td>dry</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>W104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-raj-</td>
<td>tube</td>
<td>1 + 3</td>
<td>W58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roob-</td>
<td>mountain</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rooj-</td>
<td>door/gate</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>W1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ruv</td>
<td>roof ridge</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIB-</td>
<td>(reciprocal)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>W8I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-staw</td>
<td>life</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-sov</td>
<td>warm</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>W8I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suab-</td>
<td>sound</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taub-</td>
<td>gourd-like</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>W44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-taw</td>
<td>foot</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>W44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-taws</td>
<td>firewood</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>W46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These sixty words appear in well over three-quarters\(^\text{19}\) of the tone sandhi compounds. They are "core vocabulary" in the sense that they represent important natural items ("water," "road," "ditch," "seed," "rice," "leaf," "plain," "tree," "sky," "flower," "mountain," "firewood," "land," "rock," "ash," "bamboo," "forest") or cultural items ("spirit," "crossbow," "paddy field," "post," "pig," "cloth," "silver," "cow," "keng," "roof ridge," "house," "jacket," "bed," "garden," "dragon"). Common verbs ("to have," "to eat," "to fall"; "yellow," "old," "soft," "dry," "warm") are also included. Body parts included are "mouth," "ear," "stomach," "foot," and "hand." Certain prefix-like words which specify part, shape, or sex include "cord," "mouth," "girl," "leaf," "middle," "expanse (sky)," "blob," "behind," "tube," "gate," "gourd," and "boy." The reciprocal comprises a class of its own (see Section 2.3.2. above). Assuming that Wang's five hundred and ninety cognate sets represent important core vocabulary as well as simply the available vocabulary, it is significant to note that only fourteen of the above words are not included in his study.

There are, however, interesting asymmetries in the list. Tes "hand" enters into at least twenty compounds, whereas taw "foot" enters into only six, as evidenced by the dictionaries. Of the six "foot" compounds, my primary tutor accepts none. In a number of cases, this asymmetry does not seem to relate to the versatility and prominence of the hand over the foot, since the same trigger words yield sandhi compounds with tes [pob-teg "wrist bone"; taub-teg "fingertip"; xib-teg "palm of the hand"] but, for my tutor at least, not with taw [pob taw "ankle bone"; taub taw "toetip"; xib taw "sole of the foot"]. The particular tones involved do not seem to play a role either, since the change of mid level (b) to low level (-s) occurs quite commonly for my tutor with npua "pig," ntoo "tree," and tsua "rock." Another interesting asymmetry is seen in the involvement of words referring to animals. Npua "pig" with eighteen compounds and nyuj "cow" with seventeen are heavily involved (see Appendix I). On the other hand, no compounds found thus far involve dev "dog" or nees "horse." only two have been found for tum "water buffalo," and only three for ntes "fish." There is only one tone sandhi compound with qahib "chicken" due to its tone (npua always, and nyuj most often are involved as the right-hand member of a compound, and high level (-b) tone words do not undergo change in.

---

19 Three hundred and ninety-two out of four hundred and ninety-four, or 79.35 per cent of the compounds listed in Appendix I of my dissertation.
this position). This "goat" does not participate in these compounds since -s changes to -g in the right-hand member, and there is a cooccurrence block between aspirated initials and the breathy (-g ) tone [see Section 2.2.2.]. Thus we have nqa ij-npuas "pig meat" and nqa ij-ruug "cow meat," but nqa ij twm "buffalo meat" and nqa ij nteses "fish meat." My tutor explained that the relative prominence of "pig" and "cow" in compounds had to do with their central role in everyday life, and the time and effort expended in their care. Poultry, goats, pigs, buffalo, cattle, and horses constitute the chief domestic animals of the Hmong of highland Laos (Barney 1967: 284-85). The explanation for the involvement of "pig" and "cow" seems good, but still does not explain the lack of involvement of nees "horse" and twm "water buffalo." Similarly, za ij "dragon" is involved in four tone sandhi compounds, but the culturally important tsou "tiger," even more central a figure in Hmong folk tales, has not yet been found in one compound.

The only way to account for this selective involvement of certain lexical items in tone sandhi compounds over their semantically related cousins is to mark in the lexicon the fact that these words, namely the sixty reproduced above, or some subset thereof, are particularly powerful when it comes to inducing tone change and thereby creating a compound (if it is a -b or a -j word), or are particularly susceptible when it comes to being influenced by a preceding -b or -j word (if they bear the tones -j, -s, -v, or -b). I think it possibly significant that no word with a low checked (-m ) tone appears in the table of high frequency words (which may be related to the limited involvement of twm "water buffalo" mentioned above). This tone is the reflex of historical category D2, the words of which can be shown to have once had a final *-p or *-t. It may be that the -m tone does not play as great a role in tone sandhi compounding due to its special development from checked syllables, or due to its possible role as a "loan tone" for borrowed words [see Section 2.2.3. above], or both.

Although a number of semantic relationships hold between the members of a tone sandhi compound, it is important to describe some of the typical relationships in order to come to an understanding of the above high-frequency words in a different way. These are specialized relationships which can be considered subordinate to the general syntactic relationship of noun-modifier described in Section 2.3.3. Although it still may be desirable to analyze the syntactic relationship between the two members of the compound as noun-modifier in the following categories of specialized relationships, semantically the first member of these compounds specifies and delimits the broader category represented by the second member.

2.4.1. Part-Whole

In the following compounds, if the left-hand member is "A" and the right-hand member is "B," each can be glossed as "the A of the B." Thus nploi j-ntoos can be understood as "the leaf of the tree" (that part of the tree), or as "tree leaves" (as opposed to rice leaves). This group includes spatially delimiting words also: nra b/nruab "in the middle of" and qab "on the underside of; at the base of; on the downhill side of." The following examples are representative:

ncej-cog  "treadmill post"
post treadmill
2.4.2. Object-Material

Another type of tone sandhi compound in which the left-hand member delimits the right-hand member is the object-material type. As with the part-whole compounds, the relationship between the two members can be understood in one of two ways. *Khawb-hlaus* can be understood as "a link of iron," where "link" serves as a unit of measure of an infinite quantity of iron, or as "an iron link" (as opposed to a silver link).

- **hleb-ntoos**: "wood coffin"
- **khawb-hlaus**: "iron link"
- **khawb-nyiag**: "silver chain"
- **npauj-nyiag**: "silver jewelry"
- **nqaj-hlaus**: "iron bar"
- **ntaub-pag**: "cotton material"
- **roj-a**: "fat of the earth" (=oil)
- **roj-npuas**: "pig fat"
- **roj-nyug**: "cow fat"
- **voj-hlaus**: "circle made of rope" (=lasso)
- **voj-teg**: "circle made with the two hands"
2.4.3. Shape-Object

What I consider "shape prefixes" in these compounds are actually nouns, but semantically they seem to fall somewhere between classifiers such as tub "round, bulky object," txoj "long object (often abstract)," and tus "long, slender object (shorter than txoj)" on the one hand and the semantically meatier nouns with which they are paired on the other. They are not classifiers because they occur with classifiers, and, secondarily, because classifiers generally do not trigger tone sandhi (but see Section 2.3.7.). They serve to describe what facet of a multifaceted object is under consideration. For example, tes "hand" is probably better understood as "the protuberance at the end of the forearm" because it includes a body part which we do not include in our notion of "hand," namely the wrist. Thus we have dab-teg "wrist" and pob-teg "wrist bone" as well as taub-teg "fingertip" (from dab "narrowing," pob "round object," and taub "gourd-shaped object"). Similarly, for ntsenj "ear" we have nplooj-ntseng "the outer ear" (leaf-shaped) and taub-ntseng "the earlobe" (gourd-shaped). A few more examples, arranged by shape prefix, appear below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape Prefix</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pob</td>
<td>pob-a</td>
<td>earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;clod of earth&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pob-ntoos</td>
<td>tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;tree stump&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pob-ntseng</td>
<td>ear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;ear&quot; (the whole thing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pob-tsuas</td>
<td>rock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;rock mass&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taub</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;gourd-shaped&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>txiv</td>
<td>taub-ntoos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;papaya&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>taub</td>
<td>nkaug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;mass of hornets&quot; (either swarm or nest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tswb</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;bell-shaped&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tswb</td>
<td>tsaij</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;bell jaw&quot; (=jowls)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>txoj</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;long&quot;²⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>txoj-hmoo</td>
<td>luck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;fortune&quot; (regarded as a length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>txoj-ke</td>
<td>road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;road&quot; (regarded as a length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>txoj-sia</td>
<td>life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;life&quot; (regarded as a length)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.4. Sex/Agent Designators

Tub "son, boy; male," nkauj "girl" and poj "woman" are involved in tone sandhi compounds as agentive prefixes or simply as sex designators. Tub "son" is normally matched with ntxhais "daughter," which cannot effect tone change. Poj "woman" is matched with txiv "man, father," which also is powerless to

²⁰ Txoj has been labelled a classifier, but its behavior in these compounds is much more noun-like.
effect tone change. Thus we do not have parallel tone sandhi compounds according to sex, with the exception of tub-qhe "male servant"/nkauj-qhe "female servant":

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tub-nkeeg</th>
<th>&quot;lazy person&quot;</th>
<th>nkauj-npuas</th>
<th>&quot;female pig&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boy lethargic</td>
<td>&quot;an orphan&quot;</td>
<td>nkauj-qhe</td>
<td>&quot;female servant&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tub-ntsog</td>
<td>&quot;male servant&quot;</td>
<td>nkauj-zag</td>
<td>&quot;female dragon&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boy</td>
<td>&quot;an able person&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tub-qhe</td>
<td>poj-cuag</td>
<td>&quot;mother of child's spouse&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boy servant</td>
<td>&quot;a lazy person&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tub-txaug</td>
<td>&quot;female pig&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>able</td>
<td>&quot;female servant&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girl</td>
<td>&quot;lazy person&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girl servant</td>
<td>&quot;female pig&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girl dragon</td>
<td>&quot;female dragon&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ankle</td>
<td>&quot;mother of child's spouse&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>woman</td>
<td>&quot;female servant&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>woman foreign</td>
<td>&quot;female servant&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.5. Body Part Designator

Although it has been found in only one tone sandhi compound so far, the prefix caj, with no independent meaning (caj dab) "the neck," caj tw "buttocks," caj npab "the upper arm"). is the clearest example of a prefix triggering tone sandhi. That one compound is caj-pas "wind pipe" from pa "breath."

2.5. Compounding and Semantic or Syntactic Shift

In the majority of cases, if tone sandhi compounding is optional, it either results in no change in meaning, or only a stylistic change, the compound being perceived as "smoother," "gentler," or "more poetic" than the uncompounded collocation (see Section 2.3.4.). In a few interesting cases, though, either meaning or meaning and structure seem to be changed when the tone is changed. These five cases are discussed in some detail below:

(1) Zaub "vegetable + ntsim "peppery."

Both Bertrais and Heimbach record zaub-ntsog as the name for a particular plant: Bertrais (zaub ) simply writes "espèce de légume" and Heimbach (p. 200) describes it as "a kind of pickled peppery vegetable prepared from the tops of mustard greens." This is to be contrasted with the following sentence from the same entry in Heimbach:

Zaub ntsim ntsim li kuv tsis noj vegetable peppery peppery this I not eat way

"I don't eat peppery vegetables."

Here the subject is not a particular peppery dish, but rather those vegetables of which a peppery flavor is being predicated. The semantic contrast is particular versus general, the syntactic contrast is noun-modifier versus subject-predicate.

(2) Kub "horn" + twm "water buffalo."

Both Bertrais (twm ) and Downer (1967: 594) record a contrast in meaning between the compounded and uncompounded collocations of the above two words. Kub twm is a water buffalo's horn still attached to the buffalo,
whereas *kub-twg* is the horn used as "utensil." or "coupée, devenue matière première." notably a musical horn used in funeral services or in the hunt (Bertrais *kub*). This semantic shift from the neutral designation of one of the body parts of the buffalo to the particularized, independent role it plays once separated from the body is analogous to the semantic shift of *zaub ntsim* (category of plant) to *zaub-ntsig* (a specific plant).

There are three sources which do not support the analysis of "buffalo horn" presented above, however. My primary tutor accepts only *kub tum*. In Vwj et al., 1983 (p. 31), there are two sentences which refer to detached animal horns, neither of which shows compounding:

\[
\begin{align*}
Kuam & \text{ tau ib tug kub kauv.} \\
Kuam & \text{ get 1 clf horn deer} \\
& \text{"Kuam got a deer horn."}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
peb & \text{ tus kuum yog kub twm.} \\
we & \text{ clf divining be horn buffalo horn} \\
& \text{"Our divining horns are buffalo horns."}
\end{align*}
\]

Heimbach (p. 450) cites *kub-twg*, but notes that "this may just be poetic."

(3) *poob "to fall" + dej "water."

*Poob dej "to fall into water" has been altered through compounding and semantic extension to *poob-deg "to drown" according to two of my tutors, although *poob-deg* can also simply mean "to fall into water" (Heimbach, p. 447; Bertrais *poob*). To indicate that "to drown" is indeed meant, *tuag "to die; dead" may be added: *poob-deg tuag "to fall into water to death," i.e., "to drown" (Bertrais *dej*). That *poob-deg* alone can mean "to drown" is evident from the following sentence taken from Vwj et al. 1983 (p. 44):

\[
\begin{align*}
Tus & \text{ neeg poob-deg lawu muab faus lawm.} \\
clf & \text{ person drown they take bury perf.}
\end{align*}
\]

"As for the drowned person, they took (him) and buried (him)."

This is an action they would presumably not have taken unless the person were also *tuag "dead."

(4) *Muaj "to have" + nyiaj "silver"/txiaj "money."

Downer (1967: 594) reports that tone sandhi signals a meaning difference in the following two sentences:

\[
\begin{align*}
Nus & \text{ muaj-txiaj heev. "S/he is very rich."} \\
3ps & \text{ rich very}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
Kuw & \text{ tsis muaj txiaj li . "I have no money at all."} \\
1 & \text{ not have money at all}
\end{align*}
\]

---

21 Compare the same distinction marked in the opposite way with regard to animal legs: *ceg* (the sandhi form historically, now promoted to base form in White Hmong) "leg; branch" versus *ces* (with the historical tone) "leg separated from the body".
The same difference between "having money" (no tone sandhi compounding) and "being rich" (tone sandhi compounding with semantic extension) is recorded for the collocation with nyiaj by Bertrais:

Koj puas muaj nyiaj "As-tu de l'argent?" (B muaj)
2ps Q have money
muaj-nyiaj "être riche" (B muaj)
nieeg muaj-txiag "personne riche" (B txiag)

The distinction is a fine one, however, and Heimbach cites:

muaj muaj nyiaj "wealthy" (H 219)
muaj muaj txiag "wealthy" (H 380)

The extension of meaning here is due to the reduplication of the verb.

(5) Dej "water" + sou "warm"/txias "cold."

Although Downer (1967: 593) cites both the compounded and uncompounded forms of "warm water" and "cold water," saying that there is "no perceptible difference in meaning." Mottin (p. 19) makes a distinction between the two:

dej sou "l'eau est chaude"

dej-so "de l'eau chaude"

This distinction is the same as the one noted above for zaub ntsim "the vegetables are peppery" and zaub-ntsig "(a particular) peppery vegetable," i.e., without tone sandhi compounding, warmth is predicated of the water; with tone sandhi compounding, warmth is attributed to the water. Bertrais (souv.), however, did not find this distinction, and glosses both dej sou and dej-so as 'l'eau chaude." To put this distinction on an even more tenuous footing, Heimbach (p. 452 and pp. 381, 449) cites dej sou "warm water" (no compounding), but dej-txiag "cold water" (compounding).

As seen in the above five examples, there is plentiful evidence that these semantic and syntactic distinctions are neither widely nor deeply felt. We may draw the conclusion that tone sandhi has the potential to encode distinctions of this type, but that it is not now being used to do so in a systematic way. That it does so in a few intriguing instances, though, may suggest a possible line of development for this system, which was probably phonetically motivated to begin with (see Section 3.3.).

3. Explanations for the White Hmong Tone Sandhi System

3.1. Downer 1967

In his paper "Tone-Change and Tone-Shift in White Miao." Gordon Downer outlines a number of important tonal phenomena in White Hmong, and proposes historical explanations for them. About White Hmong tone sandhi (one variety of "tone-shift," his term for syntagmatic tone change, as opposed to "tone-change," paradigmatic change which affects the basic inventory of tones), Downer emphasizes the numerous exceptions to the phonological and syntactic "rules" described in Section 2 of this chapter (pp. 593-94). He also shows how the same historical tone categories are involved in three of the five dialects he examines (p. 595):
On this striking correspondence of tone categories involved, despite the differences in the phonetic values of the reflexes in each dialect, and its significance for White Hmong, Downer writes as follows (pp. 594, 595):

Other West Miao dialects . . . possess much more thoroughgoing tone-sandhi systems than White Miao, which operate throughout the sentence. Such systems are suggested by the examples given of tone-sandhi in the Xianjin dialect, and are well documented for Magpie Miao. In the latter dialect, it appears that following high falling and low falling tones (the Magpie Miao reflexes of Proto-West-Miao tones [AI] and [A2]) certain tone-shifts occur regardless of the constructions involved.

. . . taking into account the fact that in nearly every way Magpie Miao and the Xianjin dialect are closer to each other than to WM, it may eventually be possible to demonstrate that the Xianjin sandhi system may be projected in its entirety back to Proto-West-Miao, although the complications of the Weining sandhi system, when it is fully described, may necessitate some modifications.22

A plausible historical hypothesis that postulates some such sandhi system for Proto-West-Miao and explains both the thoroughgoing sandhi found in Magpie and Xianjin dialects as well as its limited occurrence in WM might be that WM has gone through three stages: first, a stage in which sandhi proceeded right through the sentence; second, a stage in which tone-sandhi is largely restricted to certain constructions; and lastly, the present stage of WM, in which tone-sandhi is further restricted to certain collocations within these constructions, and in which many of the hitherto modified items are apparently being gradually replaced by the basic tones of those items.

On this striking correspondence of tone categories involved, despite the differences in the phonetic values of the reflexes in each dialect, and its significance for White Hmong, Downer writes as follows (pp. 594, 595):

Other West Miao dialects . . . possess much more thoroughgoing tone-sandhi systems than White Miao, which operate throughout the sentence. Such systems are suggested by the examples given of tone-sandhi in the Xianjin dialect, and are well documented for Magpie Miao. In the latter dialect, it appears that following high falling and low falling tones (the Magpie Miao reflexes of Proto-West-Miao tones [AI] and [A2]) certain tone-shifts occur regardless of the constructions involved.

. . . taking into account the fact that in nearly every way Magpie Miao and the Xianjin dialect are closer to each other than to WM, it may eventually be possible to demonstrate that the Xianjin sandhi system may be projected in its entirety back to Proto-West-Miao, although the complications of the Weining sandhi system, when it is fully described, may necessitate some modifications.22

A plausible historical hypothesis that postulates some such sandhi system for Proto-West-Miao and explains both the thoroughgoing sandhi found in Magpie and Xianjin dialects as well as its limited occurrence in WM might be that WM has gone through three stages: first, a stage in which sandhi proceeded right through the sentence; second, a stage in which tone-sandhi is largely restricted to certain constructions; and lastly, the present stage of WM, in which tone-sandhi is further restricted to certain collocations within these constructions, and in which many of the hitherto modified items are apparently being gradually replaced by the basic tones of those items.

Downer's belief that the Xianjin system "may be projected in its entirety back to Proto-West-Miao" is supported by data drawn from Wang 1979 concerning the tone sandhi systems of other West Hmongic (Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan) dialects.23 The data from both sources is presented in Table 2.

Downer's discovery that the historical category of the tone determines the Proto-West-Hmongic tone sandhi system, and his contention that the system is dying out in White Hmong explain two important things: (1) the difficulty of describing the system in purely phonetic terms (see Section 3.2. below), and (2) the sporadic occurrence of tone sandhi compounding in the language. The variation encountered in the source books, among speakers and across styles and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magpie [XUYONG]</th>
<th>XIANJIN</th>
<th>White Hmong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A2  &gt; C2</td>
<td>A2  &gt; C2</td>
<td>A2  &gt; C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>D2  &gt; C2</td>
<td>D2  &gt; C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bl  &gt; Cl</td>
<td>Bl  &gt; Cl</td>
<td>Bl  &gt; Cl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl  &gt; D1</td>
<td>Cl  &gt; D1</td>
<td>Cl  &gt; D1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

22 See Wang and Wang 1984 on the Weining (SHIMEN) tone sandhi system.

23 In Institute 1962 (p. 5) it is mentioned that most types of Hmong have tone sandhi, with the major exception of East Hmongic and the minor exception of the Eastern sub-fangyan of West Hmongic. As was noted in a footnote in Section 2.2., tone sandhi in North Hmongic is of an entirely different type.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone changes after an A-tone reflex</th>
<th>West Hmongic dialects</th>
<th>WHITE</th>
<th>GREEN</th>
<th>XUYONG (Ruey &amp; Kuan)</th>
<th>XIANJIN (Wang #3)</th>
<th>SHIMEN* (Wang #4)</th>
<th>QINGYANG (Wang #5)</th>
<th>GAOPO (Wang #6)</th>
<th>ZONGDI (Wang #7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A2 ----&gt; C2</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2 ----&gt; C2</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2 ----&gt; C2</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1 ----&gt; C1</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 ----&gt; D1</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- environment: A1- or A2- ___
- environment: A1- ___

* SHIMEN also has A2 ----> A1 in the environment A1- ___.
locations can be tolerated by grammar writers who understand that they are dealing with the relic of a system, and therefore feel no need to attempt to account for every exception to the rules which govern the cases of compounding that do exist. Tone sandhi compounding can be likened to the English strong verb system, the patterns of which can also be discerned, but which cannot be understood as part of the English verbal system without an historical perspective. Perhaps more importantly, an understanding of the English strong verb paradigms will not allow a non-native speaker to predict whether or not any given verb will follow one of them as opposed to the weak verb paradigm, in exactly the same way that an understanding of the Hmong tone sandhi system will not allow a non-native to predict whether or not, given the right conditions, tone sandhi compounding will occur.

The White/Green Hmong tone sandhi system, therefore, has been described synchronically as follows (Heimlich, p. 446; Mottin, p. 18; Lyman, p. 39):

\[
\begin{align*}
   &-j (52) \\
   &-s (22) \\
   &-m (21?) \\
   &-v (24) \\
   &-b (33) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
   &\longrightarrow -g (42) \\
   &\longrightarrow -\hat{a} (33) \\
   &\longrightarrow -s (22)
\end{align*}
\]

(\text{where "i-v" outlines the eligible syntactic relationships). This synchronic account does not reveal the fact that there has been a tonal merger and there are, consequently, two \(-s\) tones, only one of which is capable of undergoing tone change (Section 2.2.1.). The following description, in which tone categories are substituted for tone values, makes this fact clear:

\[
\begin{align*}
   &-j (A2) \\
   &-s (B2) \\
   &-m (D2) \\
   &-v (B1) \\
   &-b (C1)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
   &\longrightarrow -g (C2) \\
   &\longrightarrow -\hat{b} (Cl) \\
\end{align*}
\]

This configuration allows us to be more economical and more enlightening about the following points as well:

(1) The two descendants of but one historical tone--A--constitute the trigger mechanism.

(2) The prosodies of the tones involved (whether derived from a *voiceless or *voiced initial consonant) are a factor. Type 1 tones must change into type 1 tones, and type 2 tones must change into a type 2 tone.

(3) The C tone seems to be crucially involved as a sandhi (or neutral) tone. It plays this role in four of the five changes.

---

24 One which may in time disappear altogether, see Downer 1967, pp. 595-96, quoted in part above, on the preservation of the base form enabling such a system loss, and Lyman, p. 40 on the "anti-sandhi" feeling of some status-conscious Green Hmong speakers.
Future work with more data, and at a consequently greater time depth, will reveal what significance these observations may have on our ability to explain the evolution of the Proto-Hmong-Mien C tone and the proper dating of this particular tone sandhi system.

3.2. Sprigg 1975

R. K. Sprigg discusses the data on White Hmong tone sandhi presented in Downer in an article entitled "The inefficiency of 'tone change' in Sino-Tibetan descriptive linguistics." He is interested in presenting a purely synchronic account of White Hmong tone sandhi, and of all the information presented by Downer, uses only the information about the phonetic values of the White Hmong tones and the phonetic conditioning of the sandhi changes in White Hmong. Rather than say that one tone "changes into" another, Sprigg chooses to say that each (abstract) tone may have more than one phonetic realization, and that the occurrence of a particular realization is determined by the phonetic context, and is predictable by rule.

I would claim for my "phonetic-overlapping" type of analysis that it has the advantage of making a single tone classification possible for each lexical item, thereby making the distinction between "basic tones" and "modified tones" or "sandhi tones" unnecessary. The price to be paid for it I believe to be modest: familiarizing oneself with two phonetic exponents instead of one for certain tones [-j, -u, -s, -b, -m] and accepting some degree of overlapping in the phonetic expenency of, in this White Miao example at least, tones [-j, -s, -m] with each other and with tone [-g], and, though not under comparable conditions, of tone [-u] with tone [-b] and of tone [-s] with tone [-w]. Consequently, a single tone classification will stand. by my analysis, for each lexical item (p. 177).

I see the variation . . . as a problem of pitch harmony and exponent (or realization) harmony. operating at the phonetic level, without any need to go to such drastic lengths as stating the variation as change of tone, which is, of course, a phonological change, reflecting a significant structural difference (p. 175).

. . . it is tones [-j, -u, -s, -b, and -m] that I wish to state as having alternative pitch exponents according as these five tones harmonize, in junction, with the preceding high-register pitch (level or falling, 55 or 51) of tones [-b] and [-j] . . . (p. 175).

I believe that Sprigg's preference for this kind of analysis stems from his familiarity with languages with much more restricted tone inventories, where a low tone in context may become "non-low" and therefore much closer in phonetic value to a lexically distinctive high tone also occurring in the system. In a system with few tones, each tone has accordingly more "tone space" and a correspondingly greater amount of variation can be tolerated. If the neutralized low and high tone are similar (or the same), it may be said to be an accidental case of "phonetic overlapping." But to describe the complex system of paradigmatic replacement of the reflex of one tone category by another, as so clearly elucidated by Downer, in a language of a family characterized by languages
and dialects with large tone inventories as a matter of "pitch harmony," simply because the trigger tones both happen to be high, seems to deliberately ignore certain facts in order to advance a particular theoretical position.

The important question is how well his idea of "pitch harmony" works for White Hmong tone sandhi, and whether it is a simpler analysis, as he claims. I reproduce his chart of the phonetic exponents of the five tones which are borne by the right-hand members of tone sandhi compounds below (p. 176). "High word" refers to a disyllabic word (tone sandhi compound) which begins, as we have seen, with a -b (high level) or -j (high falling) tone (and corresponds to the sandhi tone); "low word" refers to two syllables adjacent to each other, the first of which begins with one of the other tones of the inventory (and corresponds to the base tone).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>Phonetic exponents</th>
<th>Pitch figure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'high word'</td>
<td>'low word'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 [-j]</td>
<td>mid, falling</td>
<td>mid, falling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 [v]</td>
<td>level</td>
<td>mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rising</td>
<td>35 [-v]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 [-s]</td>
<td>mid, falling</td>
<td>low, level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 [-b]</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 [-m]</td>
<td>mid</td>
<td>lower-mid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Is it somehow harmonious for the pitches of tones to change in the following ways?

Tone 2) High + High  -->  High - Mid (1st syllable depresses 2nd)
Tone 3) High + Rising --→  High - Level (1st syllable levels 2nd)
Tone 4) High + Low   --→  High - Mid Falling (1st syllable raises and contorts 2nd)
Tone 5) High + Mid   --→  High - Low (1st syllable depresses 2nd)
Tone 7) High + Lower  --→  High - Mid (1st syllable raises 2nd)

The orthographic representations of the tones have been added in brackets; the values of the tones are unchanged from Sprigg's article.
In some cases a "high" tone raises and in some cases a "high" tone lowers the tone of a following word. Such an analysis has nothing to do with our understanding of "harmony" as exemplified by tone harmony phenomena such as downstep in African languages or by vowel harmony phenomena such as that of reciprocal and verb in GAOPO Hmong (Section 2.3.2.). There are many more problems with Sprigg's analysis as well:

(1) The fact that the reflexes of tone category A1 and A2 are high in pitch (at the outset) in White Hmong may be accidental. A glance at the chart of the phonetic values for West Hmongic tone categories given in Section 3.3. below shows, for category A1, values of 53, 43, 55, 24 and 32. These A1 reflexes trigger tone sandhi in their respective dialects as well. An analysis that fails to account for the obviously related systems of near neighbors is not as good as one that does.

(2) The -b tone (55) and the -j tone (52) do not constitute a "high" class when we consider the endpoints of the two tones. It is this endpoint pitch, decidedly low in the case of -j, which should be expected to influence the pitch of the following syllable in a purely phonetic perturbation.

(3) Downer (p. 593) writes "... any attempt to treat this process of tone-shift as an automatically occurring feature of present-day WM will be defeated by the overwhelming number of exceptions turning up, far outnumbering the cases of tone-shift." Sprigg simply ignores the chief characteristic of tone sandhi in White Hmong: it is sporadic, inconsistent, and idiosyncratic. This fact is elaborated at length in Downer's article and is at the heart of his argument about the nature of such cyclically rising and falling systems in the histories of Asian languages. Sprigg makes no mention of these exceptions to his system of "pitch harmony," despite the fact that Downer's article was the only source he used for his White Hmong data.

(4) It makes sense to retain the distinction between "basic tones" and "sandhi tones" since the sandhi tones represent a neutralization of the number of contrasts embodied in the basic tone inventory. In White Hmong there are seven basic tones (two of which never undergo tone sandhi), but only three sandhi tones.

(5) It also makes sense to say that one tone "changes into" another when it can be proved through comparative study, as Downer has done, that discrete tonal categories and their discrete reflexes are involved as counters in the same way in a number of different dialects, sometimes as basic tones and sometimes as sandhi tones. Although probably originally due to phonetic perturbation (see Section 3.3. below), there is no denying the role of these discrete categories at some intermediate stage of West Hmongic.

This is not a system that can be reconstructed all the way back to Proto-Hmong, however. Meng Chaoji has shown that in MEIZHU and LONGMO Bunu sandhi tones developed out of the phonetic matter of tones A1, A2, B1, and, in LONGMO, B2 (Mao, Meng, and Zheng 1982; Meng 1983). The sandhi tones are in contour identical to the basic tones from which they arose, differing only in being one step higher than the corresponding basic tones. The sandhi tones do not correspond to any of the basic tones of the language. The triggering environment is the presence of a preceding word with a category A1 or A2 tone, as in the other West Hmongic dialects. "Pitch harmony" can be used to explain tone sandhi in these Bunu dialects, but it cannot be used for White Hmong or for the dialects closely related to White Hmong.
3.3. Benedict 1985

Following a presentation I made on the topic of White Hmong tone sandhi at the Southeast Asian Studies Summer Institute Conference in Ann Arbor, Michigan (August 1985), Paul Benedict, in discussion, gave me an alternate explanation for the development of the system. I reproduce his explanation here exactly as it was given to me, but add the following caveat: this theory concerns the distant past, and many difficult questions, such as the role of stress in a tone language, are not addressed.

Benedict believes that the Proto-West-Hmongic tone sandhi system developed out of a "transphonologization of tonal close-juncture phrase" wherein initial stress on the two word phrase was realized as high initial pitch which fell throughout the phrase. The triggering mechanism was not only a high pitch on the initial word, but a lower pitch on the second word. Coupled with this analysis of the prosodic structure of Proto-West-Hmongic compounds is Benedict's reconstruction of the Proto-Hmong-Mien tonal shapes:26

**A:** falling
**B: rising**
**C: mid level**

Benedict does not reconstruct the D tone at this stage since it corresponds to syllables that ended in a stop consonant in Proto-Hmong-Mien. He considers the early checked syllables "tonally undifferentiated" (personal communication). When the general bipartition of these tones took place upon loss of contrastive voicing in the initial consonants, high and low allotones of the Proto-Hmong-Mien tones became distinctive:

**A1:** high falling
**A2:** low falling
**B1:** high rising
**B2:** low rising
**C1:** high level
**C2:** low level

Upon loss of the final consonants in proto-Hmong, the old checked syllables developed distinctive tones, also with a high-low bipartition based on the feature of voicing in the initial:

*D1: high level (+ ?)*
*D2: low level (+ ?)*

Benedict feels that White Hmong is remarkable in its conservation, in large part, of these original tonal values:

A1: high level (with a raised ending, as in the Cantonese A1 reflex)
A2: high falling
B1: mid rising
B2: low level (with a lowered ending)

---

26 These are the same as Benedict's reconstructed tonal shapes for Old Chinese (c. 500 B.C.).
27 Two stars are used to represent proto-Hmong-Mien in this section; one star is used to indicate Proto-Hmongic.
**Cl:** mid level
**C2:** mid falling (with whisper, a relic of the original voiced initial, < *11*
**D1:** low level (< *55?; low level due to merger with B2)
**D2:** low falling, checked

The White Hmong tone sandhi process (compound formation process) originated as follows (bear in mind that tone change occurred only if the second word was lower in pitch in this hypothesis):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Sandhi Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>High + 55 (-b)</td>
<td>no change</td>
<td>(2nd word high)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>High + 52 (-f)</td>
<td>*11 (C2)</td>
<td>42 (-g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>High + 24 (-v)</td>
<td>33(C1)</td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>High + 22 (-s)</td>
<td>*11 (C2)</td>
<td>42 (-g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>High + 33 (-b)</td>
<td>22 (D1)</td>
<td>(-s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>High + *11 (42 -g)</td>
<td>no change</td>
<td>(2nd word maximally low)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>High + *55? (22 -s)</td>
<td>no change</td>
<td>(2nd word high)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>High + 21? (-m)</td>
<td>*11 (C2)</td>
<td>42 (-g)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Benedict’s analysis explains a number of things; most importantly, it provides a plausible original phonetic motivation for a system that seems highly unmotivated in the present day. Furthermore,

1. It explains why tones -b, -g, and -s (< D1) do not change.
2. If the reconstructed shape of C is accepted and the theory of an original falling contour across the phrase is accepted, it explains the fact that four out of the five changes are changes to the C tone.
3. It supports my hypothesis that the one sandhi change that does not move toward C, Cl > D1, came later; according to Benedict’s scheme above, tone C1 moves to the D1 reflex after D1 has merged with B2. That is, C1 (33) does not change to *55?, Benedict’s value for the D1 tone originally, but to 22, the value of D1 following the B2-D1 merger. This cannot be determined by examination of the White Hmong data alone, of course, but in neighboring dialects where B2 and D1 are distinct, it is clear that C1 > D1.

There are, however, a number of problems, too:

1. Although an inspection of the phonetic values of the tones of the dialects of West Hmongic (given below) does not invalidate Benedict’s reconstructed tone shapes (**A falling, **B rising, **C mid level), in what way can it be said to support it, as opposed to another plausible reconstruction?28

---

28 Benedict has recently explained to me that he started with good evidence (from Chinese) that B was originally rising, and projected a falling/rising two tone system from it on the basis of simplicity and maximal differentiation (p.c.).
Assuming that this system developed after the loss of the initial voicing contrast in most dialects and the consequent bipartition of tones, why could C1 not have changed to C2 (33 > *11), too? Why is there a strict division of possible changes according to the feature of voicing in the Proto-Hmong initial (type 1 > type 1; type 2 > type 2)?

According to this theory, why did D2 change? It was originally *11?, maximally low. This was what was supposed to have kept C2 (*11) from changing.

On the basis of the data presented in Li, Ch'en, and Ch'en 1959 and Wang 1979, I had supposed that the merger of tones B2 and D1 went the opposite way, i.e., that 22 reflects the original value of D1 rather than B2. This is because in many H'mongic dialects both B2 and C2 (and, to a lesser extent, A2 and D2) are characterized by what Chinese linguists analyze as "voiced aspiration" or by what western linguists analyze as "breathy voice" (which both would derive, in this case, from the original voiced character of the initial). Since the White H'mong B2/D1 tone is low level, clear voice, I had thought that it was more likely to have reflected an original voiceless initial, and that the original breathy voiced B2 value had been subsumed.

3.4. Conclusions

From the many problems a purely synchronic account of White H'mong tone sandhi presents, such as the ones mentioned in Section 3.2. above, I would conclude that a description of tone sandhi as a system-relic is the only sensible and revealing kind of description possible. Even in a synchronic grammar, historical relics can best be described in terms of history. Both Downer and Benedict do that, and I find their explanations nicely complementary. Downer is describing the system at a more recent time (at a stage when the Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan sub-jiangyan and the Northeast Yunnan sub-jiangyan had not yet divided). He can prove his assertions about the tone categories involved, and can
support his ideas about the extent of the erosion of the system in White Hmong on the basis of comparative evidence. Benedict, typically, is comfortable speculating about an earlier state of affairs (Proto-West-Hmongic, Proto-Hmongic, and Proto-Hmong-Mien). Although his ideas cannot be proven directly, he has a plausible theory about the phonetic basis of the system.
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Lexical and Phonological Sources

of Hmong Elaborate Expressions

Brenda Johns and David Strecker

In this paper, we would like to detail the ways in which
white Hmong elaborate expressions are built. These expres-
sions are sometimes in the form of a four-morpheme array with
particular semantic and phonological constraints for aesthe-
tic heightening of language (that is, they are found to be
prominent in poetry, but may certainly occur as a rhetorical
device in ordinary conversation, as well). Typical examples
are the following:

khwv iab khvw daw 'arduous toil'
toil bitter toil salty

kav teb kav chaw 'to rule a country'
rule land rule place

nab nkhaus niv nkhaus nom
snake bent (intensifier) bent (intensifier)
'le serpent fait des sinuosités' (Bertrais)

There are two lexical sources in Hmong for quadrisyll-
labicis. Hmong contains a large number of intensifiers, words
describing the qualities of verbs. That is, these intensi-
fiers function adverbially. Ratliff (1986a; 1986c: Chapter IV
and Appendix III) has examined the properties of these inten-
sifiers in detail. The first noticeable feature is the alli-
teration, as in the following examples:

liab ncav nuj nuas 'the monkey extends his
monkey extend (intensifier) long arms this way and

nws nkees nkees qaug zog luju las
s/he tired tired weak (intensifier)
's/h e is lethargic and unsteady'

Foom ua tib tug fee duj das xwib
Foom make single CLF. turn (intensifier) only
'Foom merely turned his head, shaking his head and
shoulder "I don't know."'

These intensifiers also involve, to some extent, patterned
tonal changes in the two parts of the intensifier. Ratliff
found, for example, that it is possible to link meaning and
form with some of these pairings.

The elements of the intensifier can be made into an elaborate expression or quadrisyllabic by interpolation of other grammatical material, typically a verb like ua 'to do'. Thus, the expression used as an intensifier, dog dig 'badly, haphazardly', may be broken up so that the elements appear in the second and fourth slots of a four part expression:

\[
\begin{align*}
ua & \quad \text{dog} & \quad \text{dig} & \quad \text{'}to\,do\,badly,\,haphazardly' \\
ua & \quad \text{dog} & \quad \text{ua} & \quad \text{dig} & \quad \text{idem}
\end{align*}
\]

Quadrisyllabic expressions may also be formed from a combination of a lexical item and an intensifier. In such cases, it appears that the intensifier has the property of alliterating with the lexical item, and it seems to be thus formed to be paired with a particular word. Ratliff calls this "prosaic word incorporation" (Ratliff 1986c: section 2.1.1, pages 183-185). Examples include:

\[
\begin{align*}
dig & \quad \text{'to be blind'} & \quad \Rightarrow & \quad \text{duj} & \quad \text{dig} & \quad \text{'gropingly, feeling one's way like a blind person'} \\
teev & \quad \text{'a drop'} & \quad \Rightarrow & \quad \text{tuj} & \quad \text{teev} & \quad \text{'drop by drop'} \\
\text{e.g. dej nrog tuj teev 'the water drips drop by drop'}
\end{align*}
\]

A slightly more complex example is the expression \text{tej chwb chim tej ntwb ntu} meaning 'sporadically', 'from time to time', e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{'Sib Pi Xov'} & \quad \text{lub neej ploj qab lawm} & \quad \text{CLF. life, disappear has .-.ed existence} \\
\text{tej chwb chim tej ntwb ntu} & \quad \text{PLURAL period PLURAL period} \\
\text{PLURAL period of time of time}
\end{align*}
\]

'Sib Pi Xov [a Hmong newsletter] has ceased publication from time to time', 'Sib Pi Xov has appeared only sporadically' (Sib Pi Xov 28:1:8)

Here \text{chwb} and \text{ntwb} seem to have no independent meaning but serve rather as alliterative intensification of the nouns \text{chim} and \text{ntu}.

We have not found so many of these examples; it would be good to have a larger corpus in order to find out whether these intensifiers are further constrained phonologically.
For example, is there a tendency to any vowel or tone patterning? Indeed, Ratliff reports six tonal patterns which seem to convey particular types of sound or movement (Ratliff 1986c:188ff and Appendix III):

- b/-b: high pitched, short sounds
- g/-g: low-pitched, echoic, hollow, airy sounds
- j/-j: energetic, fast, short sounds; surface contact as opposed to contact and penetration
- s/-s: flat, continuous, unending sights and sounds
- j/-s: suggests both aspects of -j/-v (back and forth) and -s/-s (level and steady); used for sounds, movements, and attitudes
- j/-v: a double orientation (back and forth, up and down, in and out); used for sounds, movements, and attitudes.

A great many quadrisyllabics involve lexically paired words. They do not alliterate or show any special phonological relationship but rather are from the same semantic field. Typical examples include those we have cited earlier:

... iab ... daw 'bitter and salty' = 'arduous'
  e.g. khwv iab khvw daw 'arduous toil'
      toil bitter toil salty

... teb ... chaw 'land and place' = 'country'
  e.g. kav teb kav chaw 'to rule a country'
      rule land rule place

Jean Mottin points out that such pairings are of different semantic types:

Certain paired words add to one another, in the sense that they amplify or slightly change the meaning, e.g. "noj" (to eat) + "haus" (to drink) = "to subsist". But others simply repeat without adding anything to the meaning -- e.g. "txhij" (complete) + "txhua" (complete) = "complete" -- so that in many cases one of the two words seems to have been created simply to form a pair and can not be used by itself: thus "ki" is used only in the expression "tub ki" = children.

(Mottin 1978:198; our translation from the French.)

Mottin is making two points here. First, he makes the
distinction between paired synonyms like txhij and txhua, where the meaning of the whole is the same as the meaning of either part, as opposed to pairings of semantically related but not synonymous words like noj and haus, where the meaning of the whole is different from the meaning of either part. Second, he calls attention to bound forms like ki, that occur only as part of paired words. We will return to Mottin's second point at the end of this paper.

Some paired words both alliterate and show a semantic relationship, as in Mottin's example of txhij and txhua, or in

... daj ... dub 'yellow and black' = 'severe'
e.g. cua daj cua dub 'tempest'
wind yellow wind black

Another example is

ua yoj ua yees 'to quiver'
do swing from do quiver,
side to side, move back
wave, quiver and forth
e.g. ntuj ua yoj teb ua yees
sky do swing earth do quiver
'the earth trembles'

Are such examples essentially semantic pairings which only coincidentally alliterate, or are the semantics and the phonology reinforcing one another?

Of particular interest are non-alliterating pairs involving what we may call a bound form. Consider, for example, ... qoob ... loo 'grains, crops' as in

ua qoob ua loo 'to raise crops' (Heimbach, Bertrais)
sau qoob sau loo 'to harvest crops' (Johnson, pp. 122, 123)

Qoob occurs independently in the meaning 'crops, grains', e.g. sau qoob 'to harvest crops' (Bertrais), but loo seems to occur only in collocation with qoob. In some other Hmongic languages, however, cognates of loo occur as independent morphemes meaning 'earth' or 'field', for example

QoXiong lut [lu53] 'dry field' (as opposed to paddy field)

It seems likely, therefore, that an expression like sau goob sau loo originally meant literally "to harvest the grains and harvest the fields". Later, loo meaning 'dry field' was replaced by teb so that loo survived only in collocation with goob and its original meaning was forgotten.

Another example is ... tub ... kiv (or ki) 'child, offspring', which we met earlier in the quote from Mottin. (The variant form ki is an example of sandhi form promotion: see Ratliff 1986b:6-8, 1986c: Chapter II, section 4.1.) This expression occurs in such quadrisyllabics as

muaj tub muaj ki 'to have children'

tseg tub tseg ki 'bereft of children'

luag tub luag kiv 'other people's children'

Tub occurs independently meaning 'son' as in this example from Yaj Txooj Tsawb's "Outline of Marriage":

Yus muaj ib tug tub, Luag tom ub muaj
one have one CLF. son others at yonder have

ib tug ntxhais.
one CLF. daughter

'Suppose that you have a son, and say that those other people over there have a daughter.'

(Yaj 1974:1, 1977:3:114, 1978:3:114, 1986:102-103.) In White Hmong and Green Mong and closely related languages of China (that is, those belonging to the Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan subgroup of the Sichuan-Guizhou-Yunnan group of Hmongic), kiv seems to occur only in collocation with tub, but in the more distantly related Mhu language of southeastern Guizhou there is a form

jid [tai³⁵]

which appears to be cognate and which means 'son-in-law'. *(Lyman 1974, s.v. /tu/; Xiong, Xiong, and Xiong 1983, s.vv. ki, tub; Hmongb-Shuad Jianming Cidian 1958, s.v. dob gid; Hmub-Diel Jianming Cidian 1958, s.v. jid; Wang 1985:173.) It is possible, therefore, that ... tub ... kiv originally meant 'sons and sons-in-law'. If this is true, then the shift in meaning to 'sons and daughters' may tell us something about the history of Hmong gender roles and social structure.

*In terms of the reconstruction of Wang 1979 this word would be Proto-Hmongic *k- (1) -B. For the palatalization in Mhu, compare 'medicine', 'gold', 'needle'.
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TOPIC MARKERS IN HMONG

Judith Wheaton Fuller
University of Minnesota

0. Introduction

The data that I will present in this paper arise from my investigations of Hmong syntax in light of the claims made by Li and Thompson (1976) about topic-prominence vs. subject-prominence in languages. Li and Thompson state that the sentences of some languages can be more insightfully described in terms of subject-predicate organization, and they call these subject-prominent languages. Indo-European languages, including especially languages like English and French, fall into this category. In other languages, by contrast, sentences are more insightfully described in terms of topic-comment organization, according to Li and Thompson, and they call these topic-prominent languages. Lisu, described by Hope (1974), is a prototypical topic-prominent language, and Lahu (Matisoff 1973) and Chinese (Tsao 1979) are also quite topic-prominent.

Topic-prominent languages are characterized by Li and Thompson as giving a less prominent role in sentence organization to the grammatical subject, to the extent that the subject may be omitted in many instances, and a more prominent role to the topic. One of the ways in which the sentence topic is made more prominent is that it is marked overtly, either by position or morphological marker or both. While every language presumably has ways of marking topics, in topic-prominent languages a sentence structure consisting of a topic followed by a comment (which may or may not include a subject) is the basic (or a basic) sentence pattern of the language.

I have defined the notion of "topic" pragmatically, following Gundel (1985:4), in terms of the speaker's intentions. In particular, Gundel states that "an entity, E, is the pragmatic topic of a sentence, S, iff S is intended to increase the addressee's knowledge about, request information about or otherwise get the addressee to act with respect to E." Constituents presented as topics in this paper are evaluated by this definition. Since topic is defined pragmatically, the association of topics with syntactic or morphological characteristics such as position and special markers is an empirical question.

Since Hmong is a language with some of the characteristics associated with topic-prominent languages (see Fuller 1985a, 1985b, 1985c), it is reasonable to ask whether...
Hmong marks topics overtly in the manner of topic-prominent languages. In Li and Thompson’s sample, if a language uses position to mark topics, it always uses initial position. However, many languages, including Hmong, also use position to mark grammatical relations. Hmong has a fairly rigid Subject-Verb-Object order of grammatical relations, with the result that the subject frequently appears in sentence-initial position. If the subject is the topic, as often occurs, then both roles are embodied in one constituent, and no position conflict occurs. If topic and subject are distinct, these two roles are in competition for sentence-initial position. When both of these roles are overtly expressed, topic precedes subject. Topics can thus be identified by position, the question remains as to the possibility of marking topics morphologically. That question is addressed in the present paper.

Hmong makes use of a number of particles with a variety of functions. Two of these particles in particular are candidates for topic particles, mas and ces. I will first present information in Hmong dictionaries and grammars available to me about these particles. I will then provide evidence that they are not pause markers or subject markers. By looking at texts, I will show that these particles have a topic function.

1. Previous characterizations of mas and ces.

Heimbach’s (1969) dictionary lists mas as a pause particle, functioning like the English comma; when it occurs at the beginning of a sentence, according to Heimbach, it functions like ‘well’ or ‘and’ in English. He lists ces as an initial particle which carries the action forward. Xiong (1983), Bertrais (1964), and Lyman (1974) translate both words as ‘then’ or ‘so’, with Lyman adding some other (conjunctive and relative pronoun) meanings. Mottin (1978:141) lists both words under conjunctions which express consequence. He gives the meaning as ‘then’, with the examples listed in (1-3).

(1) Nws tuaj, mas kuv zoo siab. (Mottin)
    s/he come PRT I happy
    ‘Il est venu, et je suis très heureux.’
    (He came, and I am happy.)

(2) Yog nws tuaj, mas kaj hais rau kuv. (Mottin)
    if s/he come PRT you speak to me
    ‘S’il vient, dis-le-moi.’
    (If he comes, you tell me.)

(3) Thau nws los, mas kuv yuav tuaj. (Mottin)
    when s/he come PRT I will come
    ‘Quand il viendra, je viendrai.’
(When he comes back, I will come.)

(It should be noted here that according to my principal informant, the pause in Mottin’s sentences comes after mas rather than before it, and that while is is sometimes possible to pause before mas, it is more typical to pause after it.)

Mottin also lists a quant à 'as for...' meaning for mas, which takes the form of a left dislocation, with the noun phrase, followed by the particle, then a sentence with a coreferential pronoun as subject or object. An example from Mottin is shown in (4).

(4) Kuv, mas kuv nyob zoo thiab. (Mottin)
   I stay good and
   'Quan à moi, eh bien, je vais bien.'
   (Me, I am happy.)

Yang Dao (1980) also lists mas under quant à 'as for'. An example from Yang is (5).

(5) Ntawn mej lub tsev mas kuv mam saib xyuas. (Yang)
   LOC your CLF house PRT I PRT look visit
   'Quan à votre maison, je m’en occuperai.'
   (As for your house, I’ll take care of it.)

2. Rejection of Mas as a Pause Marker

Since it has been suggested that mas is a pause particle, I would like to address the question of the relationship between the particle mas and possible pauses in the discourse. If mas is simply the Hmong 'comma', then possible pause locations should be all and only those locations where mas can occur. If this is the case then the relationship of the particle mas to the topic would be only that one can typically pause after a topic. However, the set of pause locations and the set of mas locations do not correspond exactly. I first present examples where a pause is possible but mas is not. These are sentences (6-8).²

(6) "Tub <pause/*mas> sab Luang Prabang mas av zoo tsis zoo."
    son side land good not good
    'Son, (on the) Luang Prabang side, the land is very good.' (HT)

(7) Hmoob thiaj qw zom zaws hais tias: <pause/*mas>
    then yell all saying if egg

    "Yog tuav qe..."
    if break egg

    'The Hmong then yelled all at once saying, "If (you)
break

the egg...’ (HT)

(8) Nms cov me nyuam mas, ib tug yog xib fwb <pause/*mas> s/he grp child PRT 1 CLF BE teacher

ib tug yog tus kws tshuaj <pause/*mas> ib tug yog 1 CLF BE CLF doctor 1 CLF BE
tus coj zos.
CLF leader village

‘His children, one is a teacher, one is a doctor, (and) one is a village leader.’

In (6), Tub is an appositive, which may be followed by a pause, but not by mas. In (7), a pause but not mas may follow the expression introducing a direct or indirect quote. In (8), a pause but not mas may follow each comment about the children. In none of these cases could the material preceding the pause where mas is unacceptable be interpreted as topical. The unacceptability of mas in these pause contexts shows that although mas is often used where there is a pause, it is not a pause particle. The fact that the places where mas cannot occur are precisely those pauses which do not follow topics strengthens my argument that mas is used to mark topics.

The opposite situation, where mas is possible but a pause is not, also occurs. If mas marks topics, after which pauses are possible at least in prototypical cases, then it could be the case that wherever mas occurs, a pause is possible. This does not seem to be quite true, but the reason for the unacceptability of a pause in certain contexts with mas appears to be related to the stylistic factor of constituent length rather than to the syntactic/pragmatic factor of the relationship of the topic to sentence containing it. This is shown in (9-11). In these examples, (*pause) means a pause cannot occur either before or after mas.

(9) ...ua qoob mas (*pause) zoo tsis zoo; (HT)
do crops good not good
‘...raising crops (was) very good;’

Taub dag mas (*pause) loj tsis loj...
pumpkin big not big
‘Pumpkins (were) very big...’

(10) Lawv los mas (*pause) muaj thaj txoob ... (HT)
they come have CLF palm
'(When) they came there was one grove of palms'

(11) Ntim su mas, poj niav mas (*pause) noj loj nawb. (HT)
    fix lunch woman eat big EMPH
    '(If you) carry a lunch, the women (want to) eat a lot.'

If the two sentences in (9) occur together, a pause (and mas) may occur between them, but no pauses occur in the individual sentences. In (10), no pause occurs until the end of the sentence. In (11), no pause can occur at the second mas (presumably since a pause occurs after the first mas), but if the sentences begins with poj niav, a pause can occur with mas. These facts suggest that while pauses occur only at constituent breaks, an additional constraint is maintenance of a space between pauses, and that with two constituent breaks where pauses are possible, the pause will occur at the larger break. Although further examination of this point is beyond the scope of this paper, it is clear from the examples above that the relationship between mas and the pause is an indirect one. The places where mas occurs are typically places where pauses also occur, but since a pause can occur where mas cannot, and (less clearly) mas can occur where a pause cannot, mas is not a true pause marker.

3. Rejection of mas as a Subject Marker

Since subjects and topics frequently coincide in a sentence, the occurrence of mas after the subject/topic NP might be interpreted as a subject marker. However, mas does not consistently mark subjects, as I show here. First are examples where the subject cannot be followed by mas, as shown in (12-14).

(12) Nplias (mas) kuv (*mas) twb muab paj tshab rau nws lawm. Bli a PRT I PRT already give present to her COMPL
    'Bli a, I already gave a present to her.'

(13) Phau ntawv no thiab phau ntawv ntawd (mas) kuv (*mas) CLF book this and CLF book that PRT I
    yuav yuav tib si. will buy both
    'This book and that book, I will buy both.'

(14) Nag hmo (mas) Xia (*mas) tuaj xyuas kuv. yesterday PRT come visit me
    'Yesterday Xia came to visit me.'

In these sentences there is a sentence-initial topic followed by an optional particle and then the subject.
It is also the case that constituents other than subjects may be marked with *mas*. This is true in (12) and (13), where the constituent marked with *mas* is co-referential with an object, and in (14), where the constituent marked with *mas* is an adverbial.

Since subjects cannot always be marked with *mas*, and constituents other than subjects can be marked with *mas*, it is clear that *mas* is not a subject marker.

4. *Mas* and *Ces* in Two Texts

In order to examine how these particles functioned in connected discourse, I examined all of the occurrences of *mas* and *ces* in two of my collected texts, HT1 and HT2, both eight page narratives. I tabulated each occurrence of *mas* and *ces* according to the constituent category of its preceding context. The categories where *mas* and *ces* occurred in these texts were noun phrases, prepositional phrases (of place), time clauses, *'if'*-clauses, and sentences with a *'then'* relationship, a *'so'* relationship, or an unspecified relationship to the sentence following the particle. In HT1, the contexts in which *mas* and *ces* appeared were, except for one instance, in completely complementary distribution: *ces* appeared in the *'then'* and *'so'* contexts, and *mas* in the others. The one exception was an instance of *mas* in a *'so'* context. In HT2 the results were not quite so clear-cut; there were five instances of *ces* in NP contexts, and five instances of *ces* in *'if'*-clauses. The trends in HT2, however, were the same as in HT1. Charts showing these tabulations are given in (15) and (16).
Tabulation of instances of **Mas** and **Ces** in HT1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preceding Context</th>
<th>Mas</th>
<th>Ces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noun Phrase</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Phrase</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Clause</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If-Clause</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence (unspecified)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence ('then')</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence ('so')</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tabulation of instances of **Mas** and **Ces** in HT2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preceding Context</th>
<th>Mas</th>
<th>Ces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noun Phrase</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Phrase</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Clause</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If-Clause</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence (unspecified)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence ('then')</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence ('so')</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of these contexts, I will discuss in this paper only the use of the particles in noun phrases.

The discussion of particles with noun phrases is largely limited to **mas**, since **ces** appears so infrequently with noun phrases in the texts I have examined. (Because of this distribution of **mas** and **ces**, and because of the dictionary definitions I have cited, and my examination of other texts, I have come to believe that **mas** is more closely associated with topics than **ces**. **Ces** often has a ready translation into English as 'then' or 'so', as the tabulations of the texts would indicate, whereas the translation of **mas** is problematical. However, native speaker judgments about these two particles, which I will not present in this paper, do not fully agree with these intuitions.)

All the noun phrase contexts preceding **mas** could be identified as topics according to the definition of topic which I have presented. I sub-divided the noun phrases into four categories by type of topic according to Keenan and Schieffelin's (1976) categorization of discourse topics. Their categorization makes a primary division of continuous topics, which occurred in the previous sentence, and discontinuous topics, which do not. They divide continuous topics into **COLLABORATING TOPICS**, in which the topic is the same as the topic of the previous sentence, and **INCORPORATING**
TOPICS, in which the topic is part of the comment of the previous sentence. They divide discontinuous topics into RE-INTRODUCING TOPICS, in which the topic has appeared in the previous discourse, and INTRODUCING TOPICS, in which the topic is new in the discourse. The resulting categorization gives an indication of the functions that topics serve in discourse. In this case, since I have only tabulated noun phrase topics marked by mas and ces, the result does not give a total picture of the discourse pattern of topic function. In particular, it does not account for topic chains, which would produce a larger proportion of collaborating topics. What it does show is how noun phrases marked by particles function as discourse topics. This information for HT1 and HT2 is charted in (17) and (18).

(17) Categorization of NP Topics in HT1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Mas</th>
<th>Ces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaborating</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporating</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-Introducing</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introducing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(18) Categorization of NP Topics in HT2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Mas</th>
<th>Ces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaborating</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporating</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-Introducing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introducing</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From these charts it can be seen that the most frequent use of mas with noun phrases is to encode entities which have been introduced in the previous sentence and have been incorporated into the present sentence as a topic. Examples of these INCORPORATING TOPICS from the two texts are given in (19-22), where preceding sentences are given to show the context. In these examples, mas can appear only where it is indicated (that is, following the topic) and in no other place in the sentence.

(19) Ua tau teb pob kws thiab teb yeeb nkaus xwbn, make able field corn and field opium single only '(We) could grow corn and opium only.'

Yeeb thiab pob kws mas zoo tas nrho. opium and corn PRT good completely 'Opium and corn both grew well.' (HT1)

(20) ...Fab kis thiaj npaj tub rog tos. French then prepare soldier meet 'The French then got the soldiers ready.'

Cov tub rog mas yng Nyab Laj coob xwbn. grp soldier PRT BE VN many only
'The soldiers were mostly Vietnamese.' (HT2)

(21) Kuv txiv hnung nyoog muaj 5 xyooos los nyob Houei Kasao my father 5 years old he came to live 'My father was 5 years old (when he) came to live at H. K.'

mus txog hnung nyoog tiav hluas lawm, go arrive age mature young ASP 'and became a young man'

...twb yeej ua kam lawm. already do business ASP '... already run a business.'

Thaum ntawd mas lawv ua kam rau Suav xwb namb time that PRT they do business to Chinese only EMPH '(At) that time, they did business with the Chinese only.' (HT1)

(22) ...ua goob mas zoo tsis zoo do crops PRT good not good '...raising crops (was) very good.'

Taub dag mas loj tsis loj... pumpkin PRT big not big 'Pumpkins (were) very big...' (HTI)

In (19), yeeb 'opium' and pob kws 'corn' were mentioned in the first sentence and became the topic in the second sentence. In (20), the same is true, with tub rog 'soldiers' mentioned in the first sentence and topic in the second. In (21), where the time is the topic, this time period is mentioned in the previous sentences and becomes the topic in the last sentence. In (22), the topic of the second sentence taub dag 'pumpkins' is a sub-set of goob 'crops', which is the topic of the previous sentence.

COLLABORATING TOPICS marked by mas or ces are few, because a collaborating topic is not always overtly mentioned. When the topic does stay the same from one sentence to the next and is expressed by a full noun phrase, a particle may mark the topic, as in the examples (23) and (24).

(23) Lawv los mas muaj ib thaj txoob, cov txoob uas rog rog they comePRT have 1 CLF palm grp palm REL fat fat uas noj tau tam mov, thaum tsis muaj dab tsi noj REL eat can rice when not have what eat

Cov txoob ntawd mas cuag hav tsawb nyob hauv tsib grp palm those PRT reach valley banana LOC in 1
"Iub vox hav Cov txoob mas tej niag tug rog rog...
CLF valley grp palm PRT grp large CLF fat fat...
(HT1)

'(When) they came, there was one grove of palms; those palms which were so big that (they could be) eaten as rice, when (the people) didn't have anything to eat. Those palms, (they were as many as) banana trees located in a broad level valley. Those palms, the group was large (and) each one was fat...'

In (23), txoob 'palms' is repeated three times after its introduction, the first time modified by a relative clause, and the second and third times with the particle mas. In all these instances it is clear that the speaker is saying something specifically about the palm trees, and marking this topic overtly by using both full noun phrases and particles. In the final sentence of this discourse, mas can only appear where it is shown.

In (24) the topic is initially expressed by a full noun phrase, then repeated with the particle mas.

(24) Xyoo twg, sau goob tas thiab hlais yeeb ces Nplog
year WH harvest crops finish and cut opium PRT Lao
tuaj sau se ntawm Hmoob txhia leej txhia tus.
come collect tax LOC each person each one

'Ib xyoo twg mas cov nom tswv Nplog tuaj mus
1 year WH PRT grp leaders Lao come go

"sarave"...
inspection (HT2)

'Each year, after the crops are harvested and the opium cut, the Laotians come to collect taxes from every Hmong person. Each year, the Laotian leaders come (for) inspection...'

In this case it is also clear that it is the regularity of these events, expressed by a time phrase, that is the topic of both sentences. In these collaborating topics, the particle is used not for the introduction of a topic but for its maintenance.

The particle mas is also used for both the introduction and re-introduction of noun-phrase topics. Examples of INTRODUCING TOPICS are shown in (25-26).

(25) Cov Phu Phaib lub caij ntawd mas muaj tsawv tsawv...
grp CLF time that PRT have few few
Lub Moos Xaj mas nyob 7 yim Phu Phaib.

CLF PRT live family (HT1)

'The Phu Phaib (at) that time were very few. (In)
Moos Xaj lived seven families of Phu Phaib.'

(26) Thaum ub, Tiao In th1ab Chaomuong laus lawv mas xuas long ago and leader old they PRT take
nees mus thauj Hmoob cov nqaij npuas los dai tau
horses go carry grp meat pig come hang
tsheej niaq nqai nthab.
(area full) beam storage

'Long ago, Tiao In and the old leader took horses to
go and carry the Hmong's seasoned meat back and hang
it up in the ceiling storage area until the area is full.' (HT2)

Examples of RE-INTRODUCING TOPICS are shown in (27-28), where I present only the relevant sentence, omitting the discontinuous context.

(27) ...peb lub zos mas yog peb tib pawg kwv tij xwob.
our CLF village PRT BE our one grp. brothers only
'Our village was only our group of cousins.' (HT1)

(28) Cov Suav mas muaj nyiaj heev.
grp Chinese PRT have money very
'The Chinese had a lot of money.' (HT1)

Summarizing the uses of mas and ces which I have discussed in the two texts, I find that mas in particular marks noun phrase topics. Among topic types, mas is used most frequently to mark incorporating topics, that is, those noun phrases that are introduced as part of a comment and become the topic of the following sentence. Although time does not permit discussion of other constituents marked by mas, analysis of the relationship of these constituents to their following sentences reveals that the constituent preceding mas can be considered a topic of the following sentence. Thus the primary function of the particle mas appears to be that of marking the preceding constituent as the topic of the following sentence.

5. The Relationship between Mas and Ne

Additional support for the view that mas is a topic particle comes from the relationship between mas and ne. Ne is described by Heimbach (1969:136).
as a "final interrogative and exclamatory particle", with (29-30) as examples.

(29) Koj tsis paub ne? (Heimbach)
    you not know
    'Don't you know?'

(30) Kuv twb hais rau nej <li> no ne! (Heimbach)
    I already say to you this
    'I did tell you!'

This particle also occurs in expressions like (31).

(31) Koj ne?
    you
    'And you?'

The particle ne does not always occur sentence-finally, as shown in (32-33), from one of my interview texts.

(32) Cov Nais Khus ne lawv ua lawv zaub mov noj los? (HT4)
    grp teacher they do their food eat
    'What about the teachers? Did they cook their own food?'

(33) Nyob li cov hluas ne, tsis yog cov me nyuam kawm ntawv,
    be like grp young not BE grp child study book
    lawv nrog cov Nais Khus tham ne lawv hais lub Hmoob
    they with grp teacher talk they speak CLF Hmong
    xwb los lawv hais lub nplog? (HT4)
    only or they speak word Lao
    'What about the younger persons, not the student, do they talk to the teachers in Hmong or in Lao?'

The left-dislocated phrases preceding ne in (32-33), as well as the translation (which was provided by a Hmong translator independently of the topic-particle hypothesis), strongly suggest a topic function for ne. This relationship is made explicit in sentences (34-35).

(34a) *Chicken mas, lus Hmoob hu li cas?
(34b) Chicken ne, lus Hmoob hu li cas?
    'How do you say 'chicken' in Hmong?'

(35a) *Chicken ne, lus Hmoob hu ua qaib.
(35b) Chicken mas, lus Hmoob hu ua qaib.
    'The Hmong word for chicken is 'qaib'.

Mas and ne are in complementary distribution, mas being used in statements and ne in questions.
The (a) sentences are ungrammatical because mas has been used in a question and ne in a statement. Additional examples are shown in (36-37).

(36a) Koj lub tsev ne (*mas) koj puas muaj kiv cua?
    your CLF house you Q have spin wind
    'Your house, do you have a fan?'

(36b) Kuv lub tsev mas (*ne), muaj ntau ntau lub qhov rai.
    my CLF house have many CLF window
    'My house has lots of windows.'

(37a) Koj lub kev sib tham ne (*mas), puas mauj tej yam
    your CLF way RECIP talk Q have GRP kind
    txaus siab?
    (interest)
    'Your meeting, did anything interesting happen?'

(37b) Lub kev sib tham mas (*ne) tsis mauj dab tsi
    not have anything
    (txaus siab).
    'The meeting, nothing much happened.'

In these sentences, topics of statements are marked with mas, and topics of questions are marked with ne. The function of ne as an interrogative topic particle parallel to the function of mas in statements strengthens the argument that mas is a topic marker.

6. Gradations of Acceptability of Mas

If mas is a topic marker, the acceptability of mas following a given NP should indicate whether or not that NP can be interpreted as a topic. In (38), the NPs are marked for the acceptability of mas.

(38) (Ha1s txog) Maiv (mas), kuv (?mas) nco hais tias Xia
    speak about Mai I remember that Xia
    (mas) tmb tau sau 1b tsab ntawv (*mas) rau (nws) Iawa.
    PRT already write 1 CLF letter to her ASP
    'Speaking of Mai, I remember that Xia already wrote a
    letter to her.'

Mas is only acceptable with the left-dislocated NP Maiv and the subordinate subject Xia. Mas with the main clause subject kuv is questionable, and mas with the indefinite direct object is unacceptable.
These acceptability judgments for mas correspond at least roughly to intuitive judgments about what NPs in this sentence are candidates for topichood.

7. Conclusion

Evidence has been presented in this paper that the particles mas and ces in Hmong mark sentence topics. In particular, noun phrase topics marked with mas are shown to both introduce new topics and maintain old topics in discourse. The use of mas as a topic marker in statements is paralleled by the use of ne as a topic marker in questions. Degrees of acceptability of mas appear to correspond to degrees of acceptability of the preceding NP as a topic. These facts indicate that Hmong is characteristic of topic-prominent languages in marking topics overtly both by position and by a morphological marker.

NOTES

1. I would like to thank my informant, Kee Thao, for his significant contribution to this work, and Bruce Downing for his helpful suggestions on earlier versions. This work was partially supported by a grant from the University of Minnesota Graduate School.

2. The sentences marked (HT) are taken from spoken Hmong texts which were tape recorded and transcribed. Unmarked sentences were elicited from a native speaker.
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Developing Practical Orthographies for the Iu Mien (Yao), 1932-1986: A Case Study

Herbert C. Purnell
William Carey International University

I. Introduction

On the fringe of that field known as applied linguistics, there is a rather small area called "orthography." It is so small, in fact, that it has been overlooked in most descriptions of the field (e.g., Kaplan, 1980:58). Nevertheless, there are people working there. Many of them are linguists concerned with Bible translation (Nida, 1947, 1954; Pike, 1947; Smalley, 1963, 1976) and missionaries, but there are also a few sociolinguists (Berry, 1958; Sjoberg, 1966; Stubbs, 1980), and researchers (such as those from the Central Institute for Nationalities in Beijing), plus an occasional visitor or two examining writing systems in general or attempting to reform spellings.

Although orthography is not a large area, it is very much a part of applied linguistics since it attempts to solve, in Kaplan's words, "human problems stemming from various uses of language" (1980:63). The problem addressed is a society's lack of a writing system or its use of an inadequate one. The fact that a writing system should ideally be based on a thorough linguistic analysis can sometimes lead one to imagine that devising an orthography is primarily a linguistic problem. It is thus useful to have periodic reminders that a variety of human factors are the prime determinants in the acceptance or failure of practical orthographies (Berry, 1958; Sjoberg, 1966; Stubbs, 1980). In Stubbs' blunt words, "it does not matter how elegant, rigorous, or systematic your linguistic analysis is, if the native speakers do not like it, then it is a waste of time" (1980:71). Orthography, therefore, must look to several disciplines for insights, not only to linguistics but also to sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics, anthropology, history, and others.

To illustrate an applied linguistics approach to orthography design and modification, this paper will first review some of the main factors involved in such an undertaking. It will then briefly look at seven orthographies designed for the Iu Mien over the past 54 years and discuss some of the reasons why, until recently, none of them had received broad enough support to be fully accepted as the "official" Iu Mien script.

II. Considerations in Producing or Modifying Practical Orthographies

The following list of factors to be taken into consideration during orthography design draws heavily on Berry (1958), Smalley (1976), and Stubbs (1980). This list is not complete by any means, and the factors noted will not be further elaborated. The ordering of factors in the list is not significant for the purposes of this paper, since all have an important role to play. Nevertheless, those called "sociolinguistic" and "cultural" will receive greater emphasis in the case study which follows.

---

1 This is a revised and updated version of a paper read at the 18th Conference on Sino-Tibetan Languages and Linguistics, Bangkok, Thailand. I would like to thank Christopher Court and David Solnit for their comments on it.
A. LINGUISTIC FACTORS
   1. Is the phonological representation optimal with respect to economy, consistency, and unambiguous differentiation?
   2. Is the phonological analysis supplemented by grammatical information on morpheme structure, grammatically conditioned tone change, etc.?

B. SOCIOLINGUISTIC FACTORS
   1. Is the orthography maximally adaptive with respect to internal social and regional dialects?
   2. Does the orthography accurately reflect the attitude of the people toward
      a. their own language in its oral and written forms?
      b. other writing systems for their language already in use?
      c. the trade and/or national language (i.e., how similar to or different from these languages do they want their script to be)?

C. CULTURAL FACTORS
   1. What is the attitude of the leaders toward the orthography?
   2. Are the people motivated to read it?
   3. Are there tensions in the culture which are being reduced or aggravated by the orthography?

D. PSYCHOLINGUISTIC FACTORS
   1. Do the symbols fit the way that people feel about their language and the way it should be represented?
   2. Does the orthography respect the psychological processes involved in reading and writing?

E. PEDAGOGICAL FACTORS
   1. Are the symbols patterned in a culturally appropriate way?
   2. How easy is it for adults to learn to read?

F. PRACTICAL FACTORS
   1. Are all the special symbols or diacritics used really necessary?
   2. Can the orthography be easily printed locally?

III. THE IU MIEN

The Iu Mien (also known simply as Mien) are one of the major branches of the peoples known as "Yao." They are found primarily in the upland areas of southern China and northern Southeast Asia. The total Iu Mien population is estimated to be 350,000 or more (Cushman, 1975). Beginning in the late 1970s, Iu Mien refugees began to arrive in Western countries (Canada, France, and especially the United States) where they now number approximately 12,000.2

The ancestral homeland of the Iu Mien is thought to have been either near Nanjing in Jiangsu (Lemoine, 1982) or further south around Dongting Lake in Hunan, largely on the basis of their legend about crossing the sea. Contacts with Chinese have had considerable effect on their language and culture (Cushman, 1975; Lemoine, 1982). For example, the Iu Mien have, in addition to their vernacular, a literary language and a ritual language, both of which were

2 There are some 10,000 Mien in the United States, over 50% of whom live in California.
borrowed as separate systems written in characters, from two types of Cantonese but are now fully integrated into their complex language system (Purnell, 1975, 1986). Characters, on the other hand, were not used to write the vernacular which was left unwritten. A list of Iu Mien phonemes is given in Figure 1 found on page 138.

IV. THE THAI SYSTEM OF WRITING

Because three of the orthographies to be discussed below have used the Thai script, some general and highly simplified remarks on the major features of that script are necessary. Figure 2 lists the Thai phonemes in Roman script for typographical convenience. Note that in Thai (a) there are three classes of consonant symbols, two of which (High and Low) are used to symbolize the same set of phonemes; (b) tone marks are linked to consonant symbols, not to vowels as in many other systems; and (c) vowel symbols may occur in various satellite positions around the initial consonant(s).

V. EIGHT IU MIEH ORTHOGRAPHIES

A. ORTHOGRAPHY 1: THAI SCRIPT (1932)

To my knowledge, the first practical orthography for the vernacular language of the Iu Mien of Thailand/Laos\(^3\) was devised by a missionary couple, Mr. and Mrs. Trung, some time prior to 1932.\(^4\) In February of that year, the Gospel of Mark using this orthography was printed by the American Bible Society (Trung, 1932). This slim volume is the only extant specimen of the orthography.\(^5\) A one-page key to some of the nonstandard symbols used is found at the end of the book.

Much of the Trungs’ orthography is a radical departure from the standard Thai writing system in a number of respects, affecting not only individual symbols but also general constitutive principles. For example, High Class consonants were eliminated, and the tone marks used with the Mid Class were used with fixed values for all consonants, though not always with the standard values; vowel symbols normally written to the left of initial consonants were put to the right of them, etc.

Orthography 1 is difficult to read even for someone who reads both Thai and Iu Mien, not only because of its odd choice of symbolization and the way it altered several fundamental rules of the system, but also because it failed to meet the criteria for a successful script: its linguistic base was inadequate, it had very little transfer value to the national language, it was not aesthetically pleasing, and it must have been very difficult for a typesetter to produce.

---

\(^3\) An earlier, Vietnamese-based orthography used to transcribe Yao is found in Savina’s dictionary of the Kim Mien language (Savina, 1926) which is related to Iu Mien. In his introduction to the dictionary proper, Savina included an extensive wordlist comparing the two languages (pp. 14-25). Whether this orthography was ever used by Catholic missionaries in Vietnam to produce materials for the Kim Mun or Iu Mien is not known. In any case, Savina’s work has had no effect on the development of Iu Mien practical orthographies and thus will not be considered further here.

\(^4\) Smalley (1976:8) gives the name as C. K. Trung. I follow the insert to the Gospel of Mark (Trung, 1932) which reads, in part, as follows: Friends of the Bible Society. We take pleasure in presenting you with this copy of the Gospel of Mark in Yao, just off the press. This is the first tangible result of a decade of prayer and labor on the part of the Agency Secretary and of nearly two years of agonizing residence among the Miao of Mr. and Mrs. Trung.

\(^5\) It also appears to be the first portion of the Bible translated into Mien.
ORTHOGRAPHIES 2 AND 3

The following two orthographies were developed by missionaries in northern Thailand at about the same time, one by the Overseas Missionary Fellowship using Romanized script, the other by the American Churches of Christ using Thai script. They were both based on essentially the same phonological analysis and are linguistically adequate.

To date, much of the literature produced in vernacular Iu Mien has been for the relatively small Christian population (numbering probably not much more than 5% of the roughly 35,000 Iu Mien in Thailand and, as refugees, in Western countries). Much of it has been printed in both orthographies to reduce the divisive effect which the presence of two scripts has had on the Christian community. The reasons why two orthographies were developed in the first place will be discussed next.

B. ORTHOGRAPHY 2: ROMANIZED SCRIPT (1954-PRESENT)

The Overseas Missionary Fellowship (OMF) and the American Churches of Christ (ACC) both began their work among the Iu Mien in Chiangrai province early in the 1950s. The OMF in the western part around Maechan and the ACC in the eastern section near Chiangkham (now part of Phayao province). Those in the OMF area were recent immigrants from Laos and, given the loose control exercised in the mountainous border regions by the Thai government at that time, they owed little allegiance to Thailand. Before long, the influential headman of the village of Maesalong and many of the villagers became Christians. The OMF missionaries began to learn the language and analyze it in preparation for developing a practical orthography.

C. ORTHOGRAPHY 3: THAI SCRIPT (1956-PRESENT)

As was mentioned above, the American Churches of Christ opened their work among the Iu Mien in what was then eastern Chiangrai. The ACC started off using the OMF Romanized script but soon switched to a Thai script when it became apparent that the Iu Mien themselves preferred it. Unlike those in western Chiangrai, the Iu Mien in the east had lived in Thailand for about a hundred years and, by the 1950s, saw their future as being there. Thus, to them, a Romanized script was not in their best interests. Instead, they preferred a transfer value Thai script. Accordingly, in 1956, the ACC missionaries began to develop a Thai orthography, staying as close to the standard Thai rules and symbol patterns as possible.

Orthography 3 is certainly more complex than Orthography 2, both because it is based on a more complex writing system and also because it aims for a high transfer product.

There is no question that the presence of two scripts for the Iu Mien in Thailand has been a source of tension within the Christian community. At least two factors contributed to this. First, a Christian community emerged sooner and grew much more rapidly in the OMF area than in the ACC area. This put pressure on the OMF workers to develop an orthography for Bible translation, etc. while they were still learning the language. Within a few years the amount of literature produced was sufficient to legitimize the script. A second factor was that although the script was never restricted along religious lines, only Christians were motivated to read it since Mien traditional ritual manuals are written with Chinese characters and used by specialists literate in that writing system. These factors, together with the western Chiangrai group's lack of
identification with Thailand, led to Orthography 2 being called the "Christian" script. The gradual emergence of a Christian community in the east who had a completely different preference for an orthography because of its different orientation to Thailand was therefore viewed by the western group as a challenge to group unity in general and to their leadership in particular.

From 1960 on, the Iu Mien in both areas began to have increasing contact with the Thai language and culture. Many villages moved out of the mountains and settled in the foothills or on the plains for various political and economic reasons. Most of the Christians in the western area joined this exodus from the hills, and their children began to attend Thai schools. Nevertheless, their opposition to using the Thai script for writing their language did not diminish. Even a move far south to a new homestead area in central Thailand by many of them in 1978 has done little to change their attitude.

In the late 1970s, however, time began to run out for the Romanized script. The Christian community in the eastern area was growing. Orthography 3 was being promoted among refugees in the camps located there, and the government saw the value of using the Thai script for writing minority languages as a bridge to literacy in standard Thai as well as a means to promote greater national unity among disparate ethnic groups.

By 1980, the Thai government had decided to forbid the printing of materials in the Romanized script among most minorities, including the Iu Mien. This obviously tipped the balance firmly in the direction of Orthography 3. A combination of more materials available in the Thai script and an aggressive literacy program has produced a number of new literates in the OMF area, primarily children and young people who have had contact with the Thai letters in school. A few adults are also becoming literate, but most of the church leaders firmly refuse either to give up the Romanized script or even to attempt to become literate in the Thai script. Nevertheless, it appears to be only a matter of time until the Romanized script ceases to be used entirely.

The Iu Mien at first wanted to use Chinese characters for their vernacular since China was their ancestral homeland and their ritual and literary languages were already written in characters. This was neither practical nor politically feasible, however. They therefore opted to have their language written in a Romanized script. The Thai script was unacceptable for two reasons. First, it was too highly localized; second, it carried few positive cultural attachments for the recent arrivals who had no citizenship and limited civil rights.

Once the decision was made to develop a Romanized orthography, the OMF missionaries attempted to produce one that was uncomplicated, without diacritics or special symbols, and restricted to a normal English typewriter keyboard so that the Iu Mien could eventually produce their own literature. They thus used letters at the end of syllables to represent tones, employed upper-case letters with different values from their lower-case counterparts in order to avoid consonant di- or trigraphs, and used three consonant symbols to write the vowels /a/, /e/, and /æ/ (see Figure 3).

Although there were a few indeterminacies, as well as some odd features such as the use of capital letters, the orthography worked well and was reasonably easy to learn. In fact, the apparent strangeness of the script when compared to English was not a factor in its development. After all, in the 1950s the Iu Mien were a rather remote highland ethnic group that had no foreseeable use for English. Hence, transfer value to English was not even considered.

At present, Orthography 2 is in rather limited use. Some of the older Christians, both in Thailand and among the refugees, continue to read in it, but
even some of these are beginning to learn another script (see discussions of other orthographies below).

**D. Orthography 4: Thai Script (1981)**

The impending demise of the Romanized script has not automatically meant that the ACC transfer value Thai script has become firmly established. In actual fact, its ultimate future is still somewhat uncertain at this point because of a simplified Thai script developed as an alternative to it.

Since 1980, simplified Thai scripts have been developed and implemented by some missionaries for several minority languages in the north. Although the script prepared for Iu Mien has not yet been implemented, it will be described here because of its potential use.

The rationale given for developing simplified Thai scripts focuses on the actual and potential readers in the OMF area and stresses several points:

a. The standard Thai orthography is very complex.
b. Adult rural literacy programs, even for ethnic Thais, have not been particularly successful.
c. Although Iu Mien children and young people will be able to learn Thai in school, church leaders, particularly those 30 and older, will find it difficult to learn a standard Thai orthography because of lack of time, ability, or motivation.
d. Nevertheless, since these leaders will no longer have access to Romanized materials, they must learn some type of Thai orthography.
e. Therefore, the most useful type of Thai script for church leaders and the adult Christian community is a simplified script.

Simplification has focused on the consonants and tones. Most of the High Class consonants have been dropped since they duplicate sounds in the Low Class, and the five tone marks previously used only with Mid Class consonants have been given fixed values for all consonants.6

There are two reasons why this simplified script has not yet been implemented among the Iu Mien. First, the transfer value script has been in existence for some 25 years and has been learned by perhaps as many as 200 people. Furthermore, it is known to Thai officials in several areas of the government. A second reason is that some in the missionary community objected that a simplified script would not be in the best interests of the Iu Mien over the long run. They favor the transfer value script and stress the deep nationalistic feeling Thais have toward their distinctive script in its standard form. They also question whether the low success rate in Thai adult literacy programs might actually be due more to ineffective teaching methods or a failure to sufficiently motivate students than to excessive complexity in the writing system itself.

The simplified Thai script has been shelved for the time being. The proponents of the transfer value script have been given a few years by their colleagues to show whether or not better teaching methods can, in fact, enable adults as well as young people to become literate. It is thus not at all certain that the regular Thai script orthography will, in the end, be adopted for use in

---

6 Interestingly, these were some of the changes made 50 years previously by the Trunggs, whose work these later developers were unaware of.
all the Iu Mien areas.


In June 1982, the Iu Mien Association of Oregon sponsored a conference to discuss matters relating to their written language as it affected their cultural preservation and adaptation. Several factors led up to the conference. First, the leaders of the refugee communities on the West Coast of the United States realized that their cultural identity was in danger. They were not particularly numerous, were not (at that time) recognized as a separate ethnic group, and unlike the Vietnamese, Cambodians, and even the Hmong (Meo, Miao), lacked the unifying force of a written language.

A second factor was a 1981 writer's conference for Iu Mien held in California for the purpose of producing a periodic newsletter that would enable refugees in Canada, France, and the United States to keep in touch with each other. It soon became apparent to the participants that they did not have an acceptable common orthography to use.

Third, there was a growing dissatisfaction with the suitability of their previous literacy experiences for their present situation. The Thai script which some of them had learned in the refugee camps was no longer relevant to their needs in America. The old Romanized script, on the other hand, looked very odd next to English and certainly had very little transfer value to their new language. Furthermore, it was still viewed as the "Christian" script and was thus unacceptable in principle to many non-Christians.

The Portland conference was attended by some 30 representatives from Oregon, Washington, and California along with three Iu Mien-speaking missionaries as non-participants. The Association asked me to present a variety of orthographic options for their consideration. They wanted, among other things, a Romanized script which would be acceptable to all the Iu Mien whatever their religious preference and which would have optimal transfer value for learning to read English.


Toward the beginning of the Portland conference there was a serious attempt to move in a completely different direction. Mr. Yao Heng Saetern, a representative from Seattle, had spent a considerable amount of time and effort developing an orthography based on the old Chinese phonetic alphabet. Yao Heng's script was attractive to many at the conference for several reasons. First, it was devised by an Iu Mien. Second, it was so different from any of the previous scripts that they thought it might provide a new beginning for all factions. And third, it provided a visible link with things Chinese. Furthermore, Yao Heng's script appeared to be linguistically adequate. Nevertheless, after considering the practical and pedagogical implications of such a script for the refugee communities, the representatives voted to proceed with a Romanized script.

G. Discussion of Orthography 5 Resumed

The script that the conference finally adopted eliminated the use of upper-case letters to indicate separate phonemes,7 used appropriate symbols for vowels instead of the three consonant symbols which had been used for that

---

7 This bears out Smalley's prophetic criticism of such scripts: "I believe . . . that attempts to use capital letters as having distinct values from their lower-case counterparts will often be abortive, and will be rejected in time by members of the group who gain wider education." (1963:15).
purpose, and included symbols to write Lao and Thai words (see Figure 4). Soon after the conference nearly 80 people began attending literacy classes in several cities on the West coast. The script received the blessing of two influential Lu Mien in Thailand, one the most well-known Christian, the other the titular political leader of the refugees from Laos. And yet its future was clouded because of personal misunderstandings.

One of the Mien invited to the Portland conference but who did not attend was Mr. A, a prominent refugee leader in California whose father and grandfather had been powerful leaders in Laos. During 1979-80, one of his relatives had, in Mr. A’s stead, worked as a language informant for a linguistics class at a nearby university, and the next spring another relative was similarly engaged. One of the Americans who had worked on Mien with these two relatives of Mr. A then went to China for field research on Yao. Although only a phonemic transcription had been used during the informant sessions, this linguistic activity, together with the later China research by one of the linguists involved, led to suspicion about Mr. A’s non-involvement with the 1982 orthography.

Suspicion of Mr. A increased when, not long after the Portland conference, he approached another linguist at the same university and asked him to evaluate the newly-adopted script to see whether it did, in fact, have sufficient transfer value with English. He also expressed his concern that the new script was perhaps another Christian script and that those who followed Mien traditional religion might come under some pressure to become Christians if they used it.

Mr. A’s absence at the 1982 Portland conference, together with these two matters, was taken personally by several of the representatives, especially one of the conference organizers, Mr. L. The two men had known each other well in Laos and had worked together on refugee matters, but some disagreements had arisen between them. Not long after the conference, when word came from China that work on a Romanized script was underway, Mr. L and several of the delegates were quite upset. First, they assumed that Mr. A did not attend the conference because he had produced a rival script through his contacts with linguists at the university. They were offended that Mr. A had apparently gotten this script to China, the ancestral homeland, and that it was this script that the scholars there had referred to. It appeared to them that in doing this Mr. A was trying to assert his personal superiority. Why, they asked, should the activity of one person working with a couple of linguists be able to overturn the group decisions of some 30 Mien representatives working openly? Second, some felt that he had tried to reopen the divisive issue of religion and tar Orthography 5 with that brush, whereas his own would be neutral. In actual fact, however, there was no such rival script.

Despite the tension and uncertainty over Orthography 5 engendered by these misunderstandings, primers were retranscribed into the new script, and literacy classes got underway in several areas in France and the United States. Furthermore, it was adopted for use in the Phanat Nikhom refugee camp in

---

8 Names have been altered to protect the individuals concerned. No criticism of any of the persons involved is intended. This account is recorded simply for what it contributes to the point of the paper, namely that a non-linguistic factor such as interpersonal relationships can have a profound effect on the development of an orthography.
Thailand by the Consortium (The Experiment in International Living, World Education, and Save the Children). By late 1983, Mr. L and Mr. A had resolved their differences over the orthography and planned to discuss the issue at the Iu Mien New Year’s celebration to be held in Portland in January 1984. Early in 1984, however, a new development took place which totally overshadowed previous discussions of orthographies and led to yet one more script.


Not long after the 1982 orthography conference, three of the Portland leaders sent a letter to China via an American tourist, hoping that it would somehow find its way to Iu Mien people there. In a remarkable way, the letter was taken to the Central Institute for Nationalities in Beijing, and ended up in the hands of the wife of one of the Yao professors there. The letter contained greetings, photographs of Iu Mien in the United States, and a copy of the new 1982 script.

One of the results of this letter and the correspondence that followed9, was that a mutual desire for a unified Iu Mien script emerged. Another was that the Chinese side adopted parts of Orthography 5 for use in their literacy classes.

In early 1984, the Portland Iu Mien received an invitation from the China professors involved with the Yao languages (Lakka, Punu, and Mien) to visit them in order to establish personal contacts, meet Iu Mien and other Yao, and discuss orthography matters. Accordingly, an official delegation comprised of four Mien and me as their linguistic advisor visited China from April 24 to May 11. On May 8, an orthography conference was held in Ruyuan County, Guangdong, to discuss whether a unified script could be developed. In the end, the China side agreed to use most of the U.S. 1982 script except for the initial stops and affricates. They insisted that these 15 consonants follow the Chinese romanized system (pinyin) adapted for minority languages. The U.S. side accepted these changes even though the pinyin letters have much less transfer value to English. By the end of the day, agreement had been reached on nearly all of the existing differences (see Figure 5).

Upon returning to the United States, the delegation called for a second conference on Iu Mien orthography to discuss the results of the Ruyuan meeting. The conference was held in Portland on July 21 and was attended by some 85 representatives. After careful deliberation, they voted 78 to 7 to ratify the Ruyuan agreement and accept the unified script. Predictably, the area of greatest dissatisfaction was the set of initial stops. For a comparison of the three Romanized orthographies (2, 5, and 7), see Figure 6.

Since the second conference, the literacy primers have been retranscribed once again for use in classes held in a number of places, including the Phanat Nikhom refugee camp in Thailand. In China, literacy classes are being held in several areas, with special emphasis on the training of literacy teachers. Additional materials (e.g., dictionary, folktales, traditional songs, newsletter) in the new script are either being planned or are already in progress.

Nevertheless, some dissatisfaction remains among Iu Mien in the West. The initial stops have been accepted only grudgingly by some. Others are upset

9 One letter from China contained a three-page song text in a romanized script which the Portland group took to be a sample of Mr A’s. However, it appears to be in a script similar to one developed by Chinese scholars for the Miao (Hmong) some 30 years ago (cf. Ma, 1957).
in general by the numerous changes of orthographies in recent years. particularly by the shift away from the 1982 script. Moreover, one very prominent Mien leader in Thailand was extremely disturbed over the 1984 script, assuming that it was the work of a Westerner, despite having been informed that it had been adopted by Iu Mien in both China and America only after considerable discussion. On the other hand, most are excited by contacts made with their people in the ancestral homeland and see the common orthography as having opened up possibilities for international communication and provided a somewhat more prestigious means whereby their language can be written and their ethnic identity preserved.

Since mid-1984, contacts between Iu Mien in the West and those in China have continued, both through personal visits and, significantly, through correspondence in the unified script. For example, in July 1985, I began to teach an adult literacy class for Mien in Long Beach, California. A few months later, I wrote in Mien to Mr. Pan Cheng Qian, a Mien scholar in Beijing who trains Yao teachers and who was the major spokesman for the China side when the 1984 script was negotiated, telling him what I was doing. Mr. Pan then wrote to my class who, with great excitement, composed their own letters to send to him. In the second round of letters, three of Mr. Pan's students added their letters to his. The letters from China have been copied and circulated among Mien in America, and the American letters, in turn, have been shared with classes in several provinces of China.

One outcome of the correspondence has been that both sides have seen that the script is not yet completely unified. Although the major points had been settled at Ruyuan in 1984, a number of differences have become apparent as a result of each side seeing how the other side actually uses the script. These differences include how tone change is indicated, contractions, punctuation, a variety of specific spellings, and the like. Some Iu Mien are now considering whether a third conference on orthography, attended by representatives from China, might be necessary. Despite these relatively minor differences, however, Orthography 7 is alive and quite well on both sides of the Pacific. The problem now is not how to devise a writing system; it is how to package literacy instruction so that it will be attractive to more people. In the West, motivation to read the unified script is still a problem outside of the Christian groups. It is also a problem for those over age forty, particularly those who are not already literate in Lao, Thai, or English. Literacy programs will need to deal with these and related issues, but the orthography itself appears to be settled.

VI. Conclusion

Berry (1958) sounds an appropriate note on which to conclude this paper. He observes that

an alphabet is successful in so far and only in so far as it is
scientifically and socially acceptable. The two interests often conflict
and it would be a fallacy to assume, as it sometimes is done, that the
choice of an orthography can be determined solely on grounds that are
linguistically or pedagogically desirable. (p. 737)

The search for an adequate, appropriate, and acceptable practical orthography for the Iu Mien may be nearing an end. In Thailand (except within the refugee camps) the Thai script has won out, but whether the final product will be the present transfer value script or a simplified script (or both) remains to
be seen. For refugees in Thailand and the West and the Iu Mien in China, the script will be Orthography 7 -- unless the sporadic complaints against it in the West become more widespread and gain a new hearing for a return to Orthography 5.10

The road to these apparently final solutions has been a rough one indeed. Linguistic factors have not been the major problem, however. All six scripts devised since 1954 have been linguistically sound. Furthermore, at least five of them are pedagogically adequate and feasible in terms of practical factors. Instead, it has been sociolinguistic, cultural, and other factors--including migration and settlement patterns, religion, political developments, and interpersonal relationships--that have militated so long against any one script becoming the Iu Mien orthography.

---

10 This paper has not dealt with the literacy needs of the Iu Mien in Laos and Vietnam. However, given the present state of international relations in Southeast Asia, one might surmise that a non-romanized script based on Lao for the former and a romanized one based on Vietnamese for the latter would be preferred by the respective governments.
### Figure 2. Thai Phonemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. CONSONANTS</th>
<th>II. TONES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MID CLASS</strong></td>
<td><strong>4 tone marks plus b</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1 set of symbols)</td>
<td>p t c k ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH CLASS</strong> and</td>
<td>ph th ch kh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2 sets of symbols)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOW CLASS</strong></td>
<td>f s h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2 sets of symbols)</td>
<td>m n η</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. **Vowels** are written in 4 positions relative to the initial consonant(s), using either unit symbols as in A, or a combination of symbols as in B. Only long vowels and some diphthongs are shown for purposes of illustration.

**A. Unit symbols:**

(2)

ii

(1) ee/oo/ay

**[Consonant]**

(3) aa/ɔɔ

(4)

uu

**B. Combination symbols:**

1 + 3: ao, aw
2 + 3: uu, ua
1 + 2 + 3: ia, ua

### Figure 3: Orthography 2

**Consonants:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Clusters:**

Cw-, Cu-, Cy-, Ci- (depending on the next vowel)*

**Vowels:**

i  u
e  r  o
a  aaa  x

diphthongs:

ei, ai, aai, ui, oi, xd
iu, eu, au, aau, ru
ia, ua

tones:

1. (unmarked) 3. -q 5. -j
2. -b 4. -d 6. -g

* A later revision of the script regularized the clusters to Cw- and Cy-.
**Figure 4: Orthography 5**

**Consonants:**

- p, t, ts, jh, k, -q
- ph, th, tsh, ch, kh
- b, d, dz, j, g
- f, s, h
- m, n, ny, ng
- hm, hn, hny, hng
- w, l, r*, y
- hw, hl, hy

**Clusters:**

- Cw-, Cy-

**Vowels:**

- i, uea*, u
- e, ue*, o
- ae, a, aa, aw

**Diphthongs:**

- ei, ai, aai, ul, oei#, oi+
- iu, eu, au, aau, ou
- ie, ia, ua

**Tones:**

- 1. (unmarked)
- 2. -h
- 3. -v
- 4. -z
- 5. -x
- 6. -c

---

**Figure 5: Orthography 7**

**Consonants:**

- b, d, z, j, g, -q
- mb, nd, nz, nj, nq
- f, s, h
- m, n, ny, ng
- hm, hn, hny, hng
- w, l, r*, y
- hu, hl, hi

**Clusters:** None (treated as Cu-, Ci)

**Vowels:**

- i, uea*, u
- e, er*, o
- ae, a, aa, or

**Diphthongs:**

- ei, ai, aai, ul, oei#, oi+
- iu, eu, au, aau, ou
- ie, uo

**Tones:**

- 1. (unmarked)
- 2. -h
- 3. -v
- 4. -z
- 5. -x
- 6. -c

---

* Indicates letters which are used only to write non-Mien words (e.g., from Lao, Thai, Chinese): $r = /r/$, $uea = /ua/$, $ue$ and $er = /o/$.

+ Used to write the diphthong /oi/ which, following the regular pattern, would have had the awkward sequence /awi/ in Orthography 5 and /ori/ in Orthography 8.

# Used to write the rare diphthong /oi/ so that the letters /oi/ could be used for the much more common /oi/.

---

**Figure 6: Comparison of Orthographies 2, 5, and 7**

**Orthography 2:**

mavg tu'q siag nxm zvx siag nxm hxvd c'q. Rwnj taaib.
zyrug kxvq Buaj ninh sia'q Bua. Fav Nxi mivb za'q lyav jix zu'g yetc
Nxi za'q Tauj Revg.

**Orthography 5:**

Mangc tuqv siac norm tsorng siac norm horngz acqv, dzuanx taaib, tsoyuc korngv buax ninh siacv bua, jang hnoi mingh tsaqv liangx.
Oix tsuqc yietc hnoi tsaqv thaux dzenge.

**Orthography 7:**

Mangc duqv siec norm zorng siec norm horngz acqv, nzuonx daaih, ziouc gorngv mbuox ninh sieqv mbaru, njang hnoi mingh zaqv liangx. Oix zuqc yietc hnoi zaqv taux nzenge.
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THE WORD nzI IN GREEN MONG (MIAO)

THOMAS AMIS LYMAN
Professor Emeritus, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand

In view of the current interest in Mong/Hmong studies, I am submitting my translational definition of the word nzI, a highly productive form in the Mong Njua (Green Mong) language. This form is an extremely difficult one to translate and the present rendering will, therefore, prove of considerable value to Tibeto-Burman Area specialists.

My qualifications as a translator of the Mong Njua idiom are set forth in the following paragraphs.

Field-work with the Mong Njua was first begun in 1949 and later continued during the years 1962-64 and 1966-67 in Naan Province, northern Thailand. The mountain villages where I was able to contact the Mong Njua were mainly Baan Khun Sathaan and Kang Ho. The first-named village lies on the mountain Doi Khun Sathaan close to the provincial boundary-line between Naan Province and Phrae Province. The second village is situated on the Doi Phuu Wae plateau, District of Pua, northeast of Naan City and close to the Laos border.

After having achieved a thorough knowledge of the language and culture of the Mong Njua, I compiled two dictionaries, wrote one grammar, and published numerous linguistic and ethnographic articles on this folk-group. (I here wish to thank the Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research, the American Council of Learned Societies, and the American Philosophical Society for their generous support.)

The Mong Njua (mãng njúä) tribe is also known as the 'Green Miao' or 'Green Meo'. The name 'Miao' is derived from Chinese (miäo), while the Thai, Yon (Kam Myang), and Lao equivalent is 'Meo' (mëw).2 The Tribe itself, however, uses the ethnic name Mong (mãng) to which a descriptive term is added to designate the particular branch of the Mong group. In reference to themselves, the tribesmen used the designator njúä 'to be green'.

---

1 The Green Mong symbols used in the present article have mainly the phonetic values given them by the International Phonetic Association. For exceptions and modifications, see T. A. Lyman: English-Meö Dictionary, 2nd Ed., Bangkok, Thailand, The German Cultural Institute [Goethe Institut], 1973.

2 I use the Haas system of Thai romanization. See Mary R. Haas: The Thai System of Writing, American Council of Learned Societies, Washington, D.C., 1956.
Given below is my final and current translation of the Mong Njua word \textit{nzi}. The examples of usage are mainly taken from my work \textit{Dictionary of Mong Njua}.\textsuperscript{3}

\textit{nzi} (t\text{"u})
1. lord (either man or deity), lady (either woman or deity); nobleman, noblewoman; ruler, monarch, king, queen; divine being, god.
2. honorific for 'father'. (NB: The word \textit{nzi} is seemingly only employed in meanings (1) and (2) by the Mong Njua of Khun Sathaan village, Thailand.)
3. \textit{(as postposition to nouns)} lordly, noble, royal; holy, divine, godlike.
4. \textit{(semantic extension of the foregoing)} superior, high-ranking, powerful, strong; high (of status); elegant, fastidious. (NB: In meanings (3) and (4), this word is only vaguely analyzed as a free form by most Mong Njua and is considered mainly an integral part of the total noun phrase.)

\textbf{Examples of Usage:}

1. \textit{á ot\text{"u} nzi} two kings; two queens; two deities.
\textit{vâng.nzi} ruler, monarch; deity. \textit{(< vâng 'king, queen')}
(NB: This is a tautological compound derived from a Chinese word.) \textit{ (= Thai phrá? câw)}

2. \textit{nzi, kú sang náo pà} Lord (Father). I want to eat cake. (NB: This sentence was not given by an informant but was overheard as part of a conversation between father and child in 1949. It is remembered by the author with distinct clarity.)

3. \textit{yâng nzi} the Lamb of God ("godlike sheep"). (NB: This item was given to me by my friend the Rev. Donald Rulison who stated that it was volunteered by a Christian Mong as a translation of the Biblical phrase.)

4. \textit{séng-nzi} the grandchild ("superior descendant" or "descendant of the first rank").
\textit{yâng.nzi} pattern, example ("superior thing" or "elegant thing").
\textit{yêng.nzi} drawing, picture, illustration ("elegant markings").

SOME CLASSES OF CLASSIFIER IN IU MIEI (YAO) 1

Christopher Court
Arizona State University, Tempe

Introduction. A classifier (Clf) is a noun (N) of a special grammatical
type in Iu Mien, and quite generally in languages of the East Asian and Southeast
Asian areas, that co-occurs with numerals (Num). Semantically, Clf's serve to
specify in some way, either qualitatively or quantitatively, a N (overt or implicit)
or a verb (V) (see Figs. 1-3 below). We shall refer to Clf's of N's as N-Clf's, and to
Clf's of V's as V-Clf's. 2 For many of the terms, and for the general plan of the
exposition I am indebted to Matisoff (1973: Sec. 3.42). Syntactically, Clf's
perform the function of enabling Num's to enter into constituency with N's and
V's, while semantically, as specifiers, they individuate, instantiate, or otherwise
make precise the reference of a N or V. Especially with N's characterized by
homonymy or polysemy Clf's perform a very important disambiguating function,
as can be seen from the following examples: [1] homonymy: -- /i nım diə /
'two pills' vs. /i təw diə/ 'two bolts of cloth' (/diə/ #1 'medicine' vs. /diə/
#2 'cloth'); [2] polysemy: -- /i nım tsiyən-hə/ 'two hours' vs. /i puən tsiyən-hə/
'two minutes', /i ʃi təw uəm/ 'two liters of water' vs. /i təw uəm/ 'two
streams/rivers' vs. /i pəw uəm/ 'two crossings of a stream/river.' 3 As the
example /i pəw uəm/ shows, the Clf may not only narrow the sense of a N, but
it may also add to the meaning of the NP as a whole -- in this case adding a
deverbative meaning. It should also be noted that Clf's may fail to disambiguate:
thus /i təw cùn/ means either 'two dragons' or 'two rainbows', and /i təw cāw/
either 'two trails' or 'two methods' (cf. English two ways).

As a general remark on Clf's, it should be noted that finer points of
Clf usage are very likely to vary from one locality or subdialect to another.

1 The present paper is a somewhat reworked version of Court 1986, which is itself an abridgement
and slight modification of materials in Court 1985. It has benefited from the input of Martha
Ratliff, who was kind enough to read Court 1986 during the Conference at which it was presented,
and to make helpful comments. The debt to Matisoff 1973 will be obvious. A great debt is also owed
to Lombard 1968, and its editor, Herbert C. Purnell. Finally, a debt is owed to my informants,
principally Fou-One Saephan and Moung-Yoon Chow. Data has been gathered in Berkeley,
California, from September 1979 down to the present. The name "Iu Mien," applied to both the
language and the people, is commonly shortened to "Mien" by the people themselves, and, following
them, by English-speaking people who are familiar with them. They are referred to as "Yao" by the
ethnic Thats and Laos, but most linguists now follow Chinese usage in reserving that name, used
alone, for a broader ethnic grouping, most of whose languages (or dialects) belong to a common
stock, which linguists call collectively Yao, and which forms the Yao branch of the Miao-Yao
language family. The subdialect of Iu Mien described in the present paper is substantially the same
as that described in Downer 1961 and 1973, Purnell 1965, 1968a and b, and 1970 (s.v. Yao of
Chiangrai, or "YCR"), as well as in Mao and Zhou 1962 (s.v. Mien), or the translation of the latter.
Mao and Chou 1972 (s.v. Mien).

2 The idea that Clf's may occur not only in expressions modifying N's but in those modifying V's as
well goes back at least as far as Noss 1964:106 s.v. metric classifier.

3 Transcription of Iu Mien follows Downer 1961 (which is a form of IPA), except that the palatal
series is here transcribed "j", "ts", "d", and the tones (in Downer's and the
Chinese linguists' conventional order of listing) (1) unmarked, (2) "'", (3) "", (4) "'", (5) "", (6) "".
The combination of Num + Clf I shall refer to, following Matisoff op. cit., as a quantity-expression (Q): a Q can quantify a N, as with the N's in the above examples: viz. /diə/ #1, /diə/ #2, /tsyāŋ-hò/, /uəm/ and /cāw/. The resultant expression is an NP of which the N is the head, and the head N (N_h) is, of course, a quantified N_h (N_qh). In Figs. 1-3 below are shown the constituent structures of the following sentences respectively: (1) /yìə huo pue tāw (miən) mǐŋ/ 'We three go.' (2) /yìə huo mǐŋ pue tāw (miən)/ 'We go as a threesome/There are three of us going,' and (3) /nǐn dī? dỳǎŋ i dzùn/puŋ/ 'He/She/It kicks the tree two times/on two sides'.

**FIGURE 1. Structure of yìə huo pue tāw (miən) mǐŋ 'We three go'.** NP_2 and NP_3 are in apposition to one another.

**FIGURE 2. Syntactic Structure of yìə-huo mǐŋ pue-tāw (miən) 'We go as a threesome (à trois)'.**
Etymologically, several Clfs have been traced back to Chinese, and it is very likely that further investigation would reveal a Chinese origin for quite a few more.

1. **Kinds of Clfs.** On formal or semantic grounds it is convenient to distinguish at least the following sub-types of Clfs.

1.1. **Auto-Clfs.**

1.1.1. **Noun auto-Clfs (N-a-Clfs).** Some N's may be their own Clfs. This is often the case in SE Asian languages, but Mien seems to contain remarkably few such. In fact, the present investigator has found only a handful, of which several refer to units of time, e.g. /hn5ŋ/ 'day' and /ŋŋaːŋ/ 'year'. Furthermore, they seem to have the syntactic peculiarity that the homophonous N̄ must be obligatorily deleted: thus one says, for instance, /ɨ hŋŋ/ and not */ɨ hŋŋ hŋŋ/ for 'two days'. This contrasts with analogous expressions in, for instance, Thai, such as /khon s5ɔŋ khon/ 4 (N̄ Num Clf) 'two people,' where homophony between Clf and N̄ is not only permitted, but quite common. Possible reasons for the non-occurrence of expressions with homophonous Clf and N̄ in Mien are (a) the two elements are not, as in Thai, separated by the intervention of the Num, so that the result might sound awkward, and (b) Mien, unlike Thai, has the grammatical feature of reduplicated Clf's in the meaning of 'every' (see Sec. 2. below), albeit with tone-sandhi, and homophonous Clf + N̄ expressions might be avoided because of their similarity to these reduplicated Clf expressions. From a transformational perspective it is possible that what is going on here is the deletion not of the homophonous N̄ but of the Clf, but we

---

4 Transcription of Thai follows IPA usage, except that the tones are marked as in Haas 1964.
will not attempt to settle this question here. Some other N-a-Clfs are /pun/ 'direction; side', and /pun/ 'kind; manner; way'.

1.1.1. Familial N-a-Clfs of concerted involvement. These are an interesting kind of N-a-Clf, also found in other languages in the area. As human beings, kinsmen normally take the specific Clfs for human beings [see Sec. 1.1.3. below], but when certain combinations of kinsmen are living or acting together as a group certain kinship terms may be used as a-Clfs.

Thus one says /1 mûə/ 'the two siblings (together)' (cf. Thai /sọn phiː-nọː/ '(idl.', literally "two elder sibling-younger sibling'"). /1 tɔːn-màː/ 'mother and son (together)' [literally "two son-mother'': cf. Thai /sọn maː:tʃːk/ 'mother and child (together), literally "two mother-child". and its analogue /sọn phiː:-tʃːk/ 'father and child (together)']. But in order to say in Mien 'father, mother and child together' one resorts to the prototypical familial a-Clf of concerted involvement, /hmwã/ . This can be glossed for convenience as 'family', but in order to understand its behavior as an a-Clf, it is better translated as 'family co-members, comprising at least the nucleus of husband and wife': thus, /1 hmwã/ ('two hmwã's') means 'married couple; husband and wife (together)'.

This then brings us to the way in which one says 'father, mother, and child (together)', viz. /puə hmwã/ ('three hmwãs'), though one can also say, peripherally, /1 hmwã tʃ$$av tʋ tɔːn/ (literally "two hmwã's and [one] Clf son").

1.1.2. Verb-Autoclassifiers (V-a-Clfs): homophonous cognate objects. In some cases, evidence suggests that a V may be its own Clf. Thus, the V 'to kick' is /dɪ?/, and as in Fig. 3. above, in order to say 'He kicks the tree two times/He gives the tree two kicks', one may say /nîn dî? dyãːŋ 1 dzûn/ ('He kicks tree two times'); using the Clf /dzûn/ 'time(s) /occasion(s)', one may, on the other hand, also say /nîn dî? dyãːŋ 1 tʃ$$av-dî?/ ('He kicks tree two foot-kicks') in order to convey the same meaning. In these two sentences, the word /dzûn/ in the first, and /tʃ$$av-dî?/ in the second, have the function of enabling the V /dî?/ to be numerically specified, and hence are V-Clfs (see Sec. 1.2. below).

Now in the second sentence, the syllable /dî?/ of the V-Clf is an exact echo of the V, but it is used not alone, but in composition with the morpheme /tʃ$$av/. If it did occur alone, i.e., in the sentence of the same meaning */nîn dî? dyãːŋ 1 dî?/, it would be an example of a V-a-Clf. The only cases found by the investigator in which the Clf occurs alone and is a replica of V are cases where it is functioning as a measure Clf (see Sec. 1.5. below).

1.2. Verb-Classifiers (V-Clfs). A diagram of the syntactic structure in which V-Clf's occur is given in Fig. 3. above. What is happening is that they are occurring in NP's dominated by adverbial phrases (AdvP), i.e., in NP's that are functioning adverbially. They are in fact what are traditionally known as cognate objects, and Chao [1968:312ff] uses this latter term with reference to Chinese. As Chao notes, cognate objects may occur as structures indicating the number of instances of an action, its duration, extent, direction or destination [see also Court 1985: Chap. IV]. But we can go beyond cognate objects and argue that the Clfs in Fig. 2. above, which indicate the number of participating subjects, might also be viewed as V-Clfs (the possible presence of a Nh is a problem for that view, and we shall not dwell on it here). A few V-Clfs that are
1.3. **Specific Clfs.** These are the "classifiers" par excellence, that have, in principle, to be memorized separately for each N in the language. However, to describe them thus is an overstatement for at least two reasons: (a) N's referring to non-discrete entities take measure Clf's that are, in many cases, determined not by the identity of the N, but by real-world circumstances, i.e., the object or action used to do the measuring, and (b) specific Clf's tend to refer not so much to particular N's as such as to classes of real-world entities, such as human beings, animals, long thin objects, and so on. Having said that, however, we must, on the other hand, note (a) that some specific Clf's are used for very restricted classes of things, such as /sím/ used only for lengths of thatched mats (Lombard 1968:341; other kinds of mats have the Clf /khváy/), (b) with other Clf's it is hard to see what the things classified have in common: e.g., /phâv/, for boats and scissors (Lombard 1968:341), and (c) there is a Clf /ńóm/, of very broad use (see Sec. 1.4.) that seems to be the unmarked Clf for things in general. Some examples of specific Clf's are /tâv/ for human beings, higher animals, ghosts and spirits (in some cases), and doors; /tîv/ for long narrow objects, animate or inanimate, literal or metaphorical, including snakes, dragons, rainbows, rivers, roads, stories, songs, lives, and minds; /pëŋ/ for pencils, guns, and other long, thin objects (my informants said that the objects classified were not as long as those classified by /tîv/, and it should be noted that /pëŋ/ also exists as an ordinary N meaning 'handle'); /ćhëŋ/ for rooms, narrow fields, small spaces; /dzon/ for fields to be cultivated; /pha:n/ for mosquito nets; /tîv/ for reasons, tasks, Elements (of the Four Elements); /pyâv/ for families, households (also exists as an ordinary N meaning 'house'); /tsun/ for knives, clumps, clusters. Although some of the specific Clf's also exist as ordinary N's, they are not N-a-Clf's, for they are not used to classify those N's: thus the specific Clf for the ordinary N /pyâv/ 'house' is not /pyâv/ but the broad-purpose specific Clf /ńóm/ (see following section).

1.4. **The broad-purpose Clf /ńóm/.** Like many languages with systems of N-classification, Mien has one specific Clf of very general scope, viz. /ńóm/. The functionally corresponding Clf in Mandarin is ǧè 5 in Thai /p'an/, and in Lahu /mà/. In some languages the broad-purpose Clf is fairly freely substitutable for more specific Clf's, but this seems to be much less the case in Mien, and it certainly differs from Mandarin ǧè and Lahu /mà/ in not being applicable with human beings. Nor is it used with higher animals. But it is used with lower animals, and a whole array of material and immaterial entities: for instance, while it is true that fishes require /tâv/ /ńóm/ is used with birds, (including chickens) tortoises, crabs, shrimps, ants, flies, mosquitoes, and insects in general, fruits and vegetables (referring to individual pieces of fruit and individual vegetables), medicine (referring to individual pills), ball- and grain-shaped things (perhaps its original sphere of usage). cups, bottles, boxes, bags.

---

5 Transcription of Mandarin forms is in the pinyin system.
sacks, animal horns, teeth, hammers, vehicles, houses, shops, beaches, places, countries, forests, corners, barriers and checkpoints, written characters, names, timepieces, watches of the night, months, seasons (which can also be auto-classified), souls and certain kinds of ghosts (others take /təv/), customs and traditions, sorrows (there may be some overlap with another Clf, /tʰɔŋ/, here), etc.

1.5. Measure Clf's. These are used to quantify N's referring to entities that are, or can be viewed, as non-discrete, such as liquids, particulate substances, areas of land, stretches of road, and so forth, i.e., things that are typically designated by mass nouns in English. Except for "abstract" measures, introduced from other languages, such as the Chinese ounce, the liter, the meter, and so forth, they are mostly "concrete," i.e., derived by homonymy from either the N for the thing which measures, or the V for the action which measures. For instance, /piən/ is an ordinary N meaning 'basin.' Now basins are discrete entities, and as (empty) items of equipment they can be counted: /piən/ in this case is a N and takes as its specific Clf /nɔm/. But when rice is being measured by the basinful, /piən/ (or its homonymous derivative) is used as a measure Clf: thus /1 piən byəw/ 'two basinfuls of rice.' It is probable that the name of any container can also serve as a measure Clf (as, for instance, in Thai).

On the other hand we have V's of action from which measure Clf's are homonymously derived. Thus there is a V /pʰvəŋ/ 'to scoop up in two hands' from which is derived the measure Clf meaning 'a double handful,' as in /1 pʰvəŋ byəw/ 'two double handfuls of rice.' Some measure Clf's that are not "concrete" in the sense just defined are provided by nature itself rather than human intervention, such as /nɔyo/ 'day,' and /ŋaŋ/ 'year.'

1.6. Group Clf's. Clf's referring to pluralities, aggregates or collectivities of individual entities are what is meant by the term group Clf's. Some examples are /pǔəʔ/ for groups of people. /duw/ for piles of things. /kwən/ for herds, crowds, groups, /kt/ for bunches or clusters. It seems to be the definitive characteristic for group Clf's that with them the Num /yət/ 'one' takes on the meaning of 'all' or 'the whole': thus /yət pǔəʔ mən/ 'the whole group of people.'

1.7. Round-number Clf's. These are the Clf's that refer to powers of ten: viz. /tsiəp/ 'ten,' /pɛʔ/ 'hundred,' /tshin/ 'thousand,' /wə:n/ 'ten thousand,' /sən/ 'hundred thousand,' /ləən/ 'million.' Of these /tsiəp/ and /pɛʔ/ are distinguished by taking a special set of Chinese-derived Nums rather than the native stock.

1.8. Quasi-Clf's. There are certain words which fail to meet the criterion for being Clf's, yet resemble them in certain respects: for instance they may be usable only with the Num /yət/ 'one,' or they may be reduplicable in the same way as Clf's (see next Sec.), but not be usable with Num's. They require further investigation.

2. Reduplication of Clf's. The only use of Clf reduplication that the investigator has discovered is to convey the meaning of 'every.' The first

---

6 Cf. Thai /kɔːp/ 'zd.'
7 Actually, other Clf's may take /yət/ in this sense, provided that their referent may be viewed as divisible: e.g., /yət ɔŋɔ/ 'all day.'
constituent of the reduplicative construction undergoes tone sandhi: e.g., /mɨy hɨn=p-y t=ɨ y nɨ." You come here every day' (lit. "You day-day come here"). Other examples are /t=q-w-t=q/ 'everybody,' /n=q-n=q/ 'everything.' The reduplicated Clf may be followed by its Nh: e.g., /t=q-w-t=q mɨn=\n/ 'everybody'.

3. Conclusion. This completes our survey of some aspects of Clf's in Lu Mien. Further details about the grammatical structures in which they occur are found in Mao and Zhou 1962 (translated in Purnell 1972: 239-255), and in greater amplitude and technical detail in Court 1985: Sec. 3.11 and passim. A substantial list of Clf's is found in Lombard 1968: 341-343. This list is somewhat expanded, and categorized according to the scheme of the present paper in Court 1985: Secs. 3.4.2.-3.4.218.
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Summary

This paper extends Donald R. Goral's (1978) descriptive analysis of numerical classifiers (CLs) found in several Southeast Asian languages to CLs found in Yao. What is presented is a necessary first step in our understanding of the syntax and semantics of Yao CLs. As is perhaps expected, Yao CLs are in many ways similar to the CLs found in neighboring languages. However, there are certain syntactic and semantic features that are peculiar to Yao. While the syntax of Yao CLs is relatively straightforward, they represent a rich and still not completely explored arena for semantic analysis. The appendices list eighty-one Yao CLs along with main selection criteria and a beginning attempt at semantic classification. These lists should allow further comparisons between Yao CLs and those of neighboring languages.

Description of the data

These data were gathered from a native speaker of Yao who grew up in Northern Laos, in the village of Sam Sao, Houa Khong province. This dialect is located in the same region as the Yao who were the sources for Lombard and Purnell's Yao - English Dictionary. These people, the Highland Yao, are distributed not only through Northern Laos, but have also migrated into Northern Thailand, and live in their greatest numbers in Southeast China. This dialect has seven tones – five live tones, and two dead. The following symbols will be used for these tones:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Live Tones:</th>
<th>Dead Tones:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High-level:</td>
<td>High-level:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-level:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-level:</td>
<td>Low-level:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falling:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rising:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I SYNTAX

I-A General remarks on Yao syntax

Before we turn to Yao classifiers, some general remarks on Yao syntax are in order. These remarks will be limited to the basic constituent order, and areal syntactic features.

Word order in Yao is unique among the Southeast Asian languages. Like Thai, Yao uses prepositions and noun-adjective constructions, and like Chinese, it puts the head noun after the genitive attribute (see Figure 1 following; cf. Goral, Appendix 1; Purnell 1972, pp. 13-25).

Figure 1: Sentence word order in Yao, Chinese, and Thai

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Word Order</th>
<th>Prepositions</th>
<th>Genitive</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yao (and Meo)</td>
<td>SVO</td>
<td>Prepositions</td>
<td>Genitive-N</td>
<td>N-Adjective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>SVO</td>
<td>Postpositions</td>
<td>Genitive-N</td>
<td>Adjective-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thai</td>
<td>SVO</td>
<td>Prepositions</td>
<td>N-Genitive</td>
<td>N-Adjective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following examples illustrate Yao word ordering:

SVO: \( y^{33}i\, p^{15}i\, y^{33}i\, h^{33}e\, n^{51}a\) \(1\{s\} \, \text{hide}\{v\} \, [1+\text{poss.}] \, \text{money}\{o\} \)  
I hid my money.

Genitival: \( n^{51}i\, h^{33}e\, h^{33}a\) \(\{\text{he+poss.}\} \, \text{shoe lace} \)  
his shoelace

Adjectival: \( c^{55}u\, k^{55}i\) \(\text{dog} \, \text{black} \)  
black dog

Prepositional: \( k^{11}a-d^{55}i\) \(\text{in/under} \, \text{grass} \)  
in the grass

Major Southeast Asian areal syntactic features listed in Matisoff (1978:25) are well represented in this dialect of Yao:
1. Reduplication as an adverbializing process:

\[ \text{c15aaw s1i?} \quad \text{red egg} \]
\[ \text{c15aaw s1i? s5i7} \quad \text{very red egg} \]

2.) Sentence final particles for expressing "propositional attitudes", i.e. emotions of the speaker. These particles are frequent in Yao, and are quite difficult to fully describe. Particles such as la7, ñ33醉, and ñ3330 occur at the end of declarative sentences. Their precise function has not yet been fully assessed.

3.) Aspects, not tense, as the primary inflectional category for verbs:

\[ \text{55m k51uu-k150o ts55aaw c55ion nh15aan} \]
\[ \text{the old woman to cook(+prog.) rice} \]
\[ \text{The old woman is/ was/ will be cooking rice.} \]

4.) Free topicalizability of noun-phrases, with a tendency towards topic prominence. While there is not sufficient space in this piece to fully demonstrate topicalizability in Yao, the following example shows a representative topicalized sentence:

\[ \text{w33ue 33ii t51aw m51ion y1iet t51aw [m51ien] i1suet 33ii t51aw py35aa} \]
\[ \text{those two CL people one CL (deleted) break two CL sticks} \]
\[ \text{As for those two people, each one broke two sticks.} \]

5.) The nominalization of whole sentences, without their being embedded into any larger unit. The Yao particle ñ33醉, which appears in genitive and relative clause constructions, may also appear at the end of a sentence, where it has a nominalizing function.

In summary, Yao shows the major areal syntactic features common to Southeast Asian languages, yet its basic word order is unlike that of any other language in the area, except for its sister language, Meo.

I-B. A syntactic definition of Yao numerical classifiers

Goral's syntactic definition of Vietnamese numerical classifiers is useful in describing Yao classifiers. In Yao, a classifier is any lexical item which can appear in the frame Num + ___ + N, where Num=numeral and N=noun (cf. Goral: p.6). Yao CLs constitute a subclass of nouns which appear in the above frame to specify a certain attribute of the following noun. Through this explicitly stated attribute the following noun can be counted. Furthermore, without the presence of the CL, the noun cannot be counted. Thus, some CLs not only can appear in the above frame, but must appear
(except for a very few exceptions to be explained below). For this reason, the above definition is useful in predicting the obligatory occurrence of CLs (and it is useful in eliciting CLs). However, this does not fully describe the range of noun-phrase frames where CLs will occur, nor the process of selecting CLs. Of course this definition is a wholly syntactic one, and CLs are primarily semantic in their function. In short, this definition is certainly very useful in eliciting which lexical items can and cannot be used as classifiers. So it approaches descriptive adequacy. It does not, however, define the entire distribution nor the selectional motivation for CLs, i.e. it does not provide explanatory adequacy. Goral's definition does make one thing certain concerning the distribution of CLs: their obligatory presence in nominative noun-phrases.

There are two further stages in the analysis of CLs in any language beyond a syntactic definition such as the above. The first stage is a functional semantic description of CLs. Studies show that CL systems can be very complex in the interaction between their syntax and semantics, and that the semantics of CL systems can be highly culture-specific. The second stage is more problematic: it is doubtful that a fully adequate description of numerical classifiers can be made without recourse to a satisfying explanation for their existence. Why are they found in such obligatory profusion in certain languages and not at all or vestigially in others? Such an explanation rests uncomfortably on extra-linguistic (psychological, philosophical, etc.) evidence. Until someone uncovers the reason(s) for the existence of complex CL systems and their semiotic function, CLs will continue to evade any explanatorily adequate analysis. This caveat is not given to excuse the shortcomings of the following analysis of Yao CLs, but merely to frame the information provided in the context of the task that lies ahead. For the purposes of this paper, Goral's definition of CLs, and some further notes on the syntactic and semantic features of various Yao CLs, will allow for comparisons between Yao and other Southeast Asian languages.

I-C The basic structure of the Yao nominative phrase

The following schema (Figure 2) shows the basic structure of the Yao nominative and/or demonstrative noun-phrase.

**Figure 2:**
Basic structure of Yao nominative phrase
Notice that Yao preposes demonstratives and numeral+CLs, but postposes adjectives. By this, Yao differs from all other Southeast Asian languages (see Jones p. 6). Thai postposes demonstratives, numeral+CLs, and adjectives. Meo preposes numeral+CLs and postposes adjectives and demonstratives. Modern Chinese preposes demonstratives, numeral+CLs, and adjectives (see Fig. 3 below).

**Figure 3:** Comparisons of numerative phrase structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dem</th>
<th>Num + CL</th>
<th>NOUN</th>
<th>Adj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yao:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese:</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>Num + CL</td>
<td>Adj</td>
<td>NOUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meo:</td>
<td>Num + CL</td>
<td>NOUN</td>
<td>Adj</td>
<td>Dem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thai:</td>
<td>NOUN</td>
<td>Adj</td>
<td>Num + CL</td>
<td>Dem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lahu:</td>
<td>NOUN</td>
<td>Adj</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>Num + CL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following Yao phrase shows the complete basic numerative phrase structure:

\[ n5\text{ay}-t1\text{gay} \text{ py}3\text{3ee} \text{ t5\text{law} c5\text{uu} c5\text{ia7}} \]

theses four CL dog black

theses four black dogs

In Yao prepositional phrases, the CL does not obligatorily occur after a demonstrative. A Yao noun phrase can thus exhibit the following structure:

PREP [+Dem.] [-Num.] [-CL] NOUN

In all other NPs, a demonstrative must be followed by a CL. It should also be noted that the number one, \( y1\text{i4at} \), can be omitted from the noun-phrase, leaving a structure such as the following:

[-Dem.] [-num] [+CL] NOUN

e.g. \( t5\text{law d5\text{law-m1\text{5aaw}} \)

CL tiger
one tiger

Apart from the understood number one, the head-noun of an NP can never be modified by a classifier without the co-occurrence of either a numeral or a demonstrative. The role of the CL in prepositional phrases is apparently linked to the definiteness of the phrase and to the emphasis placed on the phrase.
The use of CLs in anaphoric constructions

Goral's remarks on the anaphoric behavior of CLs in Vietnamese (pp.12-13) also hold for Yao CLs. As he pointed out, CLs can not stand alone when these serve as anaphors. This means that CLs never stand alone, since they either modify nouns or serve as anaphors for nouns in conjunction with a determiner. As in Vietnamese, Yao CLs require a determiner when the CL serves as an anaphor. The following sentences show various anaphoric constructions in Yao:

D1) mh33ay h55aa dz11om y33ie h11an c55ien w33ue dz11om kh55uu rice which CL I eat (+prog.) that CL taste [for bowlful] [for bowlful] h33aay

good
The bowl of rice I am eating tastes good.

D2) l5ut-m33ee h55aa n33om m3liiq 33aan-b33aan-51ii w33ue n33om bus which CL go Albany that CL [for bus] [for bus] t11on
to be late
The bus that goes to Albany is late.

D3) h55aa p33uen s33ew m51ey t11oo c55ien... w33ue p33uen which CL book you to read(+prog.) that CL Which book are you reading?...That one.

D4) 55m k51uu-k15oo ts55ew c55ien nh15aan w33ue h55aa t51aw the old woman to cook(+prog.) rice that who CL Who is the old woman that is cooking rice?

In these examples, and in general, anaphoric CLs are preceded by a determiner. Notice also that the relative particle h55aa (homophonous with the interrogative particle) follows the modified noun and precedes its CL, as in D1 and D2 above. To derive this relative clause structure transformationally, the coreferential noun is first moved in front of its CL, and is then replaced by the relative particle.

The question Goral (op. cit.) raises as to whether or not anaphoric CLs are CLs proper, or should be considered nouns, arises very seldom in Yao, because Yao CLs are rarely both homophonous and hyponymous/synonymous with nouns. In fact, it is only in the case of temporary measure CLs (see
below] that this problem is really apparent. In D1, the CL $dz^{11}com$ is a temporary measure CL derived from the noun $dz^{11}com$, a Yao word for "bowl". One could argue that the second occurrence of $dz^{11}com$ in D1 is, in fact, the noun $dz^{11}com$ and not the CL. The majority of CLs are not homophonous and hyponymous/synonymous with nouns. Yet they do readily occur in similar anaphoric constructions. This supports an argument that perhaps all such anaphora are CLs, and not derived nouns.

I-E The issue of repeaters and Cl+CL constructions

In Yao there are no repeaters or partial repeaters. Repeaters and partial repeaters are plentiful in languages such as Thai and Lahu, where the noun precedes the Numeral+CL. In fact, none of the languages of the area which place the Numeral+CL before the noun contain repeaters or partial repeaters. As Goral (op cit) posits, “in the languages with numerative phrases of the form Num+CL+Noun: Vietnamese, Chinese, and Indonesian, [and also Yao,] there are no repeaters, supporting the hypothesis that CL+CL sequences, or just sequences of identical morphemes, are generally discouraged" (p. 55). While Yao has no repeaters or partial repeaters, it does permit CL+CL constructions. In Yao, CLs are reduplicated to provide the meaning "every". For example:

\begin{align*}
\text{nh}^{51}\text{a} & \quad \text{nh}^{51}\text{a} \quad \text{every year} \\
\text{t}^{51}\text{aw} & \quad \text{t}^{51}\text{aw} \quad \text{everyone}
\end{align*}

The reduplicated CLs are in close juncture, producing tone sandhi on the tone of the first syllable(s) of the reduplicated pair(s). The only tones permitted for the first syllable of a reduplicated CL are: falling, if the syllable is live, and low, if the syllable is dead. For example:

\begin{align*}
\text{nh}^{51}\text{cy} & \quad \text{nh}^{33}\text{cy} \quad \text{every day} \\
\text{t}^{51}\text{ocy} & \quad \text{t}^{11}\text{ocy} \quad \text{every generation} \\
\text{dy}^{1}\text{ep} & \quad \text{dy}^{5}\text{ep} \quad \text{every drop}
\end{align*}

This tone sandhi dissimilates many of the reduplicated pairs of CLs, but dissimilation is not the underlying factor here, as falling live tones and low dead tones are reduplicated without dissimilation. So Yao does not support the hypothesis that "CL+CL sequences, or just sequences of identical morphemes, are generally discouraged" (op. cit.).
Certain CLs occur in constructions other than the basic NPs outlined above in L-C. In particular, certain CLs are used to quantify actions, i.e. verbs or deverbal nouns. A few nouns serve as their own CLs, and many nouns can serve as temporary measure CLs.

Yao has a CL dz11un, which is used to count events or repetitions of an action. The semantic difference between an "event" and a "repetition" is the following. An event is a discrete occurrence. An event may include a repetitive action. Repetitions are re-occurrences of an action (which may itself be complex) within a single event. A syntactic distinction is found between these two uses of dz11un. The following Yao phrases illustrate this:

\[
\begin{align*}
b^5c^7 & \ 33ii \ dz11un & \text{hit twice} & \text{2 EVENTS} \\
ts15aw & \ 33ii \ dz11un \ b^5c^7 & \text{make two hits} & \text{REPETITION} \\
h^5op & \ 33ii \ dz11un & \text{drink twice} & \text{2 EVENTS} \\
ts15aw & \ 33ii \ dz11un \ h^5op & \text{take two sips} & \text{REPETITION}
\end{align*}
\]

To "drink twice" is to drink on two separate occasions, while to "take two sips" is to repeat an action in a single event. As these examples show, when the CL dz11un is used to count events, it follows the verb it modifies, as do other adverbs in Yao. When used to count repetitions, the CL precedes a deverbal noun, which it modifies. e.g. dz11un b^5c^7 "two hits."

Certain nouns in Yao serve as their own classifier. This means that they occur in numerative phrases without a(nother) CL. These nouns are few, and are restricted semantically to a set of temporal nouns. The only self-classifying nouns that I have found in Yao are the following two: nh33by "day", and nh5laan "year", e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
33ii \ nh33by & \text{two days} \\
33ii \ nh5laan & \text{two years}
\end{align*}
\]

These noun/CLs are distinct among temporal nouns as they measure quantities of time which are empirically salient and non-conventional. Minutes, hours, weeks, etc., are standardized measures which subdivide natural units of time: days and years. Such arbitrary measures require classifiers. That certain units of time should be perceived as natural, and therefore require no further numerical classification, brings up the question of the need for classifiers to unitize objects such as houses, persons, trees, etc. Many languages take the single instance of an object as its natural measure, i.e. these create a subset of singular nouns which are then unmarked when classified as instances ("two trees"="two instances of trees"). Yao and many other languages do not have an unmarked set of nouns, except for these few self-classifying temporal nouns. Perhaps then,
the single instance of an object is not preeminently salient as a unitizing category in Yao (although it is in English). Only in the few cases where the single instance is the only empirically relevant unit, e.g. "day", "year", does this unmarked (or self-marking) appear in the Yao numerative phrase.

Many nouns can serve as temporary measure CLs. They are simply ad hoc measures for things. For example:

\[\text{two table/CL book} \]
\[\text{two tables of books} \]

The use of these CLs is determined closely by the context. Temporary measure CLs demonstrate the creative potential for CLs in Yao. Perhaps many Yao CLs were originally temporary measure CLs and have subsequently become conventionalized.

I-G Summary of a Yao CL syntax

In Yao, CLs occur in the frame "Num + CL + Noun." They serve anaphorically in conjunction with at least one determiner. CLs can be reduplicated to mean "every." Some CLs can modify verbs. Some nouns are self-classifying. Nouns can serve as temporary measure CLs. Finally, there is some still-unanalyzed connection between CLs and the definiteness of the NP (and between the definiteness of the NP and its possible topicalization).

II. SEMANTICS OF YAO CLS

II-A The semantic structure of Yao CLs

There is no simple semantic ordering to be found for Yao CLs. As Goral (p. 31) warns, "the evidence suggests that CL systems are combinations of structured subsystems and isolated, idiosyncratic relations." This is very much the case with Yao.

These features demonstrate the complex patterning of CLs within even general semantic domains. The semantic complexity of Yao CLs probably prevents an attempt at a componential analysis of the whole system. Even general componential features, such as "animate" or "human," cannot be imposed on the entire set of Yao CLs. For example, \text{t51aw} is a CL for humans, [+animate, +human]; for animals, [+animate, -human]; and for doors, [-animate]. So \text{t51aw} can classify nouns which are or are not human and/or animate.

It seems imprecise to even describe Yao CLs as forming a single, internally-ordered semantic system. Yao CLs are at most a set of lexical items with certain defining syntactic properties, expressing a variety of semantic relations. The central function of these relations is to provide a unit reference for nouns. Secondarily, CLs provide definiteness to nouns,
and they emphasize topically salient features for the referents of the nouns they modify. CLs also function to disambiguate potential homophones, a particularly useful function in monosyllabic languages such as Yao.

If Yao CLs do not themselves constitute an ordered system, it should be remembered that Yao CLs, as a set, refer to the entire range of countable nouns in Yao, and that as a whole, these do not form a single, semantically-ordered system. Furthermore, unlike Burmese (see Becker), where CLs provide an order for nouns, Yao CLs are attached to their nouns with varying degrees of conventionality and meaningfulness. They do not order nouns as much as they are disordered by the nouns they modify. While Yao CLs do not collectively systematize the nouns they modify, many Yao CLs individually describe subsets of nouns which are ordered according to some common salient feature. A few remarks on the selectional criteria for CLs, and the study of CLs in general, will conclude this paper.

II-B The selectional criteria for Yao CLs

In Yao there are a variety of criteria for pairing any one CL with a particular noun. Some selections are semantically unmotivated and purely conventional. These CL-Noun pairs are simply memorized (e.g. #67 in Appendix I). Other CLs are matched with nouns according to some topically salient (physical) feature of the noun's referent object (e.g. #17 in Appendix I). Then there is n33om.

The CL n33om, used for birds, hours, and weeks, serves also as a general CL for any non-human object which is not properly modified by another CL. All objects which are alien to Yao culture can be modified by n33om. There is some evidence that n33om, as an unmarked CL, is beginning to replace other CLs in this dialect of Yao, or at least that n33om can be used when the appropriate CL cannot be remembered.

Because CLs often focus on a single, topically salient feature of the modified noun's referent, CLs are sensitive to the topic of discourse. For example, the same two people might be referred to in the following ways:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yao text</th>
<th>English translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33ua33ii t5law m5lian</td>
<td>These two people [are people]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33ua33ii ty5aa m5lian</td>
<td>These two people [belong to the same family]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33ua t15y m5lian</td>
<td>These [two] people [form a couple]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33ua h5law m5lian</td>
<td>These [two] people [are a married couple]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33ua mh55an m5lian</td>
<td>These [two] people [comprise a family]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The selection of the CL serves to foreground certain attributes of the modified noun's referent. Sometimes there is only one possible CL for a given noun. In many cases, however, the choice of the CL is determined by pragmatic considerations, such as the topic of discourse or stylistic constraints.
II-C    Yao CLs and theories of classification

As was mentioned above, it is inappropriate to describe Yao CLs as forming a semantic system. This means theories which describe systems of classification cannot readily be applied over the complete set of Yao CLs. The following is a summary of descriptive statements which can be applied to Yao CLs:

1) There are no discernible componential features which operate over the entire set of Yao CLs in any non-trivial way. Any set of descriptive semantic features, such as those in Appendix II, will not operate over the entire set of Yao CLs in a hierarchical fashion.

2) The selection among alternate possible CLs seems to be made on the basis of (a) the topic of discourse, or (b) stylistic or metaphorical considerations.

3) The notion that shape is an organizing feature for CLs (see Adams and Conklin) applies only to a subset of CLs in Yao. Some Yao CLs are organized according to function instead, and still others are not organized according to any prototypical shape or function. Such CLs are paired with nouns by convention, and the resultant CL-Noun pairs are learned.

4) Yao CLs unitize objects in three ways:

   PARTICULARIZING: describing a unit which is neither a set of objects, nor part of a larger whole.
   COLLECTIVIZING: describing a unit as a set of objects.
   FRACTIONALIZING: describing a unit as a part of a larger whole.

5) Some Yao CLs carry diminutive meaning; some modify abstract nouns.

In sum, taken as a complete set, Yao CLs are not amenable to description by current theories of semantic classification. Any complete description of Yao CLs, particularly if it aims at explaining the selectional criteria, will require a thorough analysis of the semantics of Yao nouns. Prototypes and componential analysis can be used to describe various subsets of Yao CLs, however. Such an analysis is provided in Appendix II.

Notes

1. Several linguists working with one or another Southeast Asian language have been able to describe in increasing detail the intricate workings of complex CL systems. Placzek's (1978) work with Thai, and Becker's (1975) work with Burmese, show that perseverance will lead the linguist to a more precise description of a CL system.
2. Adopted from Jones, p. 6. Lahu information from James Matisoff (personal communication).

3. Thai also permits the numeral one to be omitted (Matisoff: personal communication).

4. Lahu also allows for the approximate reduplication of CLs. (Matisoff: personal communication).

5. Rather like English “strike twice” (two events) and “strike two blows” (two repetitions).

6. The same types of nouns are self-classifying in other South East Asian languages, notably Chinese (Goral: p.29). It is curious that the term for “lunar month” (lh\textsuperscript{15}aa) is not self-classifying while the terms for “day” and “year” are.

7. Appendix I shows a large selection of Yao CLs. Standard measure CLs such as l\textsuperscript{it} for “liter.” etc. have been omitted. In Appendix II, the CLs from Appendix I are described according to some general semantic features. A finer feature analysis of Yao CLs is, of course, possible, and would no doubt uncover some of the more complex selectional criteria for individual CLs. Such an analysis would require a more highly sophisticated understanding of Yao lexical semantics, and of Yao culture in general, than this author now possesses.

8. The Yao consultant replaced CLs occurring in Lombard and Purnell’s Yao-English Dictionary with n\textsuperscript{55}m five times exclusively, and several other times as an acceptable alternate CL.
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**APPENDIX I**

**Yao Classifiers**

*Note:* † indicates a cross-reference to a classifier in Appendix E of Lombard and Purnell's *Yao-English Dictionary.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>c₁₁₅aa</td>
<td>Occasions, periods of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>c₅₅aw</td>
<td>Groups of travelers travelling at different times. Cf. #28 kw₃₃an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>ch₁₁₅on</td>
<td>Small fields and small rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>c₁₁₅onw</td>
<td>Words or phrases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>c₅₁oy</td>
<td>Bunches/clusters of fruit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>d₁₁₁aon</td>
<td>Spatial directions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>dy₁₅ep</td>
<td>Drops of liquid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>d₅₅om</td>
<td>Hollow objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>d₁₁₂</td>
<td>Cubits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>dw₃₃ii</td>
<td>Piled up objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>dz₁₁₁aan</td>
<td>Letters of the alphabet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>dz₁₁₁om</td>
<td>Sides, e.g. sides of house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>dz₃₃on</td>
<td>Fields to be cultivated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>dz₅₅op</td>
<td>Clusters of large plants; trees, forests, bamboo groves. Cf. #50 p₃₃om</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>dz₁₁₁un</td>
<td>Times or occurrences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>g₁₁₅an</td>
<td>Chunks, parts of a whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>g₁₁₁on</td>
<td>Long round objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>gw₁₁₁aa</td>
<td>Branches and limbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>n₅₁₁aw</td>
<td>Married couples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20.</td>
<td>h⁵⁵in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21.</td>
<td>j¹¹un</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.</td>
<td>k⁵⁵ow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23.</td>
<td>kh⁵⁵uu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.</td>
<td>kh⁵°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25.</td>
<td>khw⁵⁵ay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.</td>
<td>k¹¹un</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27.</td>
<td>k⁵op</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28.</td>
<td>kw³³an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29.</td>
<td>ky¹a²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30.</td>
<td>t¹⁵aan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31.</td>
<td>l⁵en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32.</td>
<td>lh¹⁵am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33.</td>
<td>lh¹⁵en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34.</td>
<td>lw¹⁵ii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35.</td>
<td>m¹⁵en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36.</td>
<td>mhw⁵⁵an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37.</td>
<td>n¹⁵aam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38.</td>
<td>n³³om</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39.</td>
<td>n³³aw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40.</td>
<td>n³³om</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41.</td>
<td>n¹¹un</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42.</td>
<td>η⁵a²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43.</td>
<td>p⁵a²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44.</td>
<td>p¹⁵en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45.</td>
<td>ph³³aan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46.</td>
<td>ph¹⁵aw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>47.</td>
<td>phw⁵⁵an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48.</td>
<td>p⁵liən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49.</td>
<td>p⁵ip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50.</td>
<td>p³³om</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51.</td>
<td>pw⁵⁵en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52.</td>
<td>pw³³en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53.</td>
<td>pw¹¹en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54.</td>
<td>pw³³ii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55.</td>
<td>py¹¹en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56.</td>
<td>py⁵¹on</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
57. s₅₅əŋ
58. s₅₅im
59. s⁳³umŋ
60. t⁵¹aw
61. t¹¹əw
62. t¹⁵əy
63. th¹⁵oŋ
64. th⁵⁰ŋ
65. t³³im
66. t⁵¹iŋ
67. t¹¹iŋ
68. t³³im
69. t¹⁵əy
70. t¹¹əy
71. ts¹¹an
72. ts⁵⁵ey
73. ts⁵⁵əy
74. tsh¹⁵aam
75. ts⁵¹im
76. ts⁵⁵umŋ
77. ts³³umŋ
78. ts¹⁵uun
79. ty²⁵aa
80. y⁵⁵en
81. y¹¹əm

APPENDIX II

Yao Classifiers—a Semantic Analysis

Key to legend: [a] is the number from Appendix 1; [b] is the Yao CL; [c-e] indicate whether the CL [c] particularizes, [d] fractionalizes, or [e] collectivizes the noun it modifies; [f-g] show whether the CL is used with nouns which are [f] concrete, or [g] animate; [h-i] specify whether or not the CL is coupled with its noun because of [h] quantity or [i] function; [j] remarks on the use of shape or dimensionality as a prototype; [k] comprises various comments. Abbreviations: dimens. (dimensional), dimin. (diminutive), gen. (general).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>[c]</th>
<th>[d]</th>
<th>[e]</th>
<th>[f]</th>
<th>[g]</th>
<th>[h]</th>
<th>[i]</th>
<th>[j]</th>
<th>[k]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>c¹⁵aa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>c⁵⁵aw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>ch¹⁵oŋ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>c¹⁵iəw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>c${}^5_{1a}y$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bunches</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>d${}^4_{1a}an$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>dy${}^5_{3e}p$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>drop-shaped</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>d${}^5_{5o}m$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hollow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>d${}^5_{1a}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>dw${}^3_{3i}i$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>piles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>dz${}^3_{1a}an$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>dz${}^3_{1i}om$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>dz${}^3_{3o}n$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>dz${}^5_{o}p$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>dz${}^4_{1in}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>for verbs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>g${}^1_{1a}n$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>g${}^1_{1i}n$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-dimens., round</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>gw${}^1_{1a}m$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-dimens.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>h${}^5_{1a}w$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pairs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>h${}^5_{5i}n$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>j${}^1_{1i}n$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>k${}^5_{5o}w$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>kh${}^5_{5u}u$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>kh${}^5_{2o}n$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>for dry objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>khw${}^5_{5a}y$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2- or 3-dimens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>kl${}^1_{1i}n$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>lumps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>k${}^5_{5o}p$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>kw${}^3_{3a}n$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>ky${}^1_{a}a$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>l${}^5_{1a}an$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>l${}^5_{5e}n$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>lh${}^1_{5a}m$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>lh${}^1_{5e}n$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>lw${}^1_{5i}i$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>m${}^1_{1e}n$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>mh(\text{w}55\text{a}rn)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>n(\text{1}5\text{a}am)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>spans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>n(\text{3}3\text{om})</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>gen. CL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td>n(\text{3}3\text{aw})</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>n(\text{3}3\text{om})</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bundles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>n(\text{\text{1}1\text{u}n})</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kinds of objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>n(\text{5a}^2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>lengths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>p(\text{5a}^2)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bundles (gen.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>p(\text{1}5\text{e}n)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-dimens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>ph(\text{3}3\text{aan})</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>woven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.</td>
<td>ph(\text{1}5\text{e}n)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.</td>
<td>ph(\text{w}55\text{a}rn)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>double handfuls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.</td>
<td>p(\text{5\text{1}e}n)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>basins (of rice)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.</td>
<td>p(\text{5ip})</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a dry measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.</td>
<td>p(\text{3}3\text{om})</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dim.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.</td>
<td>pw(\text{55e}n)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.</td>
<td>pw(\text{3}3\text{en})</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.</td>
<td>pw(\text{11e}n)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td>pw(\text{3}3\text{ii})</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>basketfuls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.</td>
<td>py(\text{11e}n)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.</td>
<td>py(\text{51e}n)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.</td>
<td>s(\text{55e}e\eta)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.</td>
<td>s(\text{55im})</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>s(\text{3}3\text{u}u\eta)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.</td>
<td>t(\text{51aw})</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.</td>
<td>t(\text{11e}n)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.</td>
<td>t(\text{5}5\text{ey})</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.</td>
<td>th(\text{15e}n)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.</td>
<td>th(\text{5}5\eta)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.</td>
<td>t(\text{3}3\text{iem})</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[b]</td>
<td>[c]</td>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>[e]</td>
<td>[f]</td>
<td>[g]</td>
<td>[h]</td>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>[j]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.</td>
<td>t51iw</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-dimens., long</td>
<td>gen. use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.</td>
<td>t11iw</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.</td>
<td>t33cc</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>large bunch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.</td>
<td>t15cy</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>±</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pairs (non-functional)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.</td>
<td>t1lcoy</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>generations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.</td>
<td>ts1lan</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.</td>
<td>ts55ey</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>written items</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.</td>
<td>ts55ey</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.</td>
<td>tsh15aam</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td>±</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td>ts51com</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>seated groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.</td>
<td>ts55un</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.</td>
<td>ts33un</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.</td>
<td>ts15uun</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td>ty55aa</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.</td>
<td>y55en</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>bowlsful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.</td>
<td>y11em</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HMONG CLASSIFIERS*

Annie Jaisser
University of California at Berkeley

The data presented in this problem set come from Hmong, a language spoken by minority hill-tribe people in southern China and Southeast Asia. Many of those living in Laos had to flee to Thailand following the fall of the Lao government in 1975 and were resettled in the Western world, so that there are now about 60,000 Hmong speakers in the United States. As to genetic affiliation, Hmong belongs to the Hmong-Mien (also known as Miao-Yao) language family; the wider relationship of the Hmong-Mien family, however, remains a controversial issue among linguists, with some affiliating it to Austro-Tai and others to Sino-Tibetan.

Hmong nouns appear in a single form: there are no suffixes, no grammatical genders, no case markings, no definite/ indefinite articles. What characterizes them is that they have a classifier associated with them; the choice of which classifier goes with a particular noun is determined by what the noun refers to. For instance, all nouns referring to spoken words (e.g. 'story', 'legend', 'song', 'prayer') are preceded by the classifier zai. While as many as 76 classifiers have been recorded for the language, we will look only at some of the most common ones in this problem set. In the first section of the exercise you will categorize nouns semantically depending on the classifier associated with them, and in the second section you will determine the syntactic functions of classifiers.

Transcription notes: the data are presented in the Romanized Popular Alphabet (RPA), which was developed in the early 1950's by missionaries. The RPA is like the IPA, except for the following:

RPA IPA  RPA IPA  RPA IPA  RPA IPA
x /s/     s = /ʃ/     r = /ɻ/     ee = /ɛŋ /
\(c = /tɿ/\) \(z = /ʒ/\) \(w = /ɹ/\) \(oo = /ɔŋ/\)

Since Hmong words are primarily monosyllabic, and since the language does not have final consonants (except for /ɿ/), the developers of the RPA chose 7 arbitrary consonant letters and attached them at the end of words to represent the 7 tones of the language. The consonants and their tonemic values are listed below:

Final "b" represents a high level tone (55).
Final "ʃ" represents a high falling tone (52).
Final "ʒ" represents a mid rising tone (24).
Final "r" (i.e. no consonant) represents a mid level tone (33).

* Editor's Note: This problem set was prepared for a graduate seminar at Berkeley called "Analysis of Linguistics Problem Sets" [Ling. 302], a course intended to give students practice in constructing and debugging self-contained corpora of data for classroom use.

Hmong is rapidly becoming the object of classroom study in the U.S. This summer it will be offered for the third year in a row at the SEASSI Language Institute (this time at the University of Hawaii). High school teachers in several California towns (e.g. Merced and Visalia) are beginning to receive training in the basics of Hmong phonetics and grammar to help them deal with the huge influx of Southeast Asian students to their classes.
Final "s" represents a low level tone (22).
Final "g" represents a breathy tone (4 2).
Final "m" represents a short, slightly falling tone ending in a glottal stop (21?).

SECTION I: SEMANTIC CATEGORIZATION

Part A: Carefully examine the data below and determine which semantic categories of nouns the following classifiers are associated with:

1. rab:
2. daim:
3. txoj:
4. phau:
5. tawb:
6. tsab:

1. txoj hlua  rope
2. daim bxiag  (wooden) board
3. rab raui  hammer
4. daim nplooj  leaf of a tree
5. tawb qaub ncauj  spit, spittle
6. rab phom  rifle
7. daim tiab  skirt
8. tsab xov  (written) message
9. daim ntawv  sheet of paper
10. rab hneev  crossbow
11. phau nylaj  wad (of money)
12. txoj hmoov  creeper (vine)
13. rab koob  needle
14. txoj sia  life
15. tawb zis  urine
16. rab txhab  scissors
17. daim pam  blanket
18. txoj hauj lwm  work
19. phau ntawv  book
20. txoj cal  law
21. rab diav  spoon
22. daim teb  field
23. rab taus  axe
24. txoj xov  string, twine
25. rab liag  sickle
26. txoj hmoov  destiny, fate
27. rab kaw  saw
28. daim liaj  rice paddy
29. rab hlau  hoe
30. daim sev  apron
31. rab riam  knife
32. txoj kev  road, path
33. tawb quav  dung
34. tsab ntawv  letter (mail)
35. phau khaub  pile of clothes

Part B: Classifiers and body parts. Carefully examine the data below and determine the characteristics of the body parts the following classifiers are associated with:

1. txhais:
2. tus:
3. txoj:
4. lub:

1. lub siab  liver
2. tus nplaiag  tongue
3. lub cev  body
4. txoj leeg  nerves
5. lub plawv  heart
6. tus qau  penis
7. lub taub hau  head
8. txhais caj npab  arm
9. lub sur  intestines
10. daim raui  tail
11. txoj leeg  nerves
12. lub plawv  heart
13. tus qau  penis
14. txhais tes  hand
15. txoj hnyuv  intestines
16. tus tw  tail
17. lub xub pwg  shoulder
18. txoj hlub ntsa  veins
19. lub hauv caug  knee
20. txhais ceg  leg
21. tus pob txha  bone
9. lub mls  
10. txoj sawv  
11. txhais ncej puab  
12. lub pob ntseg  
13. txoj ntaws  

breast  
tendons  
thigh  
ear  
umbilical cord

9. lub mis  
10. txoj sawv  
11. txhais ncej puab  
12. lub pob ntseg  
13. txoj ntaws  

navel  
foot  
eye  
finger  
vagina

Part C: Using your answers to Parts A and B determine which classifier is associated with the following words:

1. qhib ntsia  
2. plab  
3. ntaow sau  
4. xov hlaub  
5. tav  
6. duab  
7. caj hlaub  
8. duav hlaub  
9. hauv slab  
10. ntaub  
11. ntiv taw  
12. diav hmuuv  
13. raum  
14. kab dab  
15. quav twm  
screwdriver  
stomach, abdomen  
notebook  
iron wire  
rib  
photograph, picture  
lower leg  
shovel  
chest  
(piece of) cloth  
toe  
fork  
kidney  
blackboard  
cow-dung

SECTION II: SYNTACTIC FUNCTIONS OF HMONG CLASSIFIERS

Carefully examine the data on pages 5-6 and determine in what type of noun phrases the classifier is obligatory. You should come up with 5 types of noun phrases; please list them below:

1. ____________________________
2. ____________________________
3. ____________________________
4. ____________________________
5. ____________________________

DATA (CLF = classifier, Q = question marker, NEG = negation marker):

1. Tus tsov tshaib tshaib plab  
   CLF tiger be hungry be hungry stomach  
   *Tsov tshaib tshaib plab  
   'The tiger was very hungry'

2. Muaj ib tus tsov  
   be one CLF tiger  
   *Muaj ib tsov  
   'There was a (literally 'one') tiger'

3. Tus txiv neeb kho tau txhia tus mob  
   CLF shaman cure can all CLF illness  
   *Txiv neeb kho tau txhia mob  
   'The shaman can cure all illnesses'

4. Lawv lub zos puas deb?  
   their CLF village Q be far  
   *Lawv zos puas deb?  
   'Is their village far?'

5. Lub tsev no  
   CLF house this  
   *Tsev no  
   'This house'

6. Ntau lub tsev  
   many CLF house  
   *Ntau tsev  
   'Many houses'
7. Tus tswj lub tsev
   CLF chief CLF house
   *tswj tsev
   'The chief’s house'

8. Lawv muaj pes tsawg tus me nyuam?
   they have how much CLF child
   *Lawv muaj pes tsawg me nyuam?
   'How many children do they have?'

9. Tus npua ntawd zoo siab
   CLF pig that be happy
   *Npua ntawd zoo siab
   'That pig is happy'

10. Tooj tus dev
    Tong CLF dog
    *Tooj dev
    'Tong’s dog'

11. Lawv muaj rau tus me nyuam
    they have six CLF child
    *Lawv muaj rau me nyuam
    'They have six children'

12. Tshuav tsawg tus ntoo
    remain few CLF tree
    *Tshuav tsawg ntoo
    'Few trees are left'

Now look at #13 and #14: with what type of noun phrases are classifiers not used?

13. Kuv ntshai tsov
    I fear tiger
    *Kuv ntshai tus tsov
    I fear CLF tiger
    'I’m afraid of tigers'

14. Mob tsis tu
    disease NEG go away
    *Mob tsis tu
    CLF disease NEG go away
    'Disease never disappears'

To summarize: What general statement can you make about the use of classifiers? Fill in the blank below with a single word:
Classifiers are used in _______________ noun phrases (cf. #1-12).
Classifiers are not used in _______________ noun phrases (cf. #13-14).
This problem set is designed to familiarize students with the concept and use of classifiers. If students are already familiar with classifier languages, this will provide further exposure and practice. If they are not, this will serve as an introduction. In the latter case, to introduce the concept of classifiers, you may want to start by explaining that there is a concept resembling "classifiers" in English: note that we can talk of a stick of gum but not *a gum, a grain of salt but not *a salt, a glass of water but not *a water, and so on. The words stick, grain, and glass in the examples above are parallel to classifiers in Hmong. But in Hmong every noun must appear with a classifier, whereas in English only certain nouns have a similar feature.

As you and your students may have noticed, a given noun can select more than one classifier, and hence have a different meaning depending on the classifier. For instance, daim ntawv (Part A, #9) means sheet of paper, phau ntawv (Part A, #19) means book, and tsab ntawv (Part A, #34) means letter (piece of mail). Or tsab xov (Part A, #8) means [written] message, while tsoj xov (Part A, #24) means string/twine. This raises an interesting theoretical question: is a "noun" the noun by itself, or is it the noun together with its classifier, since classifiers can affect meaning? I do not have the answer to this question, but you may want to point this out to your students (if they do not point it out to you!).

In the first section of the problem set, the students are asked to determine the semantic categories of nouns which certain given classifiers are associated with. This section includes three parts: in Part A the nouns to be categorized are of a general nature, in Part B the focus is on body parts, and in Part C the students will apply their answers from Parts A and B by associating given nouns with the (hopefully!) correct classifier.

In the second section of the problem set, the students are asked to analyze the syntactic functions of classifiers by determining in what types of noun phrases classifiers are obligatory and in what types they are not. This will appeal to the notion of definiteness vs. indefiniteness in NP's.

Transcription note: the data are presented in the Romanized Popular Alphabet (RPA), the writing system which was developed for Hmong in the early 1950's by missionaries. The most "counter-intuitive" feature of the RPA is that graphic final consonants function as tone markers, and thus have to be converted into tonemric values rather than be pronounced as consonant sounds (cf. page 1 of the problem set for details). Nevertheless, since this problem set deals with semantics and syntax (and not with phonetics and/or phonology) and since the RPA is close to the IPA otherwise (cf. page 1 of the problem set for exceptions), the former was chosen over the latter for the purposes at hand. If students find the writing system troublesome, you may want to remind them, for example, of the glaring discrepancies between the written and the spoken language in English, or of the fact that most final consonants of written French are not pronounced. The RPA fares rather well, comparatively speaking.

On to answers and techniques for finding them.

SECTION I: SEMANTIC CATEGORIZATION

Part A: In order to determine the semantic categories of nouns the given classifiers are associated with, the students should start by grouping together the nouns that share the same classifier. This yields the following:
1. **rab:**
   3. rab rauj hammer 21. rab dlav spoon
   6. rab phom rifle 23. rab taus axe
   10. rab hneev crossbow 25. rab liag sickle
   13. rab koob needle 27. rab kaw saw
   16. rab txiab scissors 29. rab hlaub hoe
   18. rab ciaj pliers 31. rab riam knife

2. **daim:**
   2. daim txiag (wooden) board 17. daim pam blanket
   4. daim nplooj leaf of a tree 22. daim teb field
   7. daim tiab skirt 28. daim liaj rice paddy
   9. daim ntawv sheet of paper 30. daim sev apron

3. **txoj:**
   1. txoj hlua rope 20. txoj cal law
   12. txoj hmab creeper (vine) 24. txoj xov string, twine
   14. txoj sta life 26. txoj hmoov destiny, fate
   18. txoj hauj lwm work 32. txoj kev road, path

4. **phau:**
   11. phau nyiaj wad (of money) 36. phau khaub pile of clothes
   19. phau ntawv book

5. **tawb:**
   5. tawb qaub ncauj spit, spittle 33. tawb quav dung
   15. tawb zis urine

6. **tsab:**
   8. tsab xov (written) message 34. tsab ntawv letter (mail)

Next, the students should determine what semantic properties the nouns associated with each of the classifiers have in common. They should come up with the following:

1. **rab:** this classifier is used with nouns referring to implements (tools, kitchen utensils) and weapons.
2. **daim:** this classifier is used with nouns referring to flat things and surfaces.
3. **txoj:** this classifier is used with nouns referring to long and thin things. It is also used with abstract nouns which are metaphorically considered to be long: life, destiny, law, work (the latter two may require a stretch of the imagination, but this is a different culture, after all).
4. **phau:** this classifier is used with nouns referring to stacks of things, things piled up on each other.
5. **tawb:** this classifier is used with nouns referring to bodily excretions.
6. **tsab:** this classifier is used with nouns referring to written messages. (Recall from the introduction that there is a separate classifier for spoken words, zai).

**Part B:** Again, the student should start by grouping together the nouns that share the same classifier. This yields the following:
1. txhais:
   8. txhais caj npab  arm
   11. txhais nej puab  thigh
   14. txhais tes  hand
20. txhais ceg  leg
23. txhais ko taw  foot

2. tus:
   2. tus nplaq  tongue
   6. tus qau  pents
   16. tus tw  tail
21. tus pob txha  bone
25. tus ntiv  finger

3. txo:J:
   4. txo:J leeg  nerves
   10. txo:J sawv  tendons
   13. txo:J ntaws  umbilical cord
15. txo:J hnyuv  intestines
18. txo:J hlab ntsha  veins

4. lub:
   1. lub slab  liver
   3. lub cev  body
   5. lub plawv  heart
   7. lub taub hau  head
   9. lub mis  breast
   12. lub pob ntseg  ear
   16. lub ntaws  navel
17. lub xub pwg  shoulder
19. lub hauv caug  knee
22. lub xub hauv  navel
24. lub qhov muag  eye
26. lub pim  vagina

Next, the students should determine what semantic properties are shared by the body parts associated with each of the classifiers. They should come up with the following:

1. txhais: this classifier is used for arms, legs, hands, and feet, i.e. limbs and their extremities.
2. tus: this classifier is used with body parts that come in "short" lengths. (Compare and contrast with txo:J below).
3. txo:J: this classifier is used with body parts that come in "great" lengths, and are thin and flexible. (Recall from Part A that txo:J is also used with non-body-part nouns referring to long and thin things).
4. lub: this classifier is used with round and/or bulky body parts (a kind of "elsewhere" category here).

Part C: Using their answers to Parts A and B the students should associate the following words with the following classifiers:

1. qhib ntsia  screwdriver  rab
2. plab  stomach, abdomen  lub
3. ntawv sau  notebook  phau
4. xov hlaub  iron wire  txo:J
5. tav  rib  tus
6. duab  photograph, picture  daim
7. caj hlaub  lower leg  txhais
8. duav hlaub  shovel  rab
9. hauv siab  chest  lub
10. ntaub  (piece) of cloth  daim
11. ntiv taw  toe  tus
12. diav hmuv  fork   rab
13. raum      kidney  lub
14. kab dab   blackboard  daim
15. quav twm  cow-dung  tawb

Note: Should some of your students answer tsab for #3 and/or #14, you can provide the following explanation: some classifiers preempt others; in this case, although notebooks and blackboards are used for writing, they do not directly refer to written messages. For "notebook" the salient feature in the Hmong world view is that it is made up of a stack of sheets of paper (hence phau), and for "blackboard" the salient feature is that it is a flat surface (hence daim).

SECTION II: SYNTACTIC FUNCTIONS OF HMONG CLASSIFIERS

To determine in what type of noun phrases classifiers are obligatory, the students should start by grouping together the sentences which have the same types of NP's, and label them: 1 and 3 (definite NP's), 2 and 11 (NP's with numerals), 3, 6, 8, and 12 (NP's with quantifiers), 4, 7, and 10 (possessive NP's), and 5 and 9 (NP's with demonstratives). By comparing the grammatical sentences with their ungrammatical counterparts, the students should be able to conclude that classifiers are obligatory in these types of NP's.

To summarize, the 5 types of noun phrases classifiers are obligatory in are the following:
1. definite NP's in the narrow sense, i.e. NP's which take a definite article in English (cf. #1, 3)
2. NP's with numerals (cf. #2, 11)
3. NP's with quantifiers (cf. #3, 6, 8, 12)
4. possessive NP's (cf. #4, 7, 10)
5. NP's with demonstratives (cf. #5, 9)

On the other hand, classifiers are not used in indefinite NP's (i.e. when nouns are used generically, cf. #13-14).

The generalization the students should be able to make goes as follows:
Classifiers are used in definite noun phrases (cf. #1-12).
Classifiers are not used in indefinite noun phrases (cf. #13-14).

(Note to TA: Since numerals and quantifiers are not precisely "definite", a better set of terms might be determined or specified. Credit, however, should be given for any of these.)

Note: Should you and your students wonder about the classifiers tus and lub in #1-14, here is the explanation: tus and lub are the most common classifiers in Hmong: tus is used with nouns referring to human beings, animals, things that closely affect people (such as "illness"), and things that come in "short" lengths (such as "tree"); lub is used with nouns referring not only to round and bulky things, but also to buildings (such as "house"), places (such as "village"), and means of transportation (such as "car", "boat", etc), which all fall into the "container" category. As far as I know, lub is the most inclusive classifier in Hmong; this is supported by the fact that new loanwords from English or French often (possibly exclusively, but I do not know this for a fact) appear with this classifier.
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